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ABSTRACT
The school-to-prison nexus (STPN) disproportionately targets African American students for
school suspension and expulsion, which increases their risk of future incarceration (Heitzeg,
2016). The nexus metaphor describes how students transition from education spaces to the
criminal justice system through punitive policies such as zero tolerance discipline (Meiners,
2007), and practices of criminalized control and over-surveillance that reinforces prison-like
school structures (Stovall, 2016). Thus, interrupting the social injustice of the STPN calls for a
collaboration between K-12 schools and university-based teacher education programs that
prepare classroom teachers. In this qualitative narrative inquiry study, I examine the victorious
narratives of three African American men who traversed K-12 education and incarceration
spaces and seek higher education as an act of agency and resistance to the long-term
disenfranchisement of the STPN. Drawing on a constellation of theoretical frameworks including

critical race theory, the carceral state, and experience, I gathered their stories to shift the
narrative around the STPN and to inform critical praxis in teacher education programs.
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CHAPTER 1 THE PROBLEM
Practitioners of the Word must assume the position of subject. We must assert our
humanity by making ourselves the heroes and heroines of our tales and by unashamedly
employing “I” and “we” in our language. We must describe other subjects in our stories
and, by presenting multiple points of view, subvert the closed, coherent, noncontradictory
world that makes us objects. (Lawrence, 1995, p. 341)

Lawrence (1995) calls upon researchers to use stories as a way to humanize and validate
common experiences of people who interrogate and resist oppression. Stories are the way we
make meaning of the world (Clandinin, 2013), and we come to understand the world through our
lived experiences (Craig, 2011). In this study, I sought out stories from African American men
who negotiated the school-to-prison nexus (STPN) and pursued college after a history of school
suspensions, early exit, and incarceration. The school-to-prison nexus metaphor describes how
students transition from educational spaces to the criminal justice system through practices and
policies that disproportionately target African American students for suspension and expulsion
(Heitzeg, 2016). Activist scholar Angela Davis (2003) explained, “When children attend schools
that place a greater value on discipline and security than knowledge and intellectual
development, they are attending prep schools for prison” (p. 38-39). Furthermore, society
positions prisons or correctional facilities as necessary, rehabilitative spaces. Unfortunately, the
benevolence of imprisonment is lost to the immense disenfranchisement of formerly incarcerated
individuals who typically experience higher rates of unemployment, lower wages, and limited
healthcare benefits (Pettit & Western, 2004). To this end, prison-like schools that largely serve
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low-income, African American youth target these students for future incarceration and
significantly reduce their access to the knowledge and freedom valued in a democratic society.
Minoritized youth in urban areas are more likely than other school-aged children to
attend over-policed, discipline-based schools (Heitzeg, 2016). Schooling under these conditions
contributes to student arrests, school disengagement, and a lack of belongingness that pushes
students to drop out of school and increase their risk of future imprisonment (Duncan, 2000;
Fine, 1991; Wald & Losen, 2003). This “death by education” (Fasching-Varner, Mitchell,
Martin, & Bennett-Haron, 2014) describes a systemic oppression known as the school-to-prison
pipeline/nexus. In this study, I sought to uncover the complicatedness of the school-to-prison
paradox and identify the various macro- and micro-level factors operating in the system. Thus, to
unpack the phenomenon, I re-conceptualize the pipeline view and define a school-to-prison
nexus that grounds my investigation into the historical, political, social, and individual elements
of the system.
The School-to-Prison Pipeline/Nexus
The school-to-prison pipeline (STPP) metaphorically described a movement of students
from education spaces to the criminal justice system through practices and policies that
disproportionately target African American students for suspension and expulsion (Heitzeg,
2016). As conceptualized, the pipeline metaphor indicates a relationship between school
discipline and incarceration records (Browne, 2003; Wald & Losen, 2003). Notwithstanding,
scholars have criticized the school-to-prison pipeline metaphor for a lack of attention to history
and theory (McGrew, 2016; Sojoyner, 2013). Scholar Damien Sojoyner (2013) argues the
pipeline perspective is simplistic and ahistorical. He further contends the analysis omits Blacks’
relationship to education and the larger socio-political context in the United States (Sojoyner,
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2013). Similarly, McGrew (2016) claims the metaphor is narrow in vision and suggests,
“Systems are not beings unto themselves. They are made up of individual human actors who,
ultimately, could choose not to participate in the oppression of others” (McGrew, 2008, p. 14).
McGrew is calling for a micro-level examination of elements functioning in the pipeline
construct. Considered together, the two scholars argue that historical factors around education,
imprisonment, and treatment of African Americans have to be analyzed at the macro and micro
levels (McGrew, 2016; Sojoyner, 2013). The “pipeline thinking” of the school-to-prison analysis
describes a linear movement of students from education to incarceration spaces (McGrew, 2016),
and issues of race, class, and gender are ignored. Moreover, solutions are based on changing
student behavior and discipline practices, but do not address institutional factors (Sojoyner,
2013). As a result, the conclusions drawn from “pipeline” research are often oversimplified,
exclude the voices of targeted youth, and lack a macro-level analysis of factors. How the STPP
gets defined and understood is a partial examination of a problem situated in a sophisticated
system of color-blind racism, politics, and economics in a prison nation (Richie, 2012).
Framing the Nexus Perspective
The school-to-prison nexus (STPN) is a system of policies, structures, and actors that
involve practices intended to control the lives of African American and other minoritized
students inside and outside of education and incarceration spaces. The nexus terminology is not
new and scholars have often used the term interchangeably with pipeline to describe one
dimension of the phenomenon (Farmer, 2010; Krueger, 2010; Meiners, 2007; Winn, 2010). For
example, STPN has described schools functioning like or similar to prisons, or “as the reminder
you are in jail” (Stovall, 2016b, original emphasis, p. 2). Additionally, scholars have analyzed
how race and racism are woven into the punitive threads of schools and organizations that serve
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poor youth of color (Meiners, 2007). The tenets outlined in Stovall and Meiner’s work help
describe schools within a carceral state of control and surveillance similar to the criminal justice
system (Meiners, 2007; 2013; Stovall, 2016b; Weissman, 2015). Relatedly, other public
locations and social organizations reproduce the criminalized experiences, most notably, courtsanctioned programs (e.g., parole/probation officers, drug, and alcohol rehabilitation) and social
service agencies (e.g., children and family services). The recent work of scholar Subini Ancy
Annamma (2018) adopts a nexus framework to look at a spatial representation of the concept.
Annamma observed that students move through a network of punitive institutions based in
carceral logic of control and punishment. Lastly, I contribute to the nexus an analysis that attends
to the longevity of experiences. Analyzing the longevity of the STPN looks at the lasting effects
of the system, and how individuals’ life course and adult outcomes are bound in a web that can
retain them long after school removal and physical imprisonment.
Figure 1. Elements of the School-to-Prison Nexus
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The school-to-prison nexus framework (see figure 1) shifts the metaphor from a studentcentered explanation (Sojoyner, 2013) to consider a multi-level analysis of factors that interact to
create the system. Moreover, the concept allowed me to identify how teachers are complicit
within the structure and advance ways to engage teacher education programs in disrupting the
system. Lastly, an examination of historical trends indicates the STPN is a race making
institution grounded in the punitive reach of the carceral state. The nexus perspective explains
how relationships and social interactions shape students’ experiences in K-12 educational spaces
and various locations within society.
Statistical Backdrop. School-based practices centered on exclusion and removal are
statistically linked to student drop out rates and incarceration trends. In 2014, the United States
Department of Education Office for Civil Rights reported 5.4 million students received in-school
or out-school suspensions during the 2011-2012 school year. Nationally, African American
students constituted the largest group of students disciplined. The same academic year African
American students had a graduation rate of 69% compared to 86% for their White peers
(Bidwell, 2015). Turning to the criminal justice system, approximately 2.3 million people are in
prison and jail in the United States, and over 5.1 million are court involved through probation or
parole supervision (Alexander, 2010). Sadly, nearly 40% of the prison population is African
American (Carson, 2015), equating to one out of three African Americans being placed at risk
for imprisonment over the course of their lifetimes (see Figure 2). After incarceration, criminal
records are used to create a disenfranchised underclass through strategic exclusion and denial of
basic rights including voting, access to public assistance, and employment opportunities
(Alexander, 2010).
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Figure 2. Lifetime likelihood of imprisonment for those born in 2001.

Reprinted with permission from “Black Lives Matter: Eliminating Racial Inequity in the
Criminal Justice System” Black Lives Matter: Eliminating Racial Inequity in the Criminal
Justice System. (February 3, 2015.). Retrieved from
http://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/black-lives-matter-eliminating-racial-inequity-inthe-criminal-justice-system/.
While statistics are helpful to draw connections between schools and prisons, educational
research benefits from qualitative approaches that can illuminate the trends and complicated
nature of the system. To this end, I have developed four research questions to guide a qualitative
investigation into to the complex school-to-prison nexus:
(1) How do African American males describe their experiences in K-12
education, the criminal justice system, and college?
(2) How do elements of the carceral state--race, policing, and punitive policies-influence the experiences of African American males within the broader STPN?
(3) To what extent does individual agency shape the life course of African
American males as they navigated the STPN?
(4) What are the roles of teachers and teacher educators in the STPN?
6

In the next section, I outline the purpose of the study as a contribution to the literature on
teaching practice and teacher education curriculums as tools to interrupt the STPN.
Purpose of the Study
This study is a narrative inquiry into the stories of African American men who traversed
the school-to-prison nexus. Narrative inquiry is “an approach to the study of human lives
conceived as a way of honoring lived experiences as a source of important knowledge and
understanding” (Clandinin, 2013, p. 17). For this research, I needed a methodology that allowed
me to share stories of experience. To understand the relationship between people, time, locations,
and society, I employed narrative inquiry to look at how teachers influenced African American
males’ K-12 experiences, and how stories of experience in the STPN can inform teacher
education curriculums.
I begin this narrative journey with my own story, and how I came to see the STPN in the
educational, familial, and social lives of African Americans. I believe it is important to share my
story as Clandinin (2013) says, “Through that writing, each of us comes to understand, to name,
our personal, practical, and social justifications. This work shapes our research puzzles and
identifies key narrative concepts and terms” (p. 89). While I am in agreement with Clandinin, I
also know that sharing the details of my narrative beginnings is dangerous. The retelling of my
story is a perilous act and one done with hesitation; therefore, I lean upon the confidence of the
men who were willing to speak to me throughout this study, and let their strength guide me into
an account of my personal experiences. The chapter’s opening quote from Lawrence encourages
me to be a practictioner of the Word; thus, I feel I must assert an “I” and “we” in my language
and the stories I share. As a narrative inquirer I am creating a space to live, tell, and retell, my
stories and the stories of my participants (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), and offer our narratives
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as tools to challenge the inequity and injustice of the STPN through the preparation of teachers
and teacher educators.
Narrative Beginnings
As a young child, I knew that prisons existed. Before I was born and into the first years of
my life, my parents frequently drove to a state correctional facility to visit my father’s older
brother. My reality is, I went to prison before I entered the world or a classroom. I learned
behind “the walls” (a common reference to the inside of prisons), long before I ever sat behind a
desk. Because of these teachings, I chose to begin my story from this location. My uncle’s
incarceration motivated me throughout my life because I knew prison was a source of absence
and pain for families. However, at that time, what I did not know is how the criminal justice
system would threaten my own freedom and move my career in a direction to act against it.
Looking back, it was the relationship with my uncle that influenced how I understood social
structures and relationships between people and places.
As I came of age, my uncle and I remained close. He taught me about life and people and
encouraged me to be my best. My uncle is one of the most intelligent men I ever met, and I
wondered how he ended up in prison. On one of our visits I asked him, how did you end up in
here? He turned halfway in his chair so he could face me, his face wore a half smile, half amused
looked. He did not answer my question, but I could see he was thinking about a response.
Maybe, his youth came to mind and he remembered his experiences as a part of the Black
migration to the North for the hope of a more promising future. Maybe he reflected back to his
earliest memories in the South working alongside his parents and siblings in the fields as a
sharecropping family. I never found out what his initial thoughts were, but we continued our visit
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and I temporarily forgot my question. Several days later, my uncle wrote me a letter and he
explained:
Clarice, you say, this is America. If you ask me, I’ll throw the question back to you, is
this really America? I’m telling you it is. Listen, back then, when I was out in the world, I
felt as long as I was not stealing, robbing, or hurting no one, I could live and do as I
pleased. Right? WRONG! Yes, this is America, and I was a citizen, but I am a Black
man, an ex-convict, ex-everything in the eye’s of so-called society, and I was a high
school drop out and a drop out from everything I was suppose to be. The gall of me to
think that I could be an All American Citizen. You gotta understand Clarice, in the eyes
of the shot callers and closet racist of Big Lakes, I should be a gutter dweller, no vision
and no goals. I was not to live life being me, being all that I wanted to be, because I was a
threat to the status quo of how a Black man was to be. They watched and hunted. They
gunned me down like an animal and threw me in a cage, all because I wanted to be a
Black man, a man, in America. Think I’m lying, go read the papers, look with your own
eyes. They took me away from my family. When you come back to see me, look around
the visiting room, all you see are families. Wives, mothers, babies, children, we make the
most of these visits, we make the most out of sharing that time with our loved ones. But
then look in the corner there, sitting high up looking down on us are the police. Guards
with guns, getting paid to sit on their behinds to watch us and tell us when to move,
where to look, and how to interact with our people. See, this is what they wanted for me,
for us. (emphasis in original, Personal Communication, 2007)
In that moment, I learned about race, life, and freedom. My uncle’s incarceration is how he
learned to see and understand the world. The hope of his parents was shattered, and his chances
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for a better future were bound to a cell. Those four walls hold his memories from the past and all
his dreams for the future.
My uncle’s response was not my first lesson on Blackness or what it means to exist as an
African American, but it was the first time I began to think about it more critically. I wondered
what our family left behind in the South in exchange for the North where my uncle lost his
freedom. I questioned, was imprisonment that only alternative to death? In a nation that
imprisons over two million people and nearly half of those are African American men
(Alexander, 2010), I concluded that in this climate, prison is a site of knowledge production.
From my stance, prison, crime, and punishment are casualties of a war with systems in a society
far more broken than the people who break the law.
Being and Becoming a Teacher
Reading my uncle’s letter sparked both an epistemological and ontological orientation
that shaped how I began to see and understand the world. His letter helped me realize the
purpose of my life, one that I had been avoiding. I always knew I wanted to be a teacher, but two
years after graduating from college, I still had not entered the field. I worked as a substitute
teacher for a year and continued to read books about education. Now with a new sense of
purpose, I looked for a graduate teacher preparation program. I assumed, as a teacher, I could
serve as a critical member of the community and prevent the criminal justice system from
invading the lives of more African Americans. I believed if I pursued a career in education,
maybe, I could interrupt the need for more prisons, one mind at a time.
Summer semester 2008, I re-enrolled in my undergraduate university as a graduate
student and secondary education major. I completed the certification component in 2009 and
began searching for open positions in our local schools. I took a position as a history teacher at
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an alternative high school that served students across the metropolitan area. The students were
ages 16-19 and enrolled in a night program to recover high school credits. During the year, the
students began to tell me stories about previous schools and their home life, and I wondered if
their experiences were an anomaly or more prevalent than I was previously aware. I ended that
year with more questions than answers, and a newfound desire to continue working in nontraditional secondary settings.
The next school year, I took a position as an adult education instructor at a nearby city’s
community education center. This city was smaller, but the area had a 35% Black population,
which was larger than the 20% in the previous city. To my surprise (and disappointment), my
alternative education program served a nearly 100% Black student population. I was excited to
work with my new students, but admittedly, I was disheartened to know everyone in my program
had been removed from a traditional high school under various circumstances. The community
education center offered a daycare program that was extended to staff and students, preschool,
high school completion, adult basic education, and GED preparation and testing that also served
the local county jail. My primary role was in the adult education program, and I mentored
students in the high school completion program. As their mentor, I wanted to prevent them from
transitioning to my GED program. I wanted my mentees to seize their last opportunity to earn a
high school diploma and avoid the stigma associated with the GED. For two years, I worked with
both groups of students and their lives unfolded before me. I learned more about them, their
educational backgrounds, and personal situations, and what I learned pushed me to do more and
connect them with different possibilities.
The community education center had a unique view of various groups of students. My
students and I could look outside our classroom window and see the daycare staff pulling
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wagons of toddlers (one of whom was my youngest son) down the street to enjoy sunshine and
fresh air. Also, we could hear preschool aged children scream with joy as they played on the
playground. I saw the innocence of those children and wondered how my students, still children
in many cases, ended up in my class. Most of my students were teenagers and young adults
around 17-25 years old. Their stories were complex, and often, school was painful memories of
encounters with aggressive administrators and teachers and the presence of court officials and
social service workers. The systems in place jeopardized my students’ access to education.
On average, the students who entered the program needed additional support in reading,
writing, and math. Additionally, I served as a mentor, unofficial (and untrained) counselor, a
community resource, and lifeline. My teacher preparation program did not prepare me for these
roles, and I relied on my personal experiences to guide me. From a place of familiarity, my
students and I worked together to achieve their academic and social goals. The GED program
had three teachers and I garnered the support of a local literacy program that provided tutors to
help close reading and comprehension gaps. For other students, I partnered with the local
community college and a representative from the school worked with students on admission
materials. I had another group of students who prepared to enter the workforce and we worked
on resume writing and interview skills. I believed my job was to prevent my students’ pasts from
determining or limiting their futures. While I undoubtedly prepared some for future
opportunities, I lost others to the criminal justice system and violent deaths.
In many cases, enrolling in a GED program was a condition of probation, parole, or court
approved bond (in this situation a person has been charged with a crime and released while
awaiting a court-decision or sentence). On a given day, I could interact with community
organizations, college admission specialists, parole officers, juvenile group homes, child welfare
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workers, substance abuse counselors, and county jail officials. I came to understand I was more
than a teacher, and my job was embedded in a community that intersected with various
institutions. I witnessed students enter the program and abruptly exit through the obscurity of
social ills. The structures I hoped to impose change upon became a burden to my life as a teacher
and I began wanting to push moveable obstacles out of the lives of my students and others with
similar experiences.
A New Road
The time I spent teaching in the field changed how I viewed myself and other educators.
At the community education center, the administrators acted as gatekeepers for students who
were often viewed through a deficit lens (Behizadeh, Thomas, Cross, 2017). Every day the
students entered the building on their “last strike” as the principal and discipline coordinator
stood guard to remove hooded sweatshirts and dispense string to hold up sagging pants. They
had to look like a student, even though they were treated like an inmate. In my opinion, these
were middle class White norms and deterred students from attending school when they felt
forced to accept these and other exclusionary practices. As the administrators guarded the
entrance, I happily greeted my students who were permitted to enter. I knew that everyday when
we parted ways I could lose them to systemic and physical violence; therefore, their arrival in the
morning was the start of a good day.
During my time at the community education center, I continued to visit my uncle who
was imprisoned only a few miles away from the school. He and I talked for hours and I shared
thoughts about teaching and how I wanted to make a meaningful change. I began to consider
ways to engage with the education system on a different level. The following year, I relocated to
the South and searched for a doctoral program in teacher education. When I entered the doctoral
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program, I thought I wanted to read and learn more about alternative school teachers, including
how they are prepared, their identities, and experiences. Across my coursework and various
research projects, I thought back to my students in the GED program. I began to wonder about
the school-to-prison pipeline (STPP) or students’ movement from school and the criminal justice
system (arrest, court, and jail). Moving forward, my second year in the doctoral program was
pivotal as a class project helped me hone in on my research interests. I immersed myself in
readings around the STPP, but had not connected my personal schooling experiences to my
interest in the research. I talked to my advisor and committee members and began to wonder how
I could contribute to the conversation about the STPP. In the fall of 2015, I took a position in
another GED program called H.E.L.P (a pseudonym) and to my surprise, I witnessed similar
situations to my students I taught over 800 miles away.
H.E.L.P was a small non-profit program that served the local community for nearly 25
years. The H.E.L.P program had a unique design that aimed to meet students’ academic and
social needs. Community organizations held life skills training and service learning experiences
for the students. The team of educators and community supports focused on preparing the
students for the road ahead regardless of the path that led them to the program. H.E.L.P’s
founder encouraged the students to pursue college courses over employment opportunities, and
offered specialized instruction for students to prepare for the college admission test and
application process. As an instructor, I drew upon my previous teaching experiences and
prioritized building relationships and getting to know my students. Over the months, I
encountered similar narratives, and again, addressed issues of low literacy, court-involvement,
and socioeconomic challenges. Some students were recently released from jail or prison and
others were waiting their day in court to be sentenced to imprisonment. Additionally, there was a
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group of students forging a new path and preparing to enter college. The more I worked with and
talked to all my students, I saw patterns that connected them to my former students and also
resonated with parts of my own “student story.” I heard stories of power, resistance, and action
against the school and prison systems, and I wondered where their stories were in the literature. I
explored the literature and found victim narratives that positioned the STPP as a final stop. The
stories I witnessed in my classroom, the narratives of individual agency and victory had to be
added to this body of work. Before I could examine their paths, I had to look more closely at my
journey to that moment.
Looking Backward
I thought back over my K-12 schooling and home experiences, and wondered, do I have a
story to tell? I began to recall situations I ignored or considered a norm, and looking back, my
familial narrative shaped me as a student. I did not grow up in a two-parent household; my father
left when I was two, and no one ever filled that role. Around eight years old, his presence
became inconsistent and mostly absent until the time of my high school graduation. My mother
worked a full-time and part-time job to provide for my older brother and me. My brother was my
primary caregiver, but when I was four years old and he fourteen, he moved out of state to live
with our grandma. My aunt and cousins moved in to help my mom, and she continued to work
both jobs. When I was in second grade, my mom and I moved to a new neighborhood. The first
day of school, she walked me to school and pointed out streets and landmarks for me to
remember. I didn’t know why my mom was giving me these instructions, but I listened as told.
In the school building, my mom placed a blue piece of yarn around my neck and said in a stepby-step manner, “Remember the way we walked here, walk back home the same way. When you
get to our door, use this key and let yourself in. There will be a sandwich in the microwave. I’ll
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call you at 4 pm.” I went throughout my school day trying to remember all my mom’s
instructions. At the end of the day, I followed the route home and opened the door, and as
promised, a sandwich was waiting. This day served as my first lesson on how to take care of
myself.
This unexpected independence became my norm for the remainder of elementary school.
I got myself up and dressed for school in the morning and made it home safe everyday. We
moved two more times before sixth grade, and each time, my mom walked me through the new
routine. In fourth grade, I had to ride the city bus (public transportation) to my new school. The
first day my mom rode the bus with me and showed me how to transfer to the bus that would
take me the remainder of the way to school. The next day, I silently hoped she would make an
exception to her “show you once” parenting style because I was terrified to ride the city bus
alone at nine years old. Despite my fear, I did not ask her to ride with me, and she did not offer. I
was on my own. I made it to school unharmed and on time. One of the benefits of being
independent at home was that I applied the same principles in school. I excelled as a student and
was placed in advanced classes. At the end of the school day, I returned home, let myself in, did
homework, and made dinner. I was a good student and daughter.
After sixth-grade, for reasons unknown, I moved out of town to my grandma’s. My
brother was now 22 years old and we were in the same city again. Despite our age difference, he
was excited to resume his role as my big brother the protector. Over the next four years, I did not
see or hear from my mom, but because she always she worked so much, living apart did not feel
different from her normal absence. I was living in my second home and I had my brother and
cousins with me. From my point of view, life was good. As I look back at this story, I realize that
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my home narrative shaped who I was as a student. Independence and compliance became central
to how I defined myself until others began to redefine me.
School Stories. My school stories began in junior high school, which was a time when
school, home, and peers intersected in ways that impacted my self-perception as a “good
student.” Starting in eighth grade, I encountered minor instances of misbehavior that earned me
lunch detention on one occasion, and one day of in-school suspension for skipping another lunch
detention. In tenth grade, I returned to my home state to live with my aunt, my father’s older
sister. My mom still worked two jobs, but I occasionally saw her. Tenth grade was a difficult
year. This school year, my school based punishments advanced to multiple out of school
suspensions, and by the end of the school year, I narrowly escaped formal expulsion.
Academically, I was a good student, in advanced classes, and maintaining a high grade
point average. Despite my profound academic performance, I often found myself in trouble.
Taking my full narrative into perspective, maybe I was acting out from the constant unknown in
my life. It is possible that the premature independence or uncertainty caused me maladjustment
to my most recent transition. I had no one to confide in, and I lacked a connection to teachers,
counselors, or other adults in my school or home life. Nonetheless, one month before the school
year ended, I had a disagreement with another student that carried into the neighborhood after
school. The next day I was called into the principal’s office and he said:
I’m tired of seeing you in my office, I’m tired of you being in my school. Because you
have good grades and the length of the expulsion process this late in the school year, I
won’t file the expulsion paperwork. You can come back to take your exams on the last
day of school, but you are not welcomed in my school, and if you come back next year, I
will expel you!
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The principal never asked me why I kept getting in trouble. He looked at my records, saw I had
good grades and was in advanced classes, and maybe possibly assumed I had potential; therefore,
the long suspension was a courtesy. Now, I can see that the principal never learned anything else
about me. I don’t remember him speaking to my aunt or mom about my behavior. I suppose,
from his perspective, I was a “good student with bad behavior,” and I had to go.
The next year, at a new school, I continued to be a “good student with bad behavior.” In
April, again, near the end of the school year, I had an altercation with a girl I knew from one of
my old neighborhoods. The following day when I went to school the Assistant Principal and a
police officer called me into the office. They asked me about the fight (that happened outside of
school), and I admitted my role. I was suspended from school for three days and told to appear in
court on criminal charges. Several weeks later, my mom and I appeared in court. She did not
know anything about the legal system, but she warned me as we walked in, “Do what them
people say, and don’t get smart!” A few moments later, the judge walked in and proceeded to
state the facts of the case. He asked me about the fight and I told him exactly what happened. I’m
not sure if he listened, but his next question was standard for everyone who entered his court,
“How do you plea,” he asked. I looked at my mom; she returned a look of anger, probably
because she was missing work; nonetheless, unable to think of an alternative reply, I responded
nonchalantly, “Guilty.”
My plea was accepted and I was given one year probation and a $343 fine. Standing in
the courtroom, I was both shocked and unprepared. I did not expect to be labeled a criminal, at
least not that fast. I may have had “bad behavior,” but I was a “good student.” More importantly,
I had goals and now with a criminal record, I assumed my chances of going to law school were
gone. Before leaving the courtroom, I asked the judge, “Your honor, I want to go to college and
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law school. I can’t do that with this on my record, is there any way you can charge me as a
juvenile?” He informed me that because I had recently turned seventeen, I was in fact an adult.
The judge advised if I completed probation, paid the fine on time, and stayed out of trouble, not
even a parking ticket for the next five years, I could come back and petition the court to have the
charges expunged from my record. That was it, the ruling was made, and I had to be a model
citizen and student until I was at least 22 years old if I wanted a chance to pursue a career.
Seven years later, a year before I entered my graduate program, I completed the process
to have the misdemeanor charge removed from my record. The charge had not prevented me
from obtaining employment or attending school, but I did not want to carry it with me into the
classroom. As I reflect on this experience, I wonder why the judge did not ask for information
about me before he gave his official ruling. I assume a character reference would not have
persuaded him to rule differently. The judge had my file in front of him, but chose not to open it.
I assume that he saw my little Black face and the “criminal activity” that led to my appearance in
his courtroom and knew all there was to know about me. If he had looked under that police
report, there was documentation of my honor roll grades, proof that I was employed and
involved in extracurricular activities at school. Had the judge looked beyond the official court
papers, he may have noticed that my mother and I had different addresses, and maybe, just
maybe, he would have asked why. In that moment, the judge had the opportunity to see me as a
person; yet, he chose to see me as a case number and criminal.
Thinking back, the principal, judge, or my family members never asked how it was
possible for me to exemplify the best and worst qualities of a high school student. Maybe no one
thought about it, or maybe they did not know what questions to ask. They were probably all just
as confused as I was. We did not have the language to consider what factors were playing out in
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my life, what experiences, systems, and practices were central to my conflicted identity as a
“good student with bad behavior.” However, I do know that had I continued down that path, I
would have been another life permanently affected by the criminal justice system.
Moving Forward
Being in a doctoral program pushed my thinking and encouraged me to reflect on my life
experiences. When I would look back on my earliest memories, I wondered what motivated me.
The circumstances of my life do not suggest I would ever attend college, let alone, seek out a
terminal degree. The fact that I have pursued my doctoral studies as a full-time student and
mother makes those around me question how I do it. My life is not a mythological fable in which
I am cast as this superwoman with extraordinary strength and magic powers; instead, I know that
I am driven by common features inherent in most people. Every characteristic that pushes me
through my doctoral program has been present my entire life. Independence, perseverance, drive,
and self-confidence have allowed me to remain in motion and pushing forward in all situations.
What I came to realize about myself is what others may have viewed as obstacles were instead
my motivation. Being a young, poor, African American female drove me to prove that I could be
and do the unthinkable. I also knew that my journey would be complicated because being the
first of my family and friends to pursue a doctoral program meant there was no light to help
guide my path. Nonetheless, thinking back to my students at each school, I saw them travelling
down their unlit road. Thinking about their experiences next to my own story, I knew there had
to be others with complicated journeys adding to the college enrollment.
While reflecting on my narrative beginnings, I uncovered stories that indicate carceral
conditions shaped my experiences. Based on this analysis, I wondered how other African
Americans interacted with/in similar environments. To frame this research, I needed a language
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to understand how race intersected with the broader socio-political structure of society. In other
words, I situated this research within a theoretical framework that allowed me to examine how
African Americans negotiated relationships with school, family, the judicial system, and other
social contexts in their lives. The key principles from multiple theoretical traditions guided my
thinking as I interrogated how interactions with educational spaces (e.g.: schools, teachers,
administrators) shaped the life course of formerly incarcerated men who sought higher education
after complicated K-12 experiences.
Theoretical Framework
In social science research, the theoretical perspective informs our view of the world and
the knowledge produced through an inquiry (Crotty, 1998). In this narrative inquiry study, I draw
on multiple theoretical perspectives to understand how African American men experience the
school-to-prison nexus. Critical race theory, the carceral theory, and multi-layered theory of
experience (2.0), which expounds upon the traditional conceptualization of experience, are
integrated to form a constellation theoretical framework (Stovall, 2016a). The constellation
approached allowed me to examine the complicated nature of African American men’s
experiences with/in the school-to-prison nexus, and re-center them in a victorious position.
Stories of my participants’ action and agency are threaded across their narrative accounts and
inform their current locations as undergraduate and graduate level college students.
In research with minoritized groups and communities of color, other scholars have drawn
on a collective theoretical framework to ground their research (Stinson, 2008; Stovall, 2016a). In
Born Out of Struggle, scholar-activist David Stovall (2016a) draws on critical race theory and
critical race praxis in legal scholarship to tell the messy and complicated story behind the
development of Greater Lawndale Little Village School of Social Justice, a high school located
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in Chicago, Illinois. Similarly, to advance a counterstory of mathematically successful African
American males, professor David Stinson (2008) employs an eclectic theoretical framework to
engage in what he calls “good research” to produce a different story that challenges traditional
views of African American male students. For my study, to look at the complex social, political,
and environmental factors that shape students and teachers, I developed a constellation of
theories that work together to provide a framework to unpack the realities of my participants’
stories. I draw on tenets from critical race theory to examine issues of race and racism, (LadsonBillings, 1998; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Solórzano & Delgado Bernal, 2001), the carceral
state to look at the punitive structure of institutions and organizations (Foucault, 1977; Meiners,
2016; Wacquant, 2001; Weissman, 2015), and experience to understand how individuals, more
specifically, African Americans (Grant et al., 2015) continuously interact with their worlds
(Dewey, 1938/1997). Table 1 gives an overview of the constellation theoretical framework that
guides this research.
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Table 1. Theoretical Constellation Framework
Theoretical Perspective
Critical Race Theory

Carceral State

Experience 2.0

Definition

Key Tenets

Centers experiential
knowledge to
challenge the
dominant discourse
on race and racism.
(Ladson-Billings,
1998; Solórzano,
1997).

•
•

The punitive structure
of surveillance and
control (Foucault,
1977) used to punish
and marginalize
minoritized
communities through
public institutions and
social services
(Meiners, 2016;
Wacquant, 2001).

•
•

A layering of:
interactional and
continuous
experience (Dewey,
1938); Black
experience (Grant et
al., 2015); and
victorious narratives
that center on agency
and resistance in
experience (Welsh &
Asante, 1981).

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Examine everyday racism
Examine racism embedded in
institutions
Challenge dominant discourses
Storytelling
Experiential knowledge
Commitment to social justice

Race based punitive matrix
Criminalization of communities
(excessive police presence, oversurveillance, tactics of arrest and
removal)
System of punishments control behavior

Interactional
Continuity
Interaction of time, location, and social
forces
Action and resistance
Victorious narratives

Critical Race Theory
Critical Race Theory (CRT) developed in response to the Critical Legal Studies (CLS)
movement (Ladson-Billings, 2000). Following the civil rights era, legal scholars critiqued slowpaced advances and legal discourses premised on neutrality, objectivity, color-blindness, and
incremental progress (Bell, Delgado, & Stefancic, 2005; Tate, 1997). Proponents of this analysis
suggested the legal system maintained a social order that subjugated people of color through
individual and group politics (Brown & Jackson, 2013), but CLS scholarship focused on classstructured hierarchies and omitted an examination of race (Crenshaw, 1995). In the 1970s, civil
rights lawyer and Harvard law professor Derrick Bell pushed the legal discourse towards a new
school of thinking that challenged dominant views of society and integrated experiential
knowledge and legal storytelling (Tate, 1997). Bell (1992) argued that race is a permanent factor
in the rights and interests of Blacks, and a group of African American legal students and scholars
adopted this stance and pushed for a race-based critique. The work of Derrick Bell and the law
students’ critiques laid the foundation of a critical race movement that would examine how
White supremacy was established and sustained a continuous subordination of people of color.
Scholars in the CRT movement worked to change the relationship between race, law, and power
(Brown & Jackson, 2013; Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, & Thomas, 1995; Tate, 1997).
Around the time of the race-centered shift, Gordon and colleagues (1990) argued the
social sciences needed theoretical and methodological approaches that aimed to understand the
experiences, realities, and knowledge produced within minoritized groups. Critical race
scholarship examined the pervasiveness of everyday racism and challenged discourses and
ideologies embedded in American institutions (Bell, 1992; Crenshaw, 1995; Lawrence, Matsuda,
Delgado & Crenshaw, 1993). CRT offered a lens to look at race in everyday events and
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interactions, and how acts of racism impact the actions and experiences of people of color
(Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). The racialized lens enabled scholars to name the social
construction of race (Omi & Winant, 1994) and created a space for more in-depth analyses of
institutions that ignored that the “subordination of blacks was rationalized by a series of
stereotypes and beliefs that made their conditions appear logical and natural” (Crenshaw, 1995,
p. 112).
The 1995 edited volume Critical Race Theory: The Key Writing that Formed the
Movement (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, & Thomas, 1995) presented some of the earliest thinking
scholars advanced on racial discussions in intellectual spaces. The contributed pieces addressed
issues of White supremacy and how it shapes the discourse and lives of African American people
through racial hierarchies that subjugated and excluded minority groups (Dalton, 1995). Harris
argued that Whiteness is a product of freedom and includes in it the right to exclude others
(1995). In a similar tone, Crenshaw (1995) contended that the domination of Blacks was made
possible through a belief that Blacks were inferior. The hierarchical construct of race influenced
how racism was practiced and made pervasive in United States history and present (Bell, 1992;
Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995). Crenshaw (1995) wrote,
Laws and customs helped to create “races” out of a broad range of human traits. In the
process of creating races, the categories came to be filled with meaning: whites were
characterized one way and associated with normatively positive characteristics, whereas
blacks were characterized another way and became associated with the subordinate, even
aberrational characteristics. (p. 113)
The racial hierarchy established norms associated with race and placed Whiteness and Blackness
on a binary with the latter characterized by less desirable traits.
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To name and challenge dominant ideologies, seek racial justice, and reveal situations of
oppression (Ladson-Billings, 2000), Derrick Bell (1987) and Richard Delgado (1989) pushed the
use of stories to critique social and political realities for African American, Latino, and Native
Americans. Delgado said, “stories can shatter complacency and challenge the status quo” (p.
2414). Stories are instrumental for drawing attention to the institutions and practices that
marginalize minority groups, and are a tool to seek change and justice. Freire (2000) asked,
“Who is better prepared than the oppressed to understand the terrible significance of an
oppressive society? Who suffers the effects of oppression more than the oppressed? Who can
better understand the necessity of liberation?” (p. 45). Storytelling and voice (Ladson-Billings,
1998) are instrumental in advancing epistemological understandings of experience for African
Americans. After years of exploring race in legal discourse, educational scholars adopted CRT as
a lens to help explain issues of inequity in the education of African American students.
Critical Race Theory in Education. The critical race movement sought to generate
more discussions and solutions to issues of persistent racism in the United States. In the early
1990s, education scholars Gloria Ladson-Billings and William F. Tate IV expound upon the
founding principles of critical race theory to explore how race operates in education spaces for
African American students. The groundbreaking discussion advanced three principles to examine
school inequity based on 1) race, 2) the structure of property rights, and 3) the intersection of
race and property (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995). In the CRT framework, property rights are
grounded in racial domination, or used to establish and maintain the racial hierarchy that
oppresses minoritized groups (Harris, 1995). From Ladson-Billings and Tate’s perspective, a
critical race analysis in education was necessary to examine the impact of race on schooling and
issues of policy, pedagogy, and funding. Critical race scholarship in education offered an
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analytical tool to examine how schools reproduced racial oppression and inequality (Parker &
Lynn, 2002; Solórzano, 1998; Solórzano & Delgado Bernal, 2001; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002;
Zamudio et al., 2011). Scholars expanded the original CRT framework to look specifically at the
“centrality of race and racism, the challenge to dominant ideology, commitment to social justice,
the centrality of experiential knowledge, and interdisciplinary perspective” (Solórzano &
Delgado Bernal, 2001, p. 312-314) in school spaces.
In this study, critical race theory informed the questions I asked in my research
conversations, and informed how I interpreted the stories shared between my participants and I.
Moreover, to understand how race operated in schools and the judicial system, I utilized the
principles around the permanence of racism (Bell, 1992), experiential knowledge, and
storytelling (Delgado, 1989) to understand my participants’ lived reality (Ladson-Billings, 1998).
Furthermore, a commitment to social justice (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002) grounds every aspect of
this study and is fundamental to the implications for teachers and teacher educators. Critical race
theory is the first theory in the constellation framework, and offers a macro-level look at how
race functions in society. The second theory is the carceral state, and this concept examines how
race and punishment intersect to form a race-based system of control and punishment.
The Carceral State
The carceral state is a punitive system of control structured around supervision and
surveillance that enforces a matrix of punishment in a society (Foucault, 1977). The United
States established a carceral state through the pervasive use of police tactics and law enforcement
technologies in community-based institutions including schools, health service, and children
services (Meiners, 2016; Roberts, 2002; Weissman, 2015). According to Wacquant (2001), the
carceral state is a race-making institution that expanded after the Civil Rights Era. The system of
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criminalization and punishment structures the country like a prison and targets minoritized
groups (Davis, 2003). Wacquant’s thesis argues that American society is systematically
structured around the institutions of slavery, Jim Crow, and expansion of the urban North. These
racialized institutions ostracized Blacks through forced conditions of bondage, poverty, and
ghettoization (Wacquant, 2001). The expansion of the prison system is the latest racialized
system used to disenfranchise Blacks and isolate the group from the social and economic benefits
of society (Alexander, 2010; Fasching-Varner et al., 2014).
Blacks make up nearly 50% of the prison population, and one out of three African
American men will be imprisoned over the course of their lifetime (Alexander, 2010; Pettit &
Western, 2004; Sentencing Project, 2013). Incarceration trends suggest that punitive measures
are a new form of racism in the age of colorblindness or neo-racism, and prisons serve as spaces
to (ware)house a large number of Black and poor people (Herivel & Wright, 2003). Feminist
scholar Saidiya Hartman (2007) connects present conditions to the collateral damage of slavery.
She argues,
If slavery persists as an issue in the political life of black America, it is not because of
antiquarian obsession with bygone days or the burden of too-long memory, but because
black lives are still imperiled and devalued by a racial calculus and a political arithmetic
that were entrenched centuries ago. This is the afterlife of slavery—skewed life chances,
limited access to health and education, premature death, incarceration, and
impoverishment. (p. 6)
Hartman’s argument suggests that incarceration is a logical outcome for people historically
viewed as a commodity or property that is less than human. The modern condition of servitude
and inexpensive labor was developed through the for-profit business model of the prison-
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industrial complex (Davis, 2003). African American communities were targeted by the punitive
measures used to control social problems. The existing racial structure identified a population
primed for and in need of prisons (Wacquant, 2001).
Prisons are ingrained into the social landscape of our society, and accepted as necessary
sites (Davis, 2003). Furthermore, prisons are instrumental in creating an underclass of citizens
(Blumenson & Nilsen, 2002). The mass incarceration of African Americans follows the path
illuminated through the legacy of mass enslavement. Bain (2012) said,
Take a good look at the condition America is in, unobstructed by blinding optimism and
uncritical liberalism, how will we diagnose an effective cure for its illness? Why do the
great grandchildren of those enslaved on American plantations comprise only 13 percent
of the U.S. population and well over half of its prisons? (p. xviii)
Those with criminal records have an increased likelihood for unemployment, poor health,
poverty, and risk of recidivism or returning to prison (Nance, 2016; Richie, 2012). Having a
criminal record creates what Dillon (2012) calls social and living deaths. The discourses
perpetuated through media, laws, and practices have normalized Black imprisonment,
employment denial, housing restrictions, and exclusion from higher education institutions. The
judicial system extends its reach into everyday life through parole and probation resulting in
violations that increase the likelihood of recidivism or return to prison (Alexander, 2010). The
anti-Black discourse was created in the afterlife of slavery (Hartman, 2007) and advanced
through the criminal justice system.
Carceral conditions are disseminated through the social policies of human service
agencies including services to children and families. Carceral conditions marginalize African
Americans and low-income families and enforce punitive rules and sanctions (Beckett &
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Western, 2001; DeParle, 2004; Roberts, 2002). Incarceration is understood as the physical
confinement to a jail or prison, but public agencies and organizations form a carceral matrix of
punishment and disenfranchisement for minoritized groups. The carceral state is an omnipresent
construct in the experiences of African Americans and is exacerbated for those most targeted by
the school-to-prison nexus.
Experience 2.0
Experience 2.0 complicates the traditional view of experience to examine how Blacks
experience the world and act within the situations that make up their experiences. Therefore, to
examine how race and carcerality intersect in the lives of African Americans, a theory of
experience is the third concept included in the theoretical framework. I adopted a conceptual
understanding of experience that moves my participants’ stories from an abstract interpretation
of the world to a concrete awareness that points towards ways to solve real issues (Dewey,
1938/1997). Dewey’s theory of experience says that two criteria: interaction and continuity
interact to form the conditions of experience. Continuity states that, “every experience both takes
up something from those which have gone before and modifies in some way the quality of those
which come after” (p. 35); thus, past experiences shape future experiences. The first criterion of
experience places people on an experiential continuum, but the second principle points toward
the interaction between people and their surroundings. Dewey states, “An experience is always
what it is because of a transaction taking place between an individual and what, at the time,
constitutes his environment” (p. 43). In other words, all human experience is social and involves
contact and communication between people and society. According to Dewey, the value of
experiences is judged by how it affects individuals’ past and future, and “everything depends
upon the quality of the experience which is had” (p. 27). It is from this understanding of
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continuity and interaction, and a need to assess the value of experience that a racial-lens is added
to analyze Black experience in the United States. From the traditional view and race-based focus,
the discussion of experience concludes with a look at individual agency as a form of
interpretation of the value of experiences had.
Black Experience. The concept of Black experience takes the theory of experience and
adds a lens to view race, or more specifically, African American experience. Historically,
African Americans have been pushed away from their culture (Woodson, 1933/1996), and
dislocated and de-centered as consumers not producers of knowledge (Asante, 1991). Royster
(1996) found contemporary research processes rendered her voice absent, and deficient Black
voices advanced distorted and mis/ill-informed perceptions about African Americans. Looking at
experience from an African American perspective is an active stance that renders a more
nuanced interpretation of situations. As Gordon (2006) noted, we engage in experiences before
we conceive thoughts to understand and make meaning of the world and our experiences. Grant,
Brown, and Brown (2016) argue, “Experiences are formed within a context, yet carefully able to
transcend space and time and serve as a mode of thought to long-standing issues of power and
difference” (p. xviii). In the 20th century Black historians explored the lived reality of African
Americans in the post-slavery United States. The work of scholars such as Carter G. Woodson,
W.E.B. DuBois, Anna Julia Cooper, and Alaine Locke help document and analyze the earliest
conditions that shaped Black life in the Americas (Grant et al, 2016). Narrative accounts of
Black experiences point towards a comprehensive way of knowing and seeing contextual factors
in lived reality.
To understand the experiences of African American men means to trouble the traditional
intersections of race, class, and gendered experiences. Moreover, the value of experience cannot
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be considered until one has named the concrete elements of their experiences. To examine the
complicatedness of Black male life involves analyses of race and systematic oppression that
normalizes the conditions of carcerality in their experiences. Franz Fanon (1952/2008) stated that
the Black man was a prisoner on this land and explained:
Ontology does not allow us to understand the being of the black man, since it ignores the
lived experiences. For not only must the black man be black; he must be black in relation
to the white man…Blacks have to deal with two systems of reference. Their metaphysics,
or less pretentiously their customs and the agencies to which they refer, we abolished
because they were in contradiction with a new civilization that imposed its own. (p. 90)
Fanon wrote about the limited scope society uses to understand Black experience, and what it
means to be and exist as a Black person. Black experiences are complicated by a dualism of
existing first as a person and second as an “other” or an object less than human. Normalized
discourses will create “matter-of-fact” knowledge and taken-for-granted views of systems and
practices that disrupt African Americans’ access to life and freedom, but African Americans
perspectives and ways of knowing have to be included in analyses of experiences.
Re-centering Action and Resistance. Embedded in critical race theory is a commitment
to change and action, and the carceral state presents an obstacle to critical efforts for change. A
more complex view of experience looks at the actors in an experience and notes the individual
action and agency in situations. The constellation approach pushes the traditional view of
research on Black life that has reified deficit views of African Americans and indicated them as
victims. The deficient perspective suspends Blacks into a “culture of poverty” (Hilliard, 1992;
King, 2008; Lee, 2005) in which narratives are used to challenge the weakened position.
However, a theoretical approach to Black experience that begins from the position of victory can
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advance victorious narratives that re-center Africans Americans as victors (not victims) in their
stories (Welsh & Asante, 1981). The victorious stance acknowledges the conditions of bondage
that normalize the use of slavery, segregation, and imprisonment, but also includes accounts of
resistance to physical and psychological death. In this research, I use this theoretical tradition to
re-write narratives about Black life in the age of mass incarceration. Re-centering Black
experience to look at individual agency and resistance (Asante, 1991) elevates victory and makes
a critical turn that honors Black males as active agents in re-storying their lives (Clandinin &
Connelly, 1990).
The theoretical constellation framework develops a multi-layered lens to look at the
complicatedness of the school-to-prison nexus and the experiences of African American men
who actively resisted adverse life outcomes created within the system. First, critical race theory
looks at how anti-Black racism shapes the world of African Americans in the United States.
Next, the carceral state illustrates how minoritized groups, specifically African Americans, are
controlled by a system of criminalization and punishment. Lastly, a theory of experience that
draws on Black experience, resistance, action, and agency is a way to move, re-center, and affirm
African American ways of knowing.
Overview of the Study
In this chapter, I discussed the school-to-prison nexus as a social problem and retold my
story of how I experienced the phenomenon. Then, I outlined the theoretical framework, and
proposed a collective framework to view lived experiences. Howard (2008) suggests, “new
paradigms must also be cognizant of how insider or cultural knowledge, which is an essential
part of qualitative research, can be revealed through first person accounts of reality” (p. 971).
This study provided a space for an African American researcher to interpret stories told by
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African American men and constructs a new narrative around their experiences. Using narrative
inquiry, I engaged in research conversations to uncover stories about K-12 schooling and
experiences in the criminal justice system. Specifically, I wanted to know how the historic
relationship between race and carcerality shaped my participants experiences as African
American males, and point to the connection between sociocultural norms of institutional racism
and carcerality impacted lived experiences. Again, the questions guiding this study were:
(1) How do African American males describe their experiences in K-12
education, the criminal justice system, and college?
(2) How do elements of the carceral state--race, policing, and punitive policies-influence the experiences of African American males within the broader STPN?
(3) To what extent does individual agency shape the life course of African
American males as they navigated the STPN?
(4) What are the roles of teachers and teacher educators in the STPN?
I entered this study from my own narrative experiences as an African American woman, mother,
educational scholar, and my first hand observations of the school-to-prison nexus in the lives of
my students. In the next chapter, I present the literature that frames the knowledge surrounding
the problem outlined in this chapter. In Chapter 3, I describe narrative inquiry methodology and
how I conducted the study. I explain the process of selecting participants, data collection, and
analysis. Chapters 4-6 are my participants’ narrative accounts, and Chapter 7 looks across the
three stories to identify and discuss the resonant threads between the participants’ narratives.
Last, I offer my readers implications for practice in teaching and teacher education and to
educational researchers and policy makers. The suggestions offer ways to use the stories as
praxis, and include questions to consider as we act as critical observers and doers in the world.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
By most accounts, the story of African Americans in the United States begins with the
terror and death of the trans-Atlantic slave trade that captured, transported, and sold millions of
African people into chattel slavery (Rediker, 2007). However, often omitted are accounts of
African culture and excellence in education that precede the savage dehumanization of the
Middle Passage (Asante, 1991; Hilliard, 1995a). Buried further in the recesses of American
memory are stories of radical resistance to enslavement (Hilliard, 1995b; Jacobs, 1861/2001;
Rediker, 2012). The literature reviewed in this study asserts a narrative of excellence,
achievement, resistance, and victory characteristic of African people in the diaspora, in spite of,
the horrific institution of slavery. In this context, the literature examines the school-to-prison
nexus and indicates a gap in research that offers the voice and stories of African American males
who traversed the system and re-positioned themselves as victorious. My review of the literature
looks at how schools and prisons coalesced into the school-to-prison nexus through the historical
construction of race embedded in American institutions, laws, and policies. In this chapter, I
examine (a) historical context of race making institutions, (b) history of Blacks in education, (c)
socio-political landscape of the STPN, and (d) education in the STPN. The next section outlines
how the literature was found and categorized for this chapter.
Literature Search
The literature search was a three-year process that spanned from January 2015-February
2018. Beginning in the spring 2015 semester, I conducted a number of literature searches. I
explored electronic databases such as ERIC (Ebsco), ProQuest, and a range of journals in
multiple fields. I used a combination of keywords to generate literature around the school-toprison pipeline/nexus, and how it functions in K-12 schooling and post-incarceration experiences
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of African Americans. I included in my searches education, law, criminal justice, sociology, and
psychology journals, and used a combination of keywords including school-to-prison pipeline,
school-to-prison nexus, urban education, teacher education, African American students, social
justice, alternative education, at-risk students, and restorative justice. These searches generated a
large body of literature that I began to read. Subsequently, I combed through the reference
section of articles for additional resources and search criteria. The last strand of my investigation
looked at online media outlets, edited book chapters, content-specific books, and documentary
films. The initial search generated the following categories of literature: (a) socio-political
context (slavery, mass incarceration, Black education), (b) the school-to-prison pipeline
(definitions and critiques), (c) contributing factors (federal, state, and school level factors), and
(d) interventions (empirical examples of curriculum, narratives, and participatory action research
projects). Following my preliminary literature review, I completed my doctoral program’s
qualifying exams. After the oral defense for the exam, I conducted a new literature search to
expound on the themes listed above. Throughout the writing of this dissertation, I continued to
explore databases and journals for the most recent material around the school-to-prison
pipeline/nexus. The final themes of the literature review that ground this study were outlined in
at the beginning of this chapter.
In the next section, I begin my review of the literature looking at the historical context of
African American experiences. This strands looks at the life of Africans before the Middle
Passage, and then turns to the end of enslavement to mark the shift towards a mass incarceration
of African Americans. The second strand looks at Black education during the post-slavery period
through desegregation. Next, I ground the discussion in the socio-political landscape of the
school-to-prison nexus. This literature focuses on the Nation at Risk Report, War on Drugs, Zero
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Tolerance Policy and the function of schools in this context. The last section looks specifically at
education in the STPN where I expand on the discussion of schools and examine how educators
operate in the STPN. I conclude with a need for more critical accounts to enter teacher education
programs and support the development and preparation of teachers and educational scholars to
see the STPN as a social injustice issue and identify ways to interrupt the system.
Historical Context: Race Making Institutions
Looking back in the history of Eastern and Western civilizations provides a context for
seeing African Americans through a lens that unpacks the historical excellence, intelligence,
strength, collective resistance, and community building inherent in African cultures. At an
invitational conference held in Atlanta, GA in 1995, Dr. Hilliard argued that the African view of
educational excellence in areas of philosophy, religion, and the arts must inform teaching and be
the starting point for the story of African people. Hilliard (1995a) contends, “The story must
begin at the beginning, not at the end. And it must be a story, not an episode!” (original
emphasis, p. 2). This view reframes the deficit perspective that images of slavery invoke about
Blacks. Examining the achievements of Africans creates a vision of Blacks as people before the
commodification of the trans-Atlantic slave trade (Hartman, 2007; Rediker, 2007) and centers a
humanized repositioning.
Embracing an African way of knowing means highlighting the contributions African
people have made to knowledge, education, and culture (Asante, 1991; Dei, 1994). This
knowledge is grounded in a system of traditions and values that honor communalism,
spirituality, and ethics (Asante, 1991; Baraki, 1997; Dei, 1994; Hilliard, 2002). In the book
African Power, scholar Asa G. Hilliard, III (2002) details several examples of African
socialization and ingenious products such as baby “snugglies” used to care for newborns and
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infants. Likewise, Canadian scholar Dei (1994) offers examples of the African value system that
continues to influences African American practices and familial traditions. To re-center Africanbased knowledge and customs moves Blacks away from a victim discourse (Dei, 1994), and
creates a turn that perceives African Americans as knowledge producers. Lastly, African ways of
knowing ground African people across the diaspora in particular ways of understanding and
interpreting the world that focus on commonalities of community, education, and respect (Dei,
1994).
Non-fictional and fictional works have advanced narratives of African life, culture, and
resistance (Courlander, 1967/1993; Hilliard, 2012; WaThiong’o, 1965/2008). Gordon and
colleagues (1990) argued that examining works of fiction contribute to a comprehensive way of
knowing and understanding Black experience. They said:
If we are to understand the behavior and experiences of Blacks, Latinos, and Native
Americans, we may need to turn to the arts and humanities. This is because the meanings
of our behavior are often better explicated in our artistic and fictional work than are the
mechanisms of such behaviors explain by social science research, whether done by us or
by others. (p. 18)
Considering that quote, I looked at the fictional account The African (Courlander, 1967/1998). In
this novel, Hwesuhunu (Wes) describes his collective identity rooted in his village dokpwe, or
group of males responsible for planting and harvesting the fields. Wes details how his culture
embraced community, and after being captured and enslaved during the Middle Passage, he used
his earlier teachings to rebel against the shackles of slavery and join a community of free
runaway slaves. The novel is fictionalized from real examples of “maroon villages” or
communities established to escape enslavement (Price, 1996). Hilliard (1995b) states, “There
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have always been Africans or Black people in America who have been both physically and
mentally free” (p. 52). Like Wes, the character Waiyaki in The River Between (WaThiong’o,
1965/2008) also describes the traditions, customs, and socialization of African life. Both novels
exemplify a group of people rich with culture and knowledge that connects Blacks across the
diaspora. More importantly, evidence of African civilization (Hilliard, 2002) is largely absent
from dominant narratives that begin African American history from the slave ship.
The discussion of Africa encourages an understanding about Black culture that
emphasizes the aspects of community and resistance. As Hilliard (1995a) explained, “The
African world view does not emphasize individuals. The individual is a part of a group, an ethnic
group, a collective” (p. 9). From this perspective, a transformative vision of Blacks can shift
ways of knowing in education beyond the anti-Black and oppressive norms that subjugate
African Americans (Hilliard, 1995a; King, 2005). Illustrations of excellence are imperative in an
examination of systematic conditions, but a sad reality links African Americans to the institution
of slavery. The stories of slavery and oppression are a piece of Black life, and while this review
embraces African-based knowledge production, I also examine the United States context of
Black experiences. Notwithstanding, return to the vision of freedom, strength, resistance, and
community that can help advance victorious narratives from the STPN.
From Slavery to Prisons
As I mentioned above, the trans-Atlantic slave trade captured and enslaved Africans, and
introduced a racialized culture in America that oppressed Blacks on Southern plantations
(Franklin & Moss, 2000). The United States used the institution of slavery to define Black
people as inferior and less than human. The 1856 Supreme Court decision in the Dred Scott v.
Sanford case articulated the racial ideology of that time and states:
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They [Blacks] had for more than a century before been regarded as beings of an inferior
order, and altogether unfit to associate with the white race, either in social or political
relations; and so far inferior, that they had no rights which the white man was bound to
respect; and that the negro might justly and lawfully be reduced to slavery for his benefit.
This decision expressed a view of Blacks as property, not people. Furthermore, hierarchical
constructs of race and subsequently the practice of racism became pervasive throughout much of
the historical and present United States (Bell, 1992; Crenshaw, 1995; Ladson-Billings & Tate,
1995). Freire (1970/2000) claimed that when people are excluded from participating in making
their own history, they become the object of the dominant groups tales. The end of chattel
slavery forced the country into a new racial project (Omi & Winant, 1994) that worked to
subjugate and exploit Blacks for inexpensive or free labor. As a result, the post-slavery or
Reconstruction period gave rise to a new system centered on crime and punishment.
The period known as the Reconstruction begin in 1865 following the end of the Civil
War and passage of the 13th amendment (DuBois 1903/2003). After four hundred years of
bondage, the United States signed the 13th amendment that abolished slavery in the literal form.
However, the 13th amendment reads: “Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a
punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the
United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction" (1865). The new freedom of Blacks has
subjected Blacks to another form of institutional bondage instituted through the criminal justice
system.
The Southern economic system was in distress following the Civil War (Blackmon,
2008). Reinvention efforts created several systems that disinvested in Blacks’ freedom, including
sharecropping and convict leasing. Sharecropping was a farming system that disadvantaged
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Black laborers. The sharecroppers worked farmland during planting and harvest seasons and at
the end received very little or no pay. Most often, the tenant farmers owed a debt to the
landowners (Wilkerson, 2010; Woods, 1998). Sharecropping repurposed the plantation system
and sustained conditions of involuntary servitude. Additionally, Southern states enacted laws
known as the Black Codes that imposed restrictions such as vagrancy laws, mandatory labor
contracts, and curfews. Newly freed Blacks remained under the scrutiny and control of local law
enforcement that was similar to life on the plantations. The Black codes were effective in the
swift and speedy arrest, conviction, and imprisonment of Blacks through the convict leasing
system (Blackmon, 2008). Through this system, the criminal clause of the 13th amendment
created a new group of inexpensive workers who were outsourced to major corporations to
satisfy work contracts for extended periods (Blackmon, 2008). Convict leasing sustained the
economic and political interests of local governments and businesses and laid the structure for
the mass incarceration of African Americans through the prison industrial complex.
Mass Incarceration. Under the convict leasing system, Blacks were socially constructed
as criminals and funneled into the judicial system. The influential book The New Jim Crow:
Mass Incarceration in the Age of Color-Blindness (2010) by legal scholar activist Michelle
Alexander examines the rise of Black imprisonment following the era of convict leasing, legal
segregation, and the federal War on Drugs, which targeted poor, inner city, Black, and Latino
communities. Alexander argues that race is the primary focus of federal government domestic
policies towards the drug epidemic. A “war on drugs” moved the discourse around substance
abuse from a social or health problem to a criminal offense (Davis, 2003; Wacquant, 2001).
Passing harsh penalties for drug related offenses coincided with the privatization of the criminal
justice system through the prison industrial complex (PIC). The PIC shifted a public institution
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to the private interests and profits gained from high incarceration rates. Alexander (2010)
explained,
More than 2 million people found themselves behind bars at the turn of the twenty-first
century, and millions more were relegated to the margins of mainstream society, banished
to political and social space not unlike Jim Crow, where discrimination in employment,
housing, and access to education was perfectly legal, and where they could be denied the
right to vote. The system functioned relatively automatically, and the prevailing system
of racial meanings, identities, and ideologies already seemed natural. (p. 56-57)
Mass incarceration developed in a nation that pivoted on a color line (DuBois, 1903/2003) and
historically used racial binaries to construct economic and social divides between races.
Alexander noted, “like Jim Crow (and slavery), mass incarceration operates as a tightly
networked system of laws, policies, customs, and institutions that operate collectively to ensure
the subordinate status of a group defined largely by race” (2010, p. 13). Furthermore, prisons are
structured around policies inherited from plantation slavery.
Activist scholar Angela Davis expressed in an interview that prisons are “used as a
surrogate solution for social problems associated with poverty and racism” (Davis & Rodriguez,
2000, p. 212). Davis claims prisons are a “taken-for-granted” aspect of our society (Davis, 2003,
p. 9), and are accepted and ignored on our social landscape as sites of irrefutable harm. To this
point, Bain (2012) encourages us to reconsider the role of prisons when he states,
Take a good look at the condition America is in, unobstructed by blinding optimism and
uncritical liberalism, how will we diagnose an effective cure for its illness? Why do the
great grandchildren of those enslaved on American plantations comprise only 13 percent
of the U.S. population and well over half of its prisons? (p. xviii)
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Bain’s observations highlight a need to understand how time is threaded throughout systemic
issues such as mass incarceration. Blumenson and Nilsen (2002) argue prisons are instrumental
in creating an underclass of citizens, and it is often the most disadvantaged who serve prison
sentences without access to education. Furthermore, a lack of education can be linked to poverty,
and those with a criminal records have an increased likelihood for unemployment, poor health,
and risk of recidivism or returning to prison (Nance, 2016; Richie, 2012). The penal system is a
racially oppressive structure that criminalizes, disenfranchises, and removes Blacks from the
community. In regard to time, incarceration has long-term effects on individuals and
communities.
The historical context of the STPN looks at how Blacks were stripped of African ways of
knowing and being and through slavery were viewed as less than humans. The post-Civil War
United States continued to marginalize Black life and access to freedom through oppressive
institutions that resemble the plantation system. Convict leasing was used to re-enslave Blacks
through repressive laws that required Blacks to adhere to mandatory labor contracts and curfews.
From this system emerged widespread practices of criminalization that made prisons the new
plantations (Duncan, 2000). Like its predecessors, the prison system was a structural means to
oppress and re-make the ideology around Blacks. Yet, the ongoing support of criminalizing
efforts would require the cooperation of other institutions including the public school system.
History of Blacks in Education
Development of the penal landscape is intricately connected to the ideologies and
discourses emanating from slavery. Relatedly, the schooling experiences of Black children in the
United States is inextricably linked to the same historic practices of anti-Black racism. Within
the institution of slavery, educating Black people such as teaching a slave the basic literacy skills
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of reading and writing could mean a severe beating or death for both the teacher and slave
(Williams, 2009). In spite of the risk of death, Blacks believed that education was tied to
freedom (Danns & Purdy, 2015). Hence, Blacks pursued education during slavery and formal
school systems were formed upon the abolition of the institution (Span, 2015).
Following the abolition of slavery, the Reconstruction period used social institutions to
shape Black life. The post-slavery school system was racially segregated under the United States
Supreme Court ruling Plessy v. Ferguson (1896). In this case, the justices declared “separate but
equal” facilities for Blacks and Whites were constitutional (Rothenberg, 2004). Notwithstanding,
Black schools were housed in inadequate facilities that were under-funded and staffed with
underpaid teachers (Walker, 1996). During the first half of the 20th century, unrelenting White
control limited the educational attainment of Blacks in the public school system. Black historian
and scholar Carter G. Woodson (1933/1996) explained,
The so-called modern education, with all its defects, however, does others so much more
good than it does the Negro, because it has been worked out in conformity to the needs of
those who have enslaved and oppressed weaker peoples. (p. 7)
Woodson recognized the inferior education Blacks received, and he noted the racial structures
sustained through schooling. Around the 1950s, the momentum of the Civil Rights Movement
demanded equality, equity, and justice on behalf of the American Black population. School
desegregation efforts led to the Supreme Court ruling that would for the first time, place Black
and White teachers and students in the same school buildings. This social experiment is regarded
as a landmark decision, but it engendered new educational problems.
Desegregation. One of the critical issues during the Civil Rights movement called for
Black students to receive an equal education. In 1954, the landmark Brown v. Board of
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Education Supreme Court decision struck down the preceding “separate but equal” doctrine and
marked a shift in public education. Despite the surface move towards equality, the promising
legislation was complicated by active resistance and resulted in the mass closing of Black
schools and firing Black teachers (Goldstein, 2014). This was troubling because as scholar
Vanessa Siddle Walker (1996) argued, “good” Black schools existed in the segregated system.
Walker’s study looks at a school in North Carolina that she describes as caring, nurturing, and
successful. The teachers and administrators maintained high standards and expectations and
noted the positive images of self-worth in the student population (Walker, 1996). Despite
Walker’s example of an excellent segregated school, the Brown case was premised on a
misperception of Blacks as inferior (Ladson-Billings, 1995). As a result, the prevailing ideology
led to desegregation efforts that closed Black schools and placed Black students in White schools
where they were met with resistance and hatred (Ladson-Billings, 2004). Over the next two
decades, the Brown ruling sparked new cases, and courts continued to decide on cases related to
equal schooling (e.g. Milliken v. Bradley, 1974; Regents of the University of California v. Bakke,
1978). Additionally, a less notable outcome of the Brown legislation was a paradoxical
connection between schools and prisons that was grounded in the larger socio-political context of
Black criminalization introduced through the criminal clause of the 13th amendment.
By the mid-1970s, implementation of desegregation was mandated (Ladson-Billings,
2004), and for the first time, White teachers had to interact with Black students in mixed spaces
(Grant, 1988). And, as I mentioned above, integration efforts resulted in a large dismantling of
Black schools and Black teachers and administration were fired (Ladson-Billings, 2004; Tillman,
2004; Walker, 1996). Furthermore, the reality of the Brown decision overshadowed the
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intentions as newly integrated schools saw a rise in inequitable education for Black students.
Arnez (1978) noted,
Ironically, the desegregation of schools has had deleterious results for Black children in a
number of ways, among which are: (1) disproportionate number of suspensions,
expulsions, and push outs due to disciplinary policies and procedures, (2)
disproportionate number of Blacks relegated to special education classes and low tracks,
and (3) dismissal and demotion of Black educators. (p. 28)
Arguably, poorly implemented desegregation efforts produced the earliest iteration of school
exclusion and factors related to higher drop out rates for Black youth, which increased the
possibilities of becoming involved in criminal activities (Sampson & Wilson, 2005). Looking at
the social policies that criminalized Blacks can help explain how this unintended consequence of
Brown began to shape the school environment. Surprisingly, scholars described schools as jails
or prisons by the late 1970s (Ball, 1978), which occurred around the time of full integration
efforts. For Black students in the integrated schools, subjective practices and hostile school
environments became an early symptom of the ensuing school-to-prison paradox that would
follow.
Socio-Political Landscape of the School-to-Prison Nexus
After reviewing the history of Blacks in education, I examine the school policies that
developed during the period of desegregation. School desegregation in the mid-1970s occurred
amidst the historical trends of isolation and enclosures of Black communities and people
(Woods, 1998). Widespread examples of forced integration were prevalent in the late 1970s, and
in 1981, government officials reexamined school standards and performance. The National
Commission on Excellence in Education (NCEE) began an investigation into the performance of
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United States public schools and produced the 1983 Nation at Risk Report. The report described
the findings from a two-year investigation and concluded,
The educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of
mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a people. We have, in effect,
been committing an act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament. (NCES, 1983,
p. 13)
From this report the language of risk emerged. Moreover, issues of low educational attainment in
the newly integrated schools required policy and curriculum changes. Interestingly, the Nation at
Risk Report shifted the public imagination about education and began a search for what and who
caused the national decline in academic performance. Suggestions from the report proposed
increased attention to attainment of basic academic skills and pointed towards a need for more
rigorous discipline plans (McDill, Natriello, & Pallas, 1986). Scholars argued the commission
convened following the stream of civil rights legislation, and public beliefs that a focus on equity
compromised the quality of schooling.
Another way the NCEE (1983) and other government groups wanted to address quality
issues was through school time and discipline practices. McDill and colleagues (1986) explained:
Both the National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) and the Task Force on
Education for Economic Growth (1983)-groups advocating more time in school-argue for
better use of time in school. According to the Task Force on Education for Economic
Growth (1983), stricter discipline policies would be one way to promote better use of
school time. (p. 143)
The proposed changes employed standards language, and demonstrated the effects of a riskladen ideology. Furthermore, I would argue, the educational views of the NCEE (1983) and
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public opinion reflected the racial discourses that have historically shaped education and
punishment in the United States. As mentioned above, the development of public schools mirror
criminal justice reforms. Domestic policies were shaping the school environment of integrated
schools, and the punitive arm of the judicial system was addressing social problems in the
community.
War on Drugs
In this section, I shift from macro-level educational issues to examine the broader scope
of public discourse expressed at this time. The infamous “War on Drugs” campaign shaped
crime and criminality for the American public through anti-drug legislation (Nunn, 2002). The
War on Drugs was a concentrated effort to fund the policing of illegal drug business through
federal drug task forces deployed to reduce the sale, use, and demand of illegal substances
(Nunn, 2002). The anti-drugs campaign began in the 1970s during the Nixon administration, and
gained momentum during the 1980s then targeted those involved in the buying and consumption
of crack cocaine through the 1986 Anti-Drug Abuse Act. The legislation reinstated mandatory
minimum sentences and made a distinction between powder cocaine and crack cocaine
possession (Beaver, 2009). In the third edition of The American Disease, drug policy expert
David Musto (1999) noted that African Americans constituted 86% of crack related charges
compared to 30% of powder cocaine convictions; thus indicating a link between racial disparities
and disproportionate enforcement of War on Drugs policies.
As the drug war progressed, corporate America galvanized the prison industrial complex
and began to privatize prisons. The for-profit shift of incarceration prompted a boom in prison
expansion, and legislation was passed that helped provide a supply of occupants for the newly
constructed prison cells. Through the judicial system, terms such as “mandatory sentencing” and
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“zero tolerance” led to an exponential rise in incarceration rates. The new policies targeted
African American males, the largest group of distributors of the drug crack cocaine. These men
were typically low-income, un- or under-employed, and without a high school education. This
federal policy shaped the public perception of drugs, and heavy police presence resulted in more
arrests and mandatory sentences, or “three-strikes” laws that could mean life imprisonments
(Alexander, 2010). Nunn (2002) explained, “the drug war is simply a prominent example of the
central role both race and the definition of crime play in the maintenance and legitimization of
white supremacy” (p. 384). The War on Drugs was a political move to define crime and
criminals and continue to subjugate African Americans in society. Moreover,
as a consequence of the War on Drugs, large numbers of African American males have
been virtually erased from African American communities and incarcerated in prisons
and jails. This mass incarceration of African American males has created many endemic
problems for African American communities. (p. 383)
The casualties of the War on Drugs had social, economic, and educational impacts on the Black
community.
The Nation at Risk report (NCES, 1983) and War on Drugs were political outcomes of
domestic policy initiatives. A Nation at Risk aimed to address the perceived “erosion of
academic standards” that resulted from the passing of civil rights legislation (e.g.: The Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965) (McDill et al., 1986, p.
138). The War on Drugs is arguably noted as an initiative that targeted Blacks and constructed
the community as a site of drug use and criminality (Nunn, 2002). Based on the racial structure
of the United States, and the reign of White supremacy, the discourses of risk, quality, and
criminality positioned zero tolerance punishment (an exact term from the War on Drugs) on the
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social landscape, and soon became adopted by public school districts (Weissman, 2015). Zero
tolerance policy became the direct link that connected schools to the criminal justice system.
Zero Tolerance Policy
The discourses of risk and fear shaped how state and school officials viewed Black youth
in the education system. In 1986, the Drug Free Schools and Community Act extended the
program of the War on Drugs to schools. In 1989, the state of California, a leader of prison
construction, adopted zero tolerance policies in public schools. Half a decade later, the 1994 Gun
Free School Act was a federal adaptation of zero tolerance practices in public schools across the
nation. The legislation mandated that all schools receiving federal funds adopt a zero tolerance
policy that required mandatory expulsion for the possession of drugs and weapons on school
grounds. Over the next two decades, this policy expanded to include a range of major and minor
offenses including fighting, truancy, and insubordination (Heitzeg, 2009). The suspension trends
garnered the attention of scholars, the NAACP, and other community organizations that mounted
concerns that the new discipline strategies disproportionately targeted African American
students.
Following the national implementation of zero tolerance policy, scholar Russell Skiba
(2000) conducted an analysis of school discipline policy, and said, “from its inception in federal
drug policy of the 1980’s, zero tolerance has been intended primarily as a method of sending a
message that certain behaviors will not be tolerated, by punishing all offenses severely, no matter
how minor” (p. 2). Zero tolerance was positioned as a race-neutral slogan intended to promote
“law and order,” and in schools, it was an approach to “send a message” to students about their
behavior, while simultaneously limiting their rights. Skiba explains,
Frightened by a seemingly overwhelming tide of violence, educators in the early 1990’s
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were eager for a no-nonsense response to drugs, gangs, and weapons. Beginning in 1989,
school districts in California, New York, and Kentucky mandated expulsion for drugs,
fighting, and gang-related activity. By 1993, zero tolerance policies had been adopted
across the country, often broadened to include not only drugs and weapons, but also
smoking and school disruption. This tide swept zero tolerance into national policy when
the Clinton Administration signed the Gun Free Schools Act of 1994 into law. (p. 2)
The GFSA radically changed the face of schooling for African Americans in urban areas.
Student behaviors became criminalized, strict discipline policies removed students, and
misbehaving children were treated with the same force as criminal offenders (Skiba, 2000;
Weissman, 2015). A consequence of this immediate, impersonal discipline system was the
inability to police subjective practices that caused the criminalization and removal of African
American students (Meiners, 2007).
Emergence of the School-to-Prison Pipeline/Nexus
By the late 1990s and early 2000s, the stark racial disparities after the implementation of
ZTP launched researchers to examine school environments and discipline records (e.g., Ayers,
2001; Casella, 2003; Skiba & Petersen, 1999; Townsend, 2000). Their investigations began to
expose another phenomenon that linked schools to the criminal system, metaphorically described
as the school-to-prison pipeline. The paradoxical relationship between schools and prisons was a
result of the “tough on crime” rhetoric (Nance, 2016; Richie, 2012) embedded in zero tolerance
mandates. Sociologist and STPP scholar, Nancy Heitzeg (2009) notes, “risk of entry into the
school-to-prison pipeline is not random” (p. 1), and accordingly, some students are unjustly
deemed punishable or disposable youth (Giroux, 2003). Investigations of the school-to-prison
pipeline gained momentum with the Advancement Project’s report “Derailed: The Schoolhouse
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to Jailhouse Track”, and the Civil Rights Project (CRP) and Institute on Race and Justice (IRJ)
sponsored conference titled “The School-to-Prison Pipeline” (Browne, 2003; Wald & Losen,
2003). Following these groundbreaking texts and conference, the NAACP defined the school-toprison pipeline as “the punitive and overzealous tools and approaches of the modern criminal
justice system [that] have seeped into our schools, serving to remove children from mainstream
educational environments and funnel them into a one way path toward prison” (NAACP, 2005,
para. 2). Specific factors that contributed to this journey are: federal zero tolerance mandates,
school based discipline policies, curriculum, over placement in special education, heavy
surveillance, criminalization of student behavior, over-policing school spaces, and subjective
practices and educator biases (Meiners, 2011; 2013; Skiba, Arredondo, & Williams, 2014).
Scholars from various fields have explored factors and practices that link educational and
criminal institutions, and as I noted at the beginning of chapter one, the pipeline metaphor
excluded the connection to the historic anti-Black racism developed during the Middle Passage
and slavery. The nexus perspective is a way to view the complexity of actors within the schoolto-prison system.
Education in the School-to-Prison Nexus
Having illustrated the broader sociopolitical context of the school-to-prison nexus, now I
look specifically at how schools function in this system. The STPN introduces students to
punitive treatment through police presence, heavy surveillance, and criminalization of behavior
(Heitzeg, 2016; Meiners & Winn, 2012; NAACP, 2005). The mandates of zero tolerance policy
(ZTP) forced schools to remove “in-house” discipline plans based on graduated punishments
determined by the school administration (Redfield & Nance, 2016) to mandatory consequences
for student misbehaviors (Skiba, 2000, 2010). The shift in discipline paradigms caused an
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increased police presence (Meiners, 2007) and engaged educators as accomplices in referring
students for disciplinary infractions (Raible & Irizarry, 2010). This section looks at school level
factors in the STPN and specifically examines the following: school climate, teachers and
teacher education programs as sites of resistance, and the section concludes with an argument for
colleges and universities to engage formerly incarcerated African American males as valuable
knowledge producers, and posits the implementation of their stories of experiences as
pedagogical tools in teaching and learning about issues of cultural and diversity.
School Climate
Schools implementation of zero tolerance policies changed disciplinary procedures and
the physical environment of schools. The adverse changes reflect the sociopolitical landscape
developing through the prison industrial complex. Meiners (2011) explains:
While the term ‘‘PIC’’ typically refers to connections between jails, the economy and the
political sphere, research demonstrates that education must be included in this definition.
With the increased use of surveillance and incarceration tools—for example metal
detectors, surveillance cameras, school uniforms, armed security guards, and on-site
school police detachments—urban schools look and feel a lot like detention centers. In
addition, the growth of an incarceration nation clearly impacts education, funneling the
limited pool of tax dollars from social service programs to the carceral state. (p. 549)
Expansion of the carceral state placed schools on the forefront of criminalized locations.
Educational scholar Patricia Krueger (2010) wanted to examine how students experienced the
securitized spaces of school. Her study interrogated what she called criminal-justice-oriented
school safety practices (p. 383). In a youth participatory action research study, Krueger and ten
students in several New York City high schools investigated the school spaces as she asked
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students to identify the presence of a school-to-prison pipeline in their lives at school. The
students then created surveillance maps to document the locations of surveillance apparatus such
as cameras and security guards. The study found school surveillance was a taken-for-granted
aspect of the students’ schooling, and as suggested in legislative efforts, is considered important
to student safety. Notwithstanding, some students reported they feel safer with the surveillance,
and others believed they were unfairly targeted for interactions with police personnel based on
race, gender, and socioeconomic class markers. The school space investigation described how
students experienced their school day in an environment monitored by resource officers,
cameras, and metal detectors. Krueger concluded,
Our youth-centered data showed that visible elements of the school-to-prison pipeline
included a strengthened presence of schools safety agents, police officers, and
surveillance technologies such as cameras and metal detectors inside schools. Students
experienced their impacts on school space mostly in forms of enclosing, interfering, and
blocking students’ physical movement in between classes or at the end of the school day.
(p. 403)
The presence of police and monitoring devices is a consequence of the discipline regime
advanced through the carceral state. Unfortunately, school buildings have been criminalized to
the extent they take on the appearance of prisons (Ball, 1978), and make students feel like they
are in jail (Stovall, 2016a).
The increased police presence and surveillance tactics supported the claims of zero
tolerance proponents who suggest that student violence was a growing concern. These concerns
continued to be advanced through the publication of national reports such as Indicators in School
Crime and Safety: 2016 now distributing the nineteenth annual publication (Musu-Gillette et al.,
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2017). Despite school climate trends, studies do not indicate a significant gain in school safety
since the implementation of ZTP (Skiba, 2000; Skiba et al., 2014). Unfortunately, because
schools focused on broader political goals, the care and concern for students’ educational and
developmental needs were neglected (Jeffers, 2017). Moreover, procedures and language
borrowed from the criminal justice system have reshaped punishment into a tool that justifies the
monitoring and removal of “problem students” (Kayama, Haight, Gibson, & Wilson, 2015). As a
result, schools have privileged a punitive matrix that relies on law enforcement, excessive police
tactics, and criminal justice language to describe and address student behaviors (Laura, 2014;
Peak, 2015). More disturbing are teacher expectations to monitor and control students
(Goodwin, et al., 2014; Nguyen, 2013), therefore making them accomplices in the STPN.
In addition to home and community environments, the school climate actively contributes
to students’ being pulled into the STPN and pushed out of school. Beyond the criminalized
aesthetics of the physical school building is the role of teachers as complicit in the STPN.
Several studies contribute to an examination of teachers in learning spaces. In a semester long
case study, Kennedy-Lewis (2015) examined the relationship between teacher’s beliefs and
student experiences at an alternative middle school in California. The researcher analyzed data
from semi-structured interviews with students, teachers, administrators, and staff members.
Additionally, Kennedy-Lewis observed class sessions and collected school documents. Her
research found two cultures or teacher philosophies guided school practices and contributed to
the school climate. One group of teachers believed misbehaving students should be removed
from school, and the other group looked at the underlying issues that contributed to problematic
behavior. As a result, Kennedy-Lewis found students’ experiences ranged from angry and
disengaged, to feeling supported and encouraged. School environments and the presence of
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punitive structures put students and teachers on the front line of a pathway from schools to
prisons (Elias, 2013; Wald & Losen, 2003). The school climate has to foster positive
relationships and place teachers in a position to be buffers, not accomplices that push students
into the STPN. This knowledge and competencies have to be delivered in teacher training
programs that prepare educators for the growing diversity in schools and the overwhelming
presence of criminalized forces (Pane, 2014). Because teachers are critical to schools, the next
section will look more in-depth at educators’ roles in the STPN.
Teachers
Schools are structured around a hierarchy of power that positions teachers at the top and
students at the bottom (Ladson-Billings, 2009). Teacher educator Lisa Delpit (1988) describes
this concept as culture of power. Within the STPN, the hierarchical positioning is intensified
because teachers’ roles are more pronounced in discipline and control procedures. Additionally,
teachers’ subjectivities influence their beliefs, pedagogical practices, and classroom management
and discipline strategies. Then, from the position of authority, teachers become instrumental in
how students are perceived and subsequently treated in school. Unfortunately, scholars have
found that African American boys are the target of low teacher expectations, adverse attention,
and classroom removal in comparison to other groups (Ferguson, 2000; Garibaldi, 1992; Gilliam
et al., 2016; Ladson-Billings, 2009, 2011; Lewis, 2008; Noguera, 2003; Perry, Steele & Hilliard,
2003). In a study with early educators, Gilliam and colleagues (2016) found that teachers in
preschool classrooms closely watched the Black boys. Nearly half of the teachers in the study
believed that Black boys required more observing than other students, and the researchers
conclude these findings to be consistent with the alarming high rates of Black boys being
removed from classroom (Gilliam et al., 2016). The results of this study support other scholars
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estimates that Black boys are viewed as less innocent around upper elementary and secondary
schooling (Ferguson, 2000; Jeffers, 2017; Ladson-Billings, 2011) and thus puts the onset of
problematic monitoring and exclusion is now at an earlier age.
Additionally, cultural norms contribute to how teachers teach certain students. Amanda
Lewis (2008) conducted a yearlong case study in three different schools to examine how race is
reproduced in schools. In the diverse, urban school, West City, she noted the African American
boys accounted for a majority of the disciplinary referrals, despite only comprising 20% of the
student population. Lewis spoke with the principal about her observations that admittedly noted
the school context and teacher identities as contributing factors stating, “It’s a societal problem,
it’s an educational problem, it’s a teacher problem” (p. 173). The mismatch between school
norms and students’ cultural norms created intolerance for specific behaviors and targeted the
Black boys for discipline.
Unfortunately, teachers often come into the field with deficient perceptions of students
and these perceptions are reified in student teaching field placement classrooms (Behizadeh,
Thomas, & Cross, 2017). Notwithstanding, the most salient factor in how teachers comply with
the STPN is through a need for surveillance and control. Nguyen (2013) engaged in an action
research project with 85 fourth through sixth grade Black, Latino, and immigrant students. This
study drew upon interview data, focus groups, weekly meetings, and film projects. A major
theme in the findings was the teachers’ desire to control student behavior and prevent small
problems from escalating to large issues. The students reported that teachers over-exaggerated
and readily disciplined misbehaving students. Nguyen states:
Teachers’ assumptions about students’ misbehavior, and their need to police minor
infractions in their classrooms in order to maintain control and order. This means that
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students must not only refrain from small acts of disorder, but also from what might be
perceived as misbehavior. (2013, p. 286)
Referring back to Delpit’s (1988) culture of power, this excessive monitoring and overdisciplining are disempowering students. Even more disheartening, is the fact that students are
internalizing the teachers’ actions as a normal response to their behavior, thus limiting their selfexpression and autonomy.
As I have discussed throughout this literature review, public institutions have acted as
race making systems to control and subjugate African American communities. The carceral state
has been the latest institution and has a pronounced function to criminalize Blacks in social
spaces including schools. As educational institutions have adopted broader societal policies, the
physical school buildings, discipline policies, and teacher responsibilities have coalesced into a
punitive regime that disproportionately removes African American males from school.
Moreover, teachers’ underlying belief systems and perceptions support the normalization of
over-monitoring and disciplining students perceived as “problems” or “at-risk” of becoming a
problem. As a first and continued line of defense to interrupt the STPN, teacher education
programs have mobilized to address concerns related to teachers in the nexus system.
Teacher Education
Critical race scholar and teacher educator, Keffrelyn Brown (2014) claimed there is a
“growing mismatch between the background and experiences of aspiring and preparing teachers
and the larger K-12 student population in which these teachers will serve” (p. 326). Scholars
have described teacher preparation as a racialized site that advances the privilege and norms of
Whiteness (Dodo-Seriki, Brown, & Fasching-Varner, 2015; Milner, 2008). The journal Equity
and Excellence in Education (2014) published a special issue dedicated to understanding,
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examining, and dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline. In the article “Just as Bad as Prisons,”
authors Allen and White-Smith (2014) use counter-stories to think about how they as teacher
educators can disrupt the STPP. Writing specifically about teacher preparation, the authors
suggest:
Considering that schools have become increasingly segregated as a result of failed or
reversed desegregation policies, it is likely that these prospective educators have had little
meaningful cross-cultural interactions prior to entering the university, yet they will act as
gatekeepers for an increasingly culturally diverse student population. (p. 447)
This comes from their work with potential teachers who enter education programs with limited
experience working with diverse students and then enter school settings that are punitive,
restrictive, segregated, and criminalized. They posit teacher educators can stress the value of
cultural diversity and enact socially and racially just practices.
In the conceptual article: “Redirecting the teacher’s gaze,” scholars Raible and Irizarry
(2010) ask:
How do we prepare future teachers to interrogate their inherited professional roles in the
ongoing surveillance, management, and disciplining of youth? How does teacher
education move students to care about youth who belong to socioeconomic and racial
subgroups that have been deemed problematic and “undesirable?” How can teachers
resist the urge to collude with the institutional processes that help to create the criminal
milieu? (p. 1197)
The authors’ acknowledge a conflict in how teachers are prepared and the school culture they
inherit upon entering the field. However, a focus on critical teacher education is one way to
engage in disrupting the STPN. Raible and Irizarry’s (2010) goals for their pre-service teachers
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are to help them forge meaningful relationships with their students, engage students and the
community as partners, develop socio-cultural consciousness, and critically assess the practices
that push students into the STPN. The authors suggest teachers have to “see that ways in which
institutional structures can either facilitate their oppression or support their liberation” (p. 1202).
Ultimately, the university becomes a site of resistance and change in dismantling the school-toprison nexus, but not without some challenges.
Teacher educators typically encounter two problems in preparing teachers to be culturally
inclusive and critical educators who identify and resist practices associated with the STPN. The
first issue is the lack of a unified pedagogy for preparing teacher educators who also represent
the monocultural backgrounds of the majority White preservice teaching force (Goodwin et al.,
2014; Gunn & King, 2015; King, 2008). In a mixed methods study, Goodwin and colleagues
analyzed survey data from 293 survey respondents and qualitative interviews with 20
participants. Findings identify a gap in teacher educators’ knowledge and preparedness to
addresses issues of diversity, and implications suggest work is needed to help teacher educators
develop their personal commitments to social justice. In other words, teacher educators have to
first unpack their subjectivities and biases in order to enact a transformative preparation
curriculum for preservice teachers.
Secondly, teacher educators encounter preservice teachers’ unwillingness to address gaps
in racial literacies (Sealey-Ruiz, 2011) and engage in learning that allows them to critically
reflect and learn from the communities they wish to serve. Teacher educators Brown and
Rodriguez (2017) conducted two participatory action research projects with African American
and Latino students. The students were trained in qualitative research methods and conducted
interviews with 50 youth about issues such as school discipline, teacher expectations, race, and
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school exclusion. The youth researchers presented their findings in university courses for
preservice teachers. Brown and Rodriguez found the preservice teachers were resistant to
information from the youth. Preservice teachers’ responses to the presentations were less than
favorable and highlighted their desire to describe, discount, and disbelieve the students (Brown
& Rodriguez, 2017). The researchers recommend that teacher educators engage preservice
teachers in community partnerships that inform future teachers’ knowledge about youth
experiences.
Preservice teachers willing to embrace an experience-based curriculum benefit schools
and students, particularly in underserved areas, and students targeted by the STPN. In a remark
from an intimate inquiry with her younger brother, scholar Crystal T. Laura (2014) says,
Saving, civilizing, socializing “others” is, historically, a central purpose of schools; but
some of us don’t teach to be heroes. Some teachers teach to push themselves and their
students to examine matters that are important to them, to ask embarrassing questions
about why things are the way they are, to analyze who wins and who loses in current
arrangements, and to explore possibilities for changing things they don’t like. (p. 69)
On one hand, Laura acknowledges the system in place, but she challenges the role of teachers
and encourages them to take an active stance in their teaching positions.
Critical educators prepared to interrogate existing structures and practices are
instrumental to African American and other minoritized youth. Moreover, teachers prepared to
learn from and with students can expand their knowledge about diverse communities, and close
the gap between teacher and students ways of knowing. Effective teachers understand diverse
student cultures and needs. Cultural mismatch is described as the misunderstanding of behavioral
norms and values of the students (Hilliard, 1992) and contributes to factors of student drop out
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rates (Fine, 1991). From students’ perspective, cultural differences can lead to issues that affect
students’ attitudes toward school. One example of a cultural difference is highlighted in the work
of psychologist Yasser Payne who looks at the resiliency of African American high school boys.
His scholarship examines what is commonly viewed as a negative culture, including violence
and illegal activity, but advances a theoretical analysis of sites-of-resiliency in street-life oriented
Black males (Payne, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013). Payne (2009) explains:
A sites-of-resiliency analysis theorizes resiliency in the context of race and racism,
sociohistorical patterns, the intersection of concentrated economic poverty (capitalism)
and resiliency, and a phenomenology to understand personal constructions of resiliency.
(p. 36)
The sites are occupied by African American males who face adverse structural conditions and
respond by creating spaces of bonding and survival and produce community, strength, and
resistance (Payne 2009, 2010). Part of the ideological shift is to understand the complexity of
students’ lives. This humanizing approach views African American males as possessing
strengths and assets, and then locates their cultural wealth outside the boundaries of school.
Learning about their cultural capital, specifically their navigational skills (Yosso, 2005), teachers
can see the alternative, and sometimes unconventional means for acting, resisting, and surviving
in life. From this perspective, culturally responsive approaches to learning (Gay, 2010) can
inform critical classroom practices that engage students. And, for teachers to disrupt complicity
in the STPN teacher educators should promote learning strategies that help teachers develop
culturally responsive and relevant classroom management plans (Hollar & Hollar, 2017).
Teacher education is a site of change for how teachers come to know and understand
students. For example, the San Francisco Teacher Residency program uses instructional rounds
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to achieve its pedagogical goals that include understanding the system, the students, and bridge a
gap in learning in the university courses and field (Williamson & Hodder, 2015). The
instructional rounds are real life experiences in diverse educational settings, including a school
located in the juvenile justice system. Residents note positive reframing that allowed them see
students academic strengths and more importantly their humanity. Other students engage in
similar experiential learning opportunities (O’Conner, 2010; Williamson & Hodder, 2015).
Researchers have found preservice teachers benefited from learning with teaching cases. Gunn
and King (2015) draw on qualitative and quantitative data from 20 preservice teachers in a
university based teacher preparation course. The predominantly White, middle class participants
read three teaching cases to satisfy English Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) assignments.
The authors conclude:
The preservice teachers took on the position of the characters in the cases and
experimented with being another person (Wiseman 1978) in order to live through
characters’ experiences. During the postcard activity, the preservice teachers had the
opportunity to imagine themselves as their chosen character and took on the reactionary
feelings to the literacy, linguistic, cultural and professional issues presented in each of the
teaching cases. This encouraged preservice teachers to adopt traits consistent with
culturally responsive literacy pedagogy. The responses on the postcards demonstrated the
preservice teachers were aware of the traits of culturally responsive pedagogy by: (a)
demanding an affirming attitude for students of diverse backgrounds, (b) intending to act
as an agent of change for all students and (c) suggesting more inclusive views of learning
for students. (Gunn & King, 2015; p. 180)
The findings suggest that using cases as pedagogical tools can inform teachers’ ability to connect
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with diverse experiences and learn from storied texts. Now I have identified that a gap exists in
the literature that looks at stories as teaching tools, I want to turn briefly to look at how African
American males who identify as formerly incarcerated experience college. From this literature, I
will consider how the STPN travels to university spaces.
Education After the School-to-Prison Nexus
A growing body of literature looks at the postsecondary experiences of formerly
incarcerated African American males (Halkovic, et al., 2013; Strayhorn, 2013). The project The
Gifts They Bring is a policy initiative to reform college admission practices and engage higher
education in the dismantling of the STPP/N (Halkovic, 2013; Halkovic et al., 2014). Halkovic
(2014) employs PAR to examine the benefits of college courses to individuals previously
incarcerated. This research raises the question of how to make higher education a part of the
solutions to the school-to-prison pipeline. In this study, data were collected with a focus group of
25 participants formerly incarcerated with a range of college education from pursuing an
associate through doctorate. The authors’ detail resilience in the participants who managed to
escape the STPP/N, and at least prevent the lasting effects this system could have on their adult
lives. Halkovic said, “College students with incarceration histories have already challenged the
dominant perceptions of their social identities by re-claiming new identities as students, thus
establishing a discourse of potential rather than accepting the dominant discourse of risk” (p.
499). This study indicates the need for more research with individuals who have transcended the
STPN.
Furthermore, Halkovic and Greene (2015) asked, “What ways do the gifts of students
who have spent time in prison enhance the academic and civic communities of their institutions
of higher education?” (p. 761). Halkovic and colleagues (2013, 2014, 2015) positioned the
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participants as experienced knowledge holders, and valued members of their college programs
and communities. Having a criminal record was one aspect of their lives, a component that
contributed to the “gifts” they brought into the classrooms. Knowledge of their experiences can
enrich the university space and be used more intentionally in teacher preparation programs.
There is a lack of research in this area and no research exists that connects college and graduate
students experiences in the STPN to the K-12 classroom and then used in teacher education
programs. Thinking about the African ways of knowing and the resistance and community
embedded in African Americans, the stories of “victorious” African American men can be
transformative to inform K-12 practices and teacher education coursework and field experiences.
Conclusion
This dissertation study contributes to the literature a reframed view of the school-toprison nexus. The review of literature has demonstrated an extant body of work that looks at the
system, but few have taken an in-depth looked beyond the negative outcomes school and prison
experiences. My research honors the voices of African American men and their complex
experiences navigating the carceral terrain laid before them through a long history of antiBlackness. While various fields of scholars have explored the twists and turns of the pipeline,
few have engaged in work that is informed by the first hand accounts individuals who have recentered their paths from a negative trajectory. I believe Black men’s stories with/in the STPN
can be critical pedagogical tools for preparing new teachers to identify and challenge structures
and procedures that exclude African American youth from school.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
The school-to-prison nexus (STPN) is a complicated system of historical, political, and
social factors that influences the schooling and adult outcomes for those targeted by the
phenomenon. For this dissertation study, I used narrative inquiry to understand the K-12
schooling, incarceration, and college experiences of African American men. The participants’
narrative accounts illustrate how the STPN shaped the experiences and life courses of African
American males. In this chapter, I describe narrative inquiry methodology and my research
design including: participant selection and recruitment, data collection and analysis, narrative coconstruction, ethics, and research limitations.
Narrative Inquiry
Narrative inquiry methodology allows researchers to use storytelling as a way to study
stories of experiences (Kim, 2015). To inquire into the experiences of African American men
navigating the STPN, I used the narrative process outlined in the scholarship of D. Jean
Clandinin and colleagues. In their groundbreaking text, Clandinin and Connelly (1990)
explained, “People are both living their stories in an ongoing experiential text and telling their
stories in words as they reflect upon life and explain themselves to others” (p. 5). For my
research, I asked the participants to re-tell stories and give insight into the complex nature of
institutional structures and interactions with/in the STPN system. In a narrative inquiry,
experiences are understood through stories lived and told (Clandinin, 2013); thus, narrative
inquiry is “both phenomena under study and methodology” (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000, p. 4).
Stories become the means to respect and understand experiences as an important source of
knowledge (Clandinin, Downey, & Schaefer, 2014). Clandinin & Connelly (2006) said:
People shape their daily lives by stories, of who they are and others are and as they
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interpret their past in terms of these stories. Story, in the current idiom, is a portal through
which a person enters the world and by which their experience of the world is interpreted
and made personally meaningful. (p. 477)
Narrative inquiry is a way to attend to people’s lived experiences and the relationship between
participants and researchers.
When a narrative inquirer thinks about the justifications of their work, they consider their
personal reasons for conducting the inquiry, and how this research informs practice and
theoretical understandings of a situation (Clandinin, 2013). In chapter one, I shared my narrative
beginnings that helped outline my personal justifications for conducting this research (Clandinin,
2013). Thus, I employed narrative inquiry as:
A way of understanding experience. It is a collaboration between researchers and
participants, over time, in a place or series of places, and in social interaction with
milieus. An inquirer enters this matrix in the midst and progresses in this same spirit,
concluding the inquiry still in the midst of living and telling, reliving and retelling, the
stories of experiences that make up people’s lives, both individual and social. (Clandinin
& Connelly, 2000, p. 20)
This means that narrative inquiry is a relational approach that unpacks how individuals’ lives
unfold within society. On one hand, researchers use stories to understand lived experiences, but
embedded within narrative inquiry are elements of action and change (Pushor & Clandinin,
2009). The stories in an inquiry point towards future societal relations (Kim, 2015), because
experiences are layered across time, place, and social interactions on a three-dimensional
landscape.
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Three-Dimensional Space. According to Clandinin and Connelly (2000), philosopher
John Dewey’s theory of experience is the theoretical underpinning of narrative inquiry. His
conceptualization of experience offers ontological and epistemological commitments that
differentiate narrative inquiry from other forms of narrative research (Clandinin, 2013). For
inquirers, the term experience offered a language to place individuals’ lives and education under
study. Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) argue that experiences belong to the world, and the inquiry
should generate a new understanding of the relationship between the participant and the context
of the experience (Clandinin, 2013). In narrative inquiry, a three-dimensional space is explored
to understand a phenomenon or people’s experiences (Clandinin, 2013). The three-dimensional
space calls the researcher to look “backward and forward inward and outward” (Clandinin &
Connelly, 2000, p. 50). These directions guide the narrative inquirer during the collection of data
and analyses of stories told and retold in research conversations. The commonplaces of
temporality, sociality, and place are situated in the three-dimensional space. Clandinin (2013)
explains,
Commonplaces are places that need to be explored in undertaking a narrative inquiry.
Attending to experience through attending to all three common places simultaneously, is,
in part, what distinguishes narrative inquiry from other methodologies. (p. 39)
Narrative inquirers create this space to keep the stories close to their origins (Clandinin, 2013).
Throughout my study, I attended to commonplaces as I looked into how time, place, and
sociocultural norms shaped my participants’ lives. As we co-constructed their narrative accounts,
I came to understand how these places influenced situations retold in our conversations. I
considered these areas as we come alongside one another to retell their stories of their lived
experiences with unity and care.
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On the three-dimensional landscape, I attended to temporality as a way to consider the
continuity of experiences. Clandinin (2013) says, “attending to temporal ways points inquirers
toward the past, present, and future of people, places, things, and events under study” (p. 39).
Looking at time allowed me to consider what stories were told, or not told, and how they retold
their stories in retrospect. The sociality or social conditions of their narratives were a place to
theoretically interpret their experiences as African American males within the carceral state.
Also, I attended to how I understood their stories as an African American woman and scholar.
According to Clandinin:
Social conditions refer to the milieu, the conditions under which people’s experiences
and events are unfolding. These social conditions are understood, in part, in terms of
cultural, social, institutional, familial, and linguistic narratives. (p. 40)
The social landscape was a place to situate my participants’ lived experiences in a broader
sociocultural context in relation to the researcher who also occupies and was shaped by social
interactions. Typically, narrative inquirers explore how physical locations shape people and their
knowledge (Clandinin, 2013), and to understand place methodologically, Connelly and
Clandinin (2006) said, “by place we mean the specific concrete, physical and topological
boundaries of place or sequence of places where the inquiry and events take place” (p. 480). In
my research conversations, I asked the men how specific locations compared to others, or how
they interacted with various locations in their stories. I used the three-dimensional space to study
their lives and “honor lived experience as a source of important knowledge and understanding”
(Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007, p. 42). Woven into this space are my theoretical frameworks: critical
race theory, the carceral state, and experience 2.0, because “we make sense of the stories told
with the help of a theory or intersection of multiple theories” (Kim, 2015, p. 76). The research
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conversations, three-dimensional space, and theoretical frameworks work together to create a
unified inquiry.
Narrative Unity. As noted above, stories travel through the three dimensions of time,
social interactions, and place (Clandinin, Schaefer, & Downey, 2014). However, the relationship
between the researcher and participant has to be negotiated (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). The
inquiry is not done to an individual, but the researcher and participants collaborate throughout an
inquiry. Narrative inquiry is a shared relationship between the researcher and participants, and
“we intentionally put our lives alongside an other’s life” (Clandinin, 2013, p. 24). The inquirer is
placed in continued relationship with the participants (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006), and the
inquiry relationship provides a space for new experiences, and interpretations of past experiences
because our telling of stories is the way we express knowledge (Craig, 2007). Clandinin (2013)
views the stories told as interpretative or narrative accounts, and the experiences are described
and interpreted through the act of storytelling. As a result, each storyteller is the voice of
authority over his or her life (Craig, 2007). Clandinin (2013) said,
The focus of narrative inquiry is not only valorizing individuals’ experience but is also an
exploration of the social, cultural, familial, linguistic, and institutional narratives within
which individuals’ experiences were, and are, constituted, shaped, expressed, and
enacted. Understood in this way, narrative inquirers begin and end in the storied lives of
the people involved. Narrative inquirers study the individual’s experience in the world, an
experience that is storied both in the living and telling and that can be studied by
listening, observing, living alongside an other, and writing and interpreting texts.
Through the inquiry, we seek ways of enriching and transforming that experience for
themselves and others. (p. 18)
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As I shaped my research puzzles and wonderings around this research, I wanted to critique the
world and the stories that exist within in. Moreover, to move the stories towards action, I
considered storytelling to be a powerful tool in the narrative process that could move others to
action (Nelson, 1995). Based on my understanding of narrative inquiry, I designed this study to
focus on how African Americans males traversed the school-to-prison nexus.
Research Design
My narrative beginnings framed my research puzzle and my personal, practical, and
social justifications for the inquiry (Clandinin, 2013). I wanted to understand how African
American males experienced the school-to-prison nexus and re-centered their lives to move out
of the system. I wondered how elements of race and the carceral state shaped their experiences
and life courses as they navigated various locations in the nexus including schools and prisons.
The questions guiding this study are:
(1) How do African American males describe their experiences in K-12 education, the
criminal justice system, and college?
(2) How do elements of the carceral state--race, policing, and punitive policies-influence the experiences of African American males within the broader STPN?
(3) To what extent does individual agency shape the life course of African American
males as they navigated the STPN?
(4) What are the roles of teachers and teacher educators in the STPN?
To inform my wonderings, I looked to recruit a specific population of participants who could
share their stories of STPN experiences.
Participant Selection
My past work as an adult educator influenced my decisions around the selection criteria.
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The non-traditional or alternative programs served students who were removed from traditional
K-12 schools before receiving a high school diploma. The students in my programs had
experienced school interruption and were seeking a high school equivalency, and some
transitioned into college programs. From these experiences, I wanted to recruit participants who
attended college post-incarceration. Drawing on experience 2.0 highlights individual agency and
resistance, and participants in college may disrupt preservice teachers images of who experiences
the STPN. Therefore, I used a criterion-based selection strategy to choose my participants for
this research (Roulston, 2010). The specific criterions for this study were: (1) past K-12
suspensions or expulsion, (2) formerly incarcerated (jail or prison), and (3) completed at least
one year of college coursework. My rationale for the third criterion is the lack of research around
experiences with individuals who have attended college post-incarceration (Halkovic, et al.,
2013). I believe this last point supports the re-conceptualization of the school-to-prison nexus as
more complex than the traditional school-to-prison pipeline thinking.
Participant Recruitment
The recruitment process was a piece of the process that required several negotiations with
the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). Because my intended participants have a
criminal background, they are considered a vulnerable population; therefore, it was important to
exercise caution to protect their privacy during the recruitment process. Initially, I proposed to
contact my network of alternative educators and ask them to suggest individuals who fit the
selection criteria; however, this would require interested individuals to disclose their past
involvement with the criminal justice system to a third party. Because of the sensitive nature of
this information and the research topic, at the suggestions of IRB I considered a more
confidential recruitment effort (Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981).
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To recruit participants to be involved in this research, I distributed a flyer through my
network of peers and colleagues. The flyer included an overview of the study, information about
the time commitment, and my contact information (see Appendix A). The email I sent read:
Hi [name]! As you may know, I am currently recruiting participants for my dissertation
and thought you may know some former students that fit my research criteria. I have
attached a flyer to this message, and if you have time, or think of anyone who may be
interested, could you send them the attached flyer? Thank you in advance for
considering. (Email Communication 6/13/2017)
My first participant received the flyer the previous year, and he and I worked together on a pilot
of this study and his narrative is presented in Chapter 4. Within two months of distributing the
flyer, three individuals expressed interest in the study, but based on the criterion listed below, I
selected two additional participants. In total three African American males participated in this
narrative inquiry (See Table 2).
Table 2. Participant Selection Criterion
Participant Estimated Number of
Number of Years
Suspensions
Incarcerated
Raheem
50+
18 months

3rd Year Undergraduate

Warren

2

2 years

2nd Year Undergraduate

Robert

10

2 years

3rd Year Graduate-Doctoral

Year in College

When participants expressed interest in the study, I scheduled our first research
conversation. I used this conversation to determine how well they fit the project criterion. I
started by sharing information about myself, why I wanted to do this work, and how I would
handle the information shared with me. We read through the informed consent letter, if they
agreed with the terms they signed, and I asked permission to record our conversation. Following
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the brief introduction and going over the informed consent, I asked two questions: (1) based on
the flyer, can you explain to me how you fit the criteria? This question generated stories about
school suspensions, past experiences with the criminal justice system, and their current place in
college. The second question was: (2) why do you want to share your story? Their responses
ranged from personal reasons that motivated their desire to help others understand children who
were once like them. I thanked the men for sharing and explained how I would handle the
conversations including: storing audio recordings, transcriptions, and sharing their stories to a
wider audience.
From Field to Field Texts: Data Collection Methods
Research conversations are the most common way to start a narrative inquiry and are
used by researchers to enter the field. Furthermore, conversations are a generative method in
African centered ways of knowing (King & Mitchell, 1995). Clandinin (2013) explains,
“conversations create a space for the stories of both participants and researchers to be composed
and heard. Conversations are not guided by predetermined questions, or with intentions of being
therapeutic, resolving issues, or providing answers to questions” (p. 45). However, to satisfy the
IRB members I created a list of potential questions for each conversation. I used the same
protocol to guide my conversations with each participant, but it amended throughout the inquiry
to remain true to the individuals’ stories told in our research context.
Each participant and I met for four research conversations that lasted 90 minutes and
were audio-recorded. There were a total of twelve conversations conducted in this study. Two of
the participants and I met in various public locations during dates and times that were mutually
convenient. Because of distance, Robert and I conducted our conversations via video calls.
Initially, I wondered if Robert and I would develop the same relational sense that I established
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with Raheem and Warren, but I found no difference in the trust and repertoire we created in our
research space. With each of my participants, our conversations were organic and we shared
stories with a mutual respect and feelings of comfort. The research conversations took place
during a period of 4-6 weeks each at different times during the data collection.
Research Conversations. The first conversation was a life history conversation and I
asked the participants to talk about their life outside of school. For example, the men shared
stories about family, friends, and community involvements. Oftentimes, these stories led back to
school and even situations with the judicial system. Their lives unfolded across both institutions,
and their life history was more complex. After our conversation, I wrote a field text (researcher
memo) that captured my thoughts about the conversation, wonderings, and tensions (Clandinin,
2013). Following the conversation, I listened to the audio recording, wrote additional texts
(memos), and added questions to the conversation protocol. Next, I began the transcription
process and in most cases, had the first conversations transcribed before our second
conversation.
For the second conversation, I asked clarifying questions or wonderings that emerged
after the first conversation. The broad focus of the second conversation was school and
incarceration experiences. I repeated the process of journaling, listening to the audio recording,
and writing memos. In some cases, if time permitted, I began to transcribe the conversation. The
third conversation started with previous wonderings, and focused on the college experiences, and
I repeated the post-conversation process. During our final conversation, I asked the first
participant, Raheem, to bring a memory box of artifacts to use as a focal point for the
conversation. Memory boxes can contain items such as photographs and documents (Clandinin,
2013), and I encouraged him to consider including books, movies, music, or other items that help
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him tell stories. When we met, he brought three books and described why they were important to
him. In the last conversation with Warren and Robert, I thought it would be more effective for
them to identify key memories and events to include in a timeline of their lives. Clandinin (2013)
calls the timeline an annal, or “list of dates of memories, events, stories, and the like” (p. 113). I
created the annal for Rah and shared it with him at the beginning of our final conversation.
Again, as the study continued, I decided to co-construct the timeline instead of asking my
participants to fill in the gaps. I wanted to note the highlights of their stories, and reflect on the
meaning of their journeys through the nexus. In the last piece of the conversation, I asked
Warren and Robert to think about a symbol to represent their journey. My intentions with this
question were to achieve the same affect of the memory box. During my time in the field
conducting research conversations, I made several shifts that I believe helped me and the
participants make sense of their experiences.
Field Texts. While in the field, which is defined as my time recruiting participants and
conducting research conversations, I created field texts. Clandinin (2013) says, “field texts are
the records, including, for example, field notes, transcriptions of conversations, and artifacts,
such as photographs and writings by participants and researchers” (p. 46). The field texts are my
research data and a reflection of the narrative inquiry relationship between the participants and
me. Moreover, “field texts allow us ways to see how others make meaning from experience and
may also point us to possibilities of diverse final research texts---that is the diverse ways we
might represent the retold stories” (p. 46). During the life of this inquiry, I collected 84 field texts
(see Table 3).
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Table 3. Field Texts
Raheem
Audio Recorded
Conversations w/
Transcripts
Field Memos

4

4
Transcription
Memos
Annal/Timeline

5
1

Journals/Memos
7
Collaborative
Work Memos
Research
Proposals
RS Total

3
2
26

Warren

Robert

Audio
4
Recorded
Conversations w/ 4
Transcripts
Field
4 Memos
4
Transcription
5
Memos
4
Annal/Timeline
1
1
Journals/Memos
2
Photo
3 Artifact
1
Audio
2
Listening
Notes
2
WS
2 Total
18

Audio
4
Recorded
Conversations w/ 4
Transcripts
Field
4 Memos
4
Transcription
4
Memos
4
Annal/Timeline
1
1
Journals/Memos
2
2
Audio
1
Listening
Notes
3
2
RW
1 Total
18

Clarice
(Researcher)
Field
4 Memos

1
10

Recruitment
4
Memos
Researcher
4
Journals
Artifacts
1

3
3
5
5
4
4

2
3

1
CT
Total

2
22

Total Field Texts

8
84

Transcription. Initially, I planned to transcribe each research conversation, and over the
course of the study, this proved to be a large undertaking. I transcribed all four conversations
between Raheem and I and the first conversations with Warren and Robert. For the remaining six
audio files (Conversations 2-4 for Warren and Robert), I asked my participants’ permission to
send our recordings to a transcription company. The audio files were transcribed, and when I
received them from the third party company, I checked each one with attention to the language
used and honoring the way we spoke during our conversations. I did not note every utterance, but
did include some of the “ummms” and “like” if it helped to convey what the participant was
thinking and saying. I noted moments when we laughed to try to capture our interactions with
one another. The transcriptions were a space to try to represent our relationship as we engaged in
this work.
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Leaving the Field. I feel it is worth noting the sense of responsibility I felt at the end of
my research conversations. Clandinin (2013) talks about the process of exiting the field, one I
found difficult after each participant. For four to six weeks, I had a standing appointment to
engage in conversations with my participants. Our repertoire was genuine and the last
conversations all carried a sense that our official “inquiry” was ending. By design, narrative
inquiry is a relational methodology, but I wondered what do those relationships really mean? As
a researcher, I never wanted to go into a research setting and take from individuals with the
purpose of advancing my career. Furthermore, I did not want to my narrative inquiry space and
coming alongside my participants, to create that type of extracting. On one hand, I have
continued to work collectively with Raheem to bring his story into a teacher preparation
program. But, on a broader scale, I believe it is notable for me to consider how my exit from the
field aligned with my identity as a scholar.
Field Texts to Interim Research Texts: Data Analysis
The move from field texts to interim research text is the process of data analysis and
interpretation that continues in relation with the participant and attention to the three-dimensional
space (Clandinin, 2013). Clandinin explains,
Interim research texts are often partial texts that are open to allow participants and
researchers opportunities to further co-compose storied interpretations and to negotiate
the multiplicity of possible meanings…The dialogue with participants around interim
research texts can lead the inquirer back for more intensive work with the participant if
more field texts are needed to be able to compose research texts that research and
participants see as authentic and compelling. (p. 47)
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The interim research texts were a negotiation between the participants and me (Clandinin, 2013),
as I attempted to re-story their narratives (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990) and share them back to
them.
Organizing the Data. I considered using qualitative software, but working by hand was
more effective. To organize the field texts, I obtained three one-inch binders. Each binder was a
different color and stored the hardcopies of the field texts for individual participants. Each binder
had 4 dividers to separate the transcripts, field memos, transcription memos, researcher notes,
and my analyses of field texts. After each conversation, I printed a hard copy of the field notes
and placed them in the appropriate section. Next, I transcribed the conversations, or read the
transcribed conversation for errors and wrote a memo during this reading. The transcriptions and
memo were printed and placed in the appropriate binder section. As I wrote researcher notes and
journals, I printed them and put them in the designated section. Finally, the analysis document
was handwritten and then scanned electronically and saved in the Dropbox folder. The original
hardcopy documents was secured in the last section of the three-ring binder.
Analysis. I read through several texts to think about how to analyze the data and found
that each narrative inquirer had a different way of analyzing data (Clandinin, 2013; Kim, 2015;
Reissman, 1993, 2008). I referred back to some of the broader qualitative analysis tools as
presented by grounded theorists (Charmaz, 2013), ethnographers (Spradley, 1979/2016), and
critical discourse analysts (Gee, 2014; Souto-Manning, 2014). Reading each researchers’
perspective left me looking for the “best practice” for analyzing narrative data. I wanted a
systematic way to think about my conversations; therefore, I developed four tools that I used to
analyze the conversations (Appendix E).
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The first tool was narrative coding. This comes directly from Clandinin and Connelly’s
(2000) work. On this document, I noted characters, places, storylines, and tensions. This tool
generated a color-coded bulleted list. The second tool was titled events and draws from
Clandinin and Connelly (1990) article that presents the tools of burrowing, broadening, and
restorying. Using this tool for each conversation, I identified key events and in two additional
columns noted the larger social factors and how the event influenced lived experiences. The third
narrative tool pulled from Clandinin’s (2013) work with the three-dimensional space. Here I
developed three rows that summarized how issues of time (past, present, and future), sociality
(noted as interactions between personal and social factors), and places functioned in the stories
my participants told. The last tool was influenced by the work of Kim (2015) and the theoretical
coding I believed needed to accompany my participants’ stories. In this tool, I outlined the tenets
of critical race theory and the carceral state. I used these four analysis tools as I read through the
transcripts and other field texts.
The analysis process was a series of decision-making moments and final choices that I
had to be able to justify and talk about what I did and why. Reading the data through four lenses
helped me as I attended to concerns around the damaging narratives that are common in research
with African Americans. Eve Tuck (2009) explains, “For many of us, the research on our
communities has historically been damage centered, intent on portraying our neighborhoods and
tribes as defeated and broken (p. 412).” As I read through the transcripts, I thought about the
story I wanted to tell, and considered the significant moments and stories I believed needed to be
included. I read the data with the intention of telling victorious narratives, and similar to the
work of Ruth Nicole Brown (2013), I aimed to tell different stories. I read the data looking to
write humanizing accounts of events that are complex and critical of the STPN which often
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positions prison as the last destination for individuals targeted by the system. To reclaim the
narrative, which also shifts the school-to-prison metaphor to a nexus perspective, I attended to
my participants’ post-incarceration experiences in college. Notwithstanding, as I looked across
their timelines of stories before and after involvement with the criminal justice system, I
considered with each reading of the data: (1) my researcher decisions, (2) protecting my
participants, (3) guiding the reader, (4) not reifying deficit views, (5) highlighting important
moments, (6) narrative authority and truth, (7) making the stories accessible, and (8) pulling out
positive attributes. With consideration for the stories I wanted to tell, these eight factors
remained at the forefront of my thinking as I read and coded the field texts. After I coded the
data, I scanned the hardcopies into an electronic file, saved them in Dropbox, and turned my
attention to writing interim narrative accounts.
Interim Text. To write the interim text, I looked at the code sheets in each folder and
thought about how to construct the narratives. Since the analysis was conducted by hand, I
created an electronic document to organize the stories, events, and storied segments of talk. In a
three-column spreadsheet, I pulled the last two columns of the narrative coding sheet, which
highlighted the stories and story tensions. I organized the “story document” by conversation and
set the text to a different color for each conversation. From this sheet, I began constructing an
outline of the interim text. I wrote bolded section titles on a document that began to outline the
narrative chronologically. Using the summative “story document” I copied the narrative codes
into the outline. The sheet is color-coded, so, I know which conversation the segments of talk
were found. As I went through this process I added and subtracted sections and inserted
comments to note ideas and other information that I needed to consider when I went back to
write the text. Each narrative account begins with an introduction of how the participant and I
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met and developed our research environment. I believe it is important to introduce each narrative
with the context of the conversation and the individual at the center. I wanted my readers to carry
this image through the reading of their narrative accounts. The introductory stories were
constructed from field notes and memos.
Next, I went into the interim text outline and began to write the stories identified. The
interim text outlines were structured in chronological order following the introduction of the
participant to the story. I began each narrative with the earliest stories and located familial stories
to center each man within the context of his home and neighborhood. Following their home and
familial contexts, I identified their school experiences beginning with elementary through the
various school settings and relevant home stories until high school. The outline was instrumental
in this stage because the stories were not told in chronological order; thus, the color-coded
reference to conversations was useful in crafting these narratives. The remaining sections of the
text represented their experiences within school, the streets, the judicial system, jail/prisons, and
college. I ended their stories with their plans for the future and reflections that can be informative
for others.
Sharing the Interim Text. Each narrative took approximately a month to write, at which
time I began working on the next narrative account. Once I finished writing the interim text, I
shared it with each participant via email. Rah and I met for lunch and went through the narrative
together. He noted changes to his language use, for example I transcribed “usta” where he meant
“used to,” when he read the interim text he said, “what’s ‘usta’ everybody knows that ‘used to.’”
Based on that feedback I changed that language piece throughout the final narrative text. The
other two participants sent their feedback via email. Warren said, “It looks good to me.” And,
Robert said, “I’m good with the chapter…I think the chapter shapes up nicely and it’s quite an
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experience to have an academic (that’s not me) analyze my life events.” The feedback was
refreshing to know the men appreciated my re-telling of their lived experiences. In addition to
their comments, my dissertation chair read two narrative accounts and offered feedback. This
process of co-construction allowed me to move towards writing the final narrative research texts.
To do so, I compiled the feedback from my participants and dissertation chair and began to write
the final research text.
Interim Research Texts to Final Texts: The Narrative Accounts
The final research text is a representation of the participant, who they are, and who they
are becoming. This text makes the participant and the researcher visible as well through the time,
place, and social dimensions of their shared stories. Clandinin (2013) explains, “final research
texts are often difficult to write, because it is at this point that that we make our texts visible to
public audiences, unknown audiences who may be far removed from the lived and told
experiences of participants (p. 50).” In my narrative beginnings, I acknowledged what I perceive
to be the danger of telling stories from the school-to-prison nexus. With that in mind, as I move
from the interim to the final texts, I was attentive to the vulnerability of my participants and the
stories we co-constructed.
While writing the final research texts, I remembered advice I received from my
committee member Dr. Stovall. In my prospectus defense, he warned me to be careful and ensure
that I do not reify deficit narratives in my stories. He added that African Americans’ relationship
to the carceral state has been manufactured and normalized, which led to me consider the advice
my committee member Dr. Joyce King. During my prospectus defense, she pushed me to think
about how to center a victorious consciousness and abstain from telling victims stories. Their
words reverberated in my mind as I wrote the final research text and informed other elements of
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the research such as the literature review.
The final narrative accounts are a negotiation with the theoretical context and lived
experiences as told through my participants’ stories. I wanted to honor their words, and mitigate
any harm that could result from me sharing their story; however, I had to attend to issues of race,
class, gender, and carcerality. Clandinin (2013) expressed that the aim of the narrative inquiry is
to generate new understandings of peoples’ experiences and to, “engage audiences to rethink and
re-imagine the ways in which they practice and the ways in which they relate to others” (p. 51).
The final narratives were constructed with consideration for the tensions in the story and the retelling of the story about the research problem. Thinking with the three-dimensional landscape, I
found a space to retell their stories in a way that achieved my purposes for engaging in this
research. Clandinin further contends,
It is only as we attend simultaneously to all three dimensions that we can come to
understand in deeper and more complex ways the experiences relevant to our research
puzzles. Only through attending to all dimensions can we see the disruptions,
interruptions, silences, gaps, and incoherences to participants’ and our shared
experiences. (p. 50)
The critical approach to my inquiry allowed me to co-construct written accounts that focus on
the broader socio-political context of experiences and center the resistance and action of each
participant who navigated the STPN system.
In the narrative inquiry process of moving from my narrative account, to the field, and
the co-construction of interim texts, I wanted the final narratives to reflect the complexity of the
STPN. The stories shared in this dissertation will help my readers come alongside my
participants and me as we share stories from with/in the STPN phenomenon. Additionally, I want
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to use my final research texts as teaching tools in the field of teacher education. Clandinin (2013)
said, “final research texts might include traditional academic publications, dissertations, theses,
and presentations for academic and non-academic audiences” (p. 50). The narrative accounts I
present illuminate a path from inquiry to action.
Ethics
Above, I briefly discussed my process for obtaining IRB approval for this study.
Furthermore, to protect my participants’ identities, I assigned pseudonyms for names and
locations in the field texts, interim texts, and final research texts. Beyond the logistics of the
study’s approval process were the ethical considerations within the inquiry. As the researcher, I
wanted to respect my participant’s experiences and I continuously captured my tensions in
research memos. I shared those moments with my participants during our research conversations
or co-construction of interim texts. At times, I found myself deeply affected by the stories we
shared, and felt a need to protect my participants. I considered my audience and how
interpretations of their stories could be misperceived. Nonetheless, I was responsible to Robert,
Raheem, and Warren, and aimed to maintain the authenticity of the inquiry. I noted that the
search for “truths” is not the purpose of inquiry (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990), and concluded
that the boundaries of the theoretical and methodological considerations maintained the integrity
of the research. In the end, I accepted that I lack control over how others interpret my work and
my participants’ experiences; therefore, maintaining my ethical commitment was all I can
guarantee in this study.
Limitations
One of the limitations of this study was my inability to recruit any female participants. I
used my own story to give voice to the gendered situation; however, future research would need
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to include the stories of African American women and how they experience the STPN. African
American women would offer another critical insight especially given fact that they are the
fastest growing group of people entering prison (Sentencing Project, 2015). In addition, other
aspects of identity could be explored such as Latino and Native American communities. Future
research that includes the voices of other members of the school-to-prison nexus including
parents, community leaders, and educators, and each group could provide a richness of
experiences to the narrative accounts.
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CHAPTER 4 RAHEEM
Raheem (Rah) and I met at the H.E.L.P organization GED program, where he was the
youth advocate, and I was one of the test preparation instructors. Rah’s role was to help support
students’ academic and personal needs that would promote their success in the program. While
working alongside Rah, I learned a little about him and his story before he started as a student at
H.E.L.P. I knew that Rah, now a college student, had exited high school before graduating and I
wondered if he and others would be willing to share their stories. Our brief conversations
inspired me to design a pilot study for this research. After obtaining my university’s IRB
approval, I gave Rah a flyer, and he contacted me to say he was interested in participating.
The following week, Rah and I meet in a small office space I reserved on the university
campus. We started the conversation by getting to know one another, and I explained why I was
interested in this work. I shared my goals for the project and based on what little I knew about
him, why I believed his story would be important. I learned that Rah and I had celebrated
birthdays that week, and for our next conversation, we decided to meet at a local Black-owned
restaurant he liked. Meeting at restaurants became our research tradition. The restaurants I chose
were commercial chains, but Rah said he liked to support Black owned businesses; he added that
he hated there were not more in the neighborhood. I could appreciate Rah’s point of view and
agreed there was a need for more Black owned establishments. However, admittedly, my
upbringing was more transient, I tended to be less community-oriented, and I admired how
connected the twenty-two-year-old was to his community. Immediately, I noted that Rah was
unapologetically wise and youthful. I was curious to learn more about his experiences and how
they had influenced his stance in the world.
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The Fabrics of Family
Rah, a native of a large Southeastern city is the youngest of five children. He came to
understand himself in relation to his familial narrative, and the stories told by his older sisters,
along with memories of his own. The first time we met, he told me the story of his birth, as his
oldest sister Kendra told him:
Dey didn’t know that my momma was pregnant with me. Didn’t nobody know she was
pregnant cause she used to always be rippin’ and runnin’ the streets so it be times they
don’t hear from her. So one day she called and was like I’m finna have a boy, he’s at the
hospital….And then my sister told me like a month after that she [Kendra] came over
there to help my momma and my momma just left my sista she was sixteen.
For several weeks, Rah’s sister Kendra cared for him hoping their mom would return soon. As
time went on, the children’s grandfather, and Kendra’s guardian, called asking where she had
been, and she stated, “I’m here wit the boy,” referring to Rah. I asked Rah why she called
him the boy, and he laughed, “I don’t know. I was called the boy a lot.” For Rah, living in the
present moment and looking backwards at the events of his life made him smile and laugh. He
could remember the hurt he felt then, but now appreciated the strength he acquired through the
storms of those more difficult times. Rah was a gem, a precious stone built under pressure, and
polished by life.
From the time of his birth, until late adolescence, Rah’s sisters cared for him. His family
consisted of three older sisters, Kendra, Sana, and Mika and an older brother, Rashad, who was
murdered at the age of sixteen when Rah was four. Their mother, Roxanne, struggled with drug
addiction and was frequently in and out of prison while her father cared for the children until his
untimely death soon after Rashad was murdered. The oldest sister Kendra became the sole
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provider for her three siblings as she and her husband raised a family of their own. I realized that
what may appear to be an unstable beginning was an attempt to keep a family together. More
importantly, while Rah loved and appreciated his sister, he truly loved his mother. I noticed in
our conversations that every time Rah spoke about Roxanne a sense of pride appeared on his
face. He smiled as he described her beauty and the respect she had in their neighborhood. When
Rah’s mother was home she cared for him as the prince of the neighborhood, and he knew her
absences were the result of a rampant drug problem that targeted many individuals in his
community.
Rah talked about growing up in one of the worst neighborhoods in the city, he said,
“everybody around there on drugs, that’s how it was back then, they [was] on heroin real hard.
It’s like a walkin’ graveyard, that’s a very, very depressing place.” Rah told me stories about his
neighborhood and the violence he remembered as early as three-years-old. Yet, in spite of those
perils, the smile he revealed when he talked about walking to the corner store with his mother
told me a different story. Rah remembered going into his mother’s close friend’s store to buy
chips and chocolate milk. As they walked down their block, he watched the love and respect his
mother received. “She had a name in the streets,” he explained. Rah never forgot that love, the
street love from people he grew up with and around in his neighborhood.
When Roxanne was home from prison, she immediately resumed the responsibility of
raising her children. Rah said during those times, the whole family would live together. Rah
remembers his mother’s affinity for books, and she loved to read. To prepare for our last
conversation, I asked Rah to bring an object that held meaning to him, and he brought three
books. He talked about the books and why he enjoyed them, and that led him to a story about his
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mother. When he was younger, he remembers losing one of Roxanne’s Harry Potter books, and
as he tried to recall his exact age, he told another story:
Dis was befo’ second grade, I was real young, dis was da time I came up from school and
dey had my momma in ties…I was comin’ home from school, walkin’ up da hill and dey
had done busted our house. Dey just knew my momma house was da dope house or
whateva, which it probably was, but I didn’t know dat cause it was like a normal house.
So when I was comin’ up da street dey had da SWAT team ova dere, dey had my
momma on da front porch, and not handcuffs dey had zip ties. So den I’m like what da
hell goin’ on. She like, just go in dere and play da game. Me and my momma used to
always play da game tagetha, my momma love Yoshi. She had her own Yoshi game. Dats
how we usta bond wit each otha playin’ video games: Yoshi, Legend of Zelda, Marios
and Donkey Kong. We had da Donkey Kong game, we didn’t even beat it. Damn we
ain’t beat da game. Da last time I played da game was dat day cause we was tryna beat da
game and da man [an officer] was bein’ a real asshole cause ma momma was tryna tell
me what I was supposed to do, but he made ma momma leave cause he kept tryna
“where’s da dope Roxanne” I remember him sayin’ dat.
As Rah talked, I remember visualizing how that scene looked as he described it. I wondered how
he felt and what he was thinking as he approached their house. The lack of sensitivity from law
enforcement angered me, and I kept thinking that no one protected him from seeing his mother
being detained and removed from their home. I assumed all the families in this neighborhood
were treated with a similar disregard because this was a high poverty, drug infested, extremely
violent, Black area. I concluded the police tactics were typical and for some, because of the
conditions, well justified. I struggled with my thoughts and the anger his story created for me,
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and Rah recalled the exact year this incident happened. He asked, “What year 9/11 happened?” I
told him, “2001.” He nodded, “It was dat year. Dat school year, dats how I remember 9/11
around dat time, it had to be first grade.” When I think about the events of September 11, I
remember being a freshman in college and working at a car rental company located inside my
city’s airport. I watched the changes of our once free workspace become a highly secured area
with limited mobility. The world watched with terror coverage of 9/11 and the aftermath, but
Rah experienced a different form of terror at the hands of police invading his home.
During his earliest years, Rah moved between his mother and Kendra, but living with his
mother was always temporary, Kendra was the secure fabric threaded throughout his young life.
Rah often wove his familial stories with stories from school, and I began to see how his home
life shaped his school narrative. Attending his local elementary school, Rah was vulnerable to the
backlash of policies and politics in urban schooling. Raheem was a low-income, African
American male with little to no familial support. His behavioral issues and outspoken nature
would lead Rah down a hallway ripe with discipline and truncated learning.
Being Gifted and Punished
Rah’s most salient school memories began in third grade. His mother was home the first
half of the school year, but after returning to prison, Kendra became his legal guardian until he
completed elementary school in fifth grade. During the transfer of custody, Rah missed the
second half of the school year, and he was retained in third grade. He remembers his third-grade
teacher, Mrs. Monroe. Early in the year, Mrs. Monroe went on maternity leave and they were
assigned a long-term substitute teacher, Mrs. Dixon. There was tension between Rah and the
substitute, “she hated me,” he began to explain. “Well [I don’t] know if she hated me, but she
ain’t won’t no dealin’ wit me,” is how he reflected on those interactions. Mrs. Dixon made Rah
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feel less intelligent than the other students, or as he said, “she made me thank I was slow.” He
noticed the difference between himself and other students who he often referred to as
“silverspoons.” I could see how from his perspective, knowing the other students had parents at
home, clean clothes, and food could create self-doubt and questions about his intelligence
because he lacked the material substance and familial support characteristic of a good, smart
student. Rah was young, but Mrs. Dixon influenced how he perceived himself, his home, and his
relationship to school and others.
When Mrs. Monroe returned to school, she took an interest in Rah, she was nice and took
time to work with him. Mrs. Monroe made Rah believe in himself because she saw his potential.
She was so nice, [I don’t] thank I ever got in trouble, for anythang I did, ma card stayed
on green wit’ her. She started payin’ a lil’ mo attention; she da one who got me reading.
She said I was smart. She actually had me interviewed to get into da TAG [Talented and
Gifted] program in third grade…it was like where all da smart kids go. But all da kids in
TAG program always be like silverspoon kids, kids who parents got money and stuff, you
know da wheel bookbag. She had me interviewed for it. I did da lil’ test, I thank I passed
da test, but it was da end of da year so I started fourth grade. I was goin’ ta HP it was
High Potential which was steps you had to go through, you had to do dat before you go to
[TAG].
Rah was surprised as a nine year-old to be identified as a bright student. He thought “smart kids”
had a specific look, and I wonder if some teachers hold similar beliefs. He helped me understand
the context of his thinking, and added details about his life at home: “I had it bad,” he explained.
“Whudn’t no haircuts, washer and dryer [th]ere not workin,’ goin’ to school smelling like
mildew, clothes wrinkly, shoes got holes in ‘em. I had da ringworm one year,” Rah remembered.
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Despite signs of the extreme poverty he faced, Mrs. Monroe looked beyond his exterior and
identified an intelligent young boy. What is unknown is why she targeted Rah. Was she curious
to know more about the student who had a noticeably difficult home situation, or did his
schoolwork warrant further attention? Could her attention be an attempt to save Rah from
another situation?
Rah’s third grade narrative includes several pivotal moments: (1) Kendra became his fulltime guardian, (2) the substitute teacher Mrs. Dixon negatively affected his self-perception, (3)
Mrs. Monroe identified him as a student with high potential, and (4) Rah was handcuffed in
school for the first time. Rah admits to having behavioral issues and was frequently in trouble.
During our conversations, he told me many stories about being suspended, but admits that he
omitted others because he feared if he discussed them all, we would not have time to talk about
other topics. When he talked about being handcuffed for the first time as a nine-year-old child,
he had a space to look back and evaluate the situation more, “I mean I probably was a fat kid, a
big third grader, but I still don’t think handcuffs was necessary--handcuffs and zip ties,” he
concluded. While he casually spoke about this event, I was in shock. I could not find the words
to ask more in-depth questions, I was left asking myself how could that happen, who let it
happen, why was this ok, was this a common practice? This story made me speechless.
In fourth grade, Rah was assigned to another teacher who was willing to nurture his
academic ability and they developed a meaningful relationship. Mr. Simpson pushed Rah to
reach his full potential. During Black History Month, Rah was assigned to research information
about Desmond Tutu. Initially he was angry, recalling, “[I don’t] know who dat was, I was mad,
like who?” Rah, refused to let the project defeat him, and completed the assignment. As he read
about Tutu, he learned about Nelson Mandela and became interested in these prominent African
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leaders. Intrigued by the new information, Rah began to ask Mr. Simpson more questions. Their
relationship became a way for Mr. Simpson to nurture Rah’s interests in other areas:
We started havin’ conversations after school, so he started gettin’ a lil cool. Den when it
got time around events he started signin’ me up, spelling bees and stuff like dat. So he
gave me da belief, he gave me a lil’ belief.
Thinking about the positive experiences with his third and fourth grade teachers, I wondered how
this type of support could have influenced his performance in school as he reached middle and
high school. Were the teachers instrumental enough to overcome the hardships he encountered in
his everyday life? I think Rah had similar thoughts as captured in one of his later reflections, he
imagined, “If I woulda stayed on track like a long time ago, probably be a Harvard, been at
Harvard already, ya feel me.” School was a series of winding paths that lead him into academic
potential and another path directed him towards adverse outcomes.
Rah and his fifth grade teacher had history before he entered her class. In third grade, Rah
and another student got in trouble for kicking each other. The student’s mother was a teacher at
the school, Mrs. Hopson, and she became Rah’s fifth grade teacher. He recalled, “I end up
getting’ her as my teacher so she already knew who I was, already had a bad first impression.”
Rah was no more than eleven years old, but at his young age, he still suspected that Mrs. Hopson
did not like him. He sensed a tension in their relationship and the time he spent in her class
strengthened those suspicions.
In January, the mid-year awards ceremony took place, and Rah anticipated receiving an
award for making the academic honor roll. He remembers feeling proud to wear his dress shirt
and tie, and his friends parents came to support him as well. He mentioned that his family, his
sisters and their spouses, did not attend his school functions. Having the support of his friends
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and their family was important to him. All the fifth grade classes received their awards and Rah
recalls being the only student not called for an award:
I know I got like As and Bs err ‘body went up, at awards day you get up in front of da
class and walk on stage and all da parents was right here. I got a lil’ suit shirt on its like
three rows of chairs gone, I’m da only one in da chairs out da three, my homeboy daddy
lookin’ at me. He know I’m smart, I’m in da TAG class I be hearin’ my friends parent
like “I wish you was my son, you smart.” I ain’t gone lie I think I was cryin’ or somethin’
at da award day, I think I did cry. Den I walked out, da assistant principal like what’s
wrong wit you, why you cryin’ and I told on Mrs. Hopson ass. She [the assistant
principal] was like you sure? Like yeah I know for a fact.
Rah believed that Mrs. Hopson intentionally skipped him on awards day even though his grades
qualified him for an award, he said, “I knew somethin’ was up, I know I got honor roll, I know
my grades. You know if you makin’ As and Bs or not cause you get in trouble if you get a C.”
Rah did not mention the assistant principal’s response to his concerns, but following the awards
ceremony he was moved to another classroom. I asked him if his sister addressed the situation,
and he said she had not, but explained that she had other issues she was addressing:
Kendra was my guardian at da time I was goin’ through all this, but she had her own kids
she was dealin’ wit, she dealin’ wit her ex-husband. Whudn’t nobody dere to defend me
from [th]ese teachers. I couldn’t tell, I used to tell my sistas [th]em, I used to be da
problem. So I stopped tellin’ [th]em what was goin’ on at school cause I used to always
get in trouble. I used to deal with stuff ma own way…I had ta survive.
It was difficult for me to unpack how the words “survive” and “school” were paired in the same
context. Taking a moment to pause and collect my thoughts, I clarified by asking, “You had to
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survive school?” As soon as I finished the question, he confirmed without hesitation, “Yes!” I
could not fathom what it meant to survive school at that age, I could not visualize the events he
detailed in his stories because I had a different elementary experience. What I had to understand
is that school looked and functioned in particular ways for some groups of students. While I too
identified as a low-income, African American student, I was less outspoken than Rah. I was a
small, quiet, female and I probably held a less imposing presence in the classroom. Popular
media images and social discourses of African American girls did not cast me as an imminent
threat like my male peers, at least, not at that age. It was clear in Rah’s stories, some teachers
may have internalized those negative narratives. As a result, Rah was punished, detained, and
excluded. The more we talked, and I listened more than I spoke, I began to understand how these
social norms and discourses created issues with the discipline and punishment of young Black
boys like Rah.
Similar to his experiences in third grade where Rah exhibited great promise, yet still
handcuffed in school, his fifth grade year had another paradoxical turn. Rah told me about the
time he received a part in the school play:
I had silent lunch, which was I couldn’t eat in da cafeteria wit da rest of da kids cause I
got in trouble, I did sumthin’ in class, I had to eat ma lunch in da classroom wit da
teacher. It used to be like twelve of us in dere. During this time they was goin’ ova dey
roles for da Wiz, The Wizard of Oz, the Black version. Dey already had da roles and
stuff, dis boy…he used to try to be a bully and macho, but he couldn’t read though. So
dey [the teachers] done asked me to read somethin’, dey just asked me to read. I whudn’t
even tryin’ out fo’ da play or anythang, dey just asked me to read, to “show him how you
suppose to say it Rah.” So I did. Naw it was [his last name], I ain’t neva get called by ma
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first name it was always [last name]. Show how you do it [last name]. So I read it out, I
just read it. I go to school next week in Mrs. Hopson class dey got da roles of da thang,
dey got me Tin Man. I done took [the boy] position.
While Rah received an opportunity to perform in a school production, the tension between him
and the other student, who lost the role, led to a fight. Following the altercation, the teachers
discussed how to punish the boys. The other student was removed from the play, and Rah could
not attend the end of the year field trip. Overhearing their conversation, he remembers the
teachers saying, “He whudn’t gone be able to pay fo’ da field trip anyway.” That was their
justification for taking the field trip away from Rah while maintaining his role in the school play.
He knew their rationale was unfair, and in his reflection admitted, “I knew what was goin’ on
back den. I knew this shit whudn’t right back den.” Rah had his own perspective about fairness
and how injustice connected to his life on a broader level. He explained:
This what I’m learning…Shit ain’t fair, no matter how dis shit gone add up, it ain’t gone
neva be fair for me, so I gotta learn how to adapt. Dat was my biggest thang…Shit that’s
how it’s designed. It’s been like dat since I was young. I ain’t ask for my momma to be
on drugs or my dad to do this, ya feel me. Dey got dey mommas…Dem folk had family. I
ain’t have no family, damn sho ain’t had no big brotha. All I had was my big sistas and
dey was so up in age, dey had dey own stuff goin’ on. I ain’t grow up with dem.
This was the second and last time Rah every mentioned his brother. I think, his attempt to
understand why he was treated this way caused him to acknowledge the void left by the murder
of Rashad. I have an older brother, and I know that feeling of protection and security Rah
longed to have. I imagine he must have wondered what life would be like if Rashad was still
alive.
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Rah’s stories from elementary school are complicated with the positive interactions with
Mrs. Monroe and Mr. Simpson who both nurtured his talent and pushed him to reach his full
potential. Then, Rah had to unpack the experiences with the long substitute Mrs. Dixon and the
fifth grade teacher Mrs. Hopson. These relationships made Rah reflect on his home life, his
mother, the care he received from his sisters, and the absence of his brother. Rah knew he was
smart, but he often questioned how he fared in comparison to his peers whom he perceived to be
more fortunate. When encouraged and given the opportunity, Rah flourished academically, in
sports, and at extracurricular activities. However, when Rah had a bad day, there was a school
resource officer and handcuffs waiting to escort him to the principal’s office and out of the
building on suspension.
The Tension between Home and School
During elementary school, it was difficult for Rah to negotiate relationships with his
teachers, but his unkempt appearance and hygiene created a way for teachers to be a resource for
him. On many occasions, teachers supplied him with clothes, backpacks, and hygiene products,
and in fifth grade, Mr. Simpson got his hair cut for the school play. While Rah appreciated their
support, he hesitated to trust his teachers, he explained, “a lot of teachers knew I ain’t have no
momma. Or, some teachers, I’d lie and say my momma dead cause [I don’t] even feel like [th]em
judgin’ me. Cause dey already judgin’ me.” Rah knew a tension existed between his home life
and school, and to protect himself he did not share the details of his family. It was a complicated
situation for Rah, and he tried to remain a good student. Unfortunately, Rah felt his appearance
caused some adults to misunderstand or judge him, and his peers used his situation to bully him.
Rah tried to remain focused on school, but the other students’ taunting made him lash out in
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frustration, and caused extensive disciplinary issues. When Rah was younger, he believed that
fighting was the best way to resolve his problems, he reflected back and explained:
I got to fightin’ cause, did I ever tell you da tease name dey used to call me back den?
It used to be double cheeseburger. So stuff like dat used to make me…I had it rough, fat
jokes and all dat. I was fat…den we was poor so my clothes used to be raggedy.
Rah’s family socioeconomic status and weight made him a target in school. In response, he
fought, a reaction he admits would help him throughout his life. However, Rah’s teachers
observed his appearance but did not come to his aid when the other students’ teased him. Rah’s
physical reaction to the bullying was addressed using the strict discipline policy in place at his
elementary school.
During our last conversation, I wanted to get a better understanding of how punishment
looked in Rah’s elementary school experiences. He talked about lunch detentions, missed recess,
work detail, in-school (ISS), and out-of-school suspension as his most frequent forms of
punishment. Work detail was a new concept for me, and upon hearing it, I gave him an
inquisitive looked that prompted him to ask, “Do y’all have work detail up there where you
from?” I admitted that, to my knowledge, we did not, and so he described it for me:
Dey make yo’ ass pick up trash, go around da school wit da janitor and pick up trash.
Or you get dis stick wit dis tennis ball on it, and you have ta scrub da markings off da
floor. And I actually liked work detail more den I like ISS or suspension.
Ironically, Rah who by his recollection attended school unclean was forced to clean the school
building as a form of punishment.
Another interesting tension for Rah was the negative relationships he had with some
teachers. On the one hand, they offered him personal items to address his physical needs, but
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their relationships remained at a surface level, and they failed to learn more about him and what
he was going through at home. As a result, Rah said most of his school incidents and suspensions
were from disagreements with teachers. He recalled a story in which he was punished for
something he did not do:
So, we all goin’ to da bathroom. But dey [other boys in his class] got paper towels,
ion [I don’t] know if it was paper towels wit soap, ion [I don’t] know if dey put da paper
towels in da sink wit da soap, but dey did somethin’ and we all got in trouble so we all
got sent to da assistant principal office. So, shit dey like who did it. I honestly didn’t
know shit it whudn’t me, like I said last one in, first one out….I still got in trouble. Afta
school she [the teacher] made us all face da wall during dismissal so she could tell err
‘body parents or whateva...[We stood] inside da cafeteria during dismissal while err
‘body in da cafeteria gettin’ dismissed like da car riders, bus riders, people from
daycare…It was a stage in our cafeteria too, so we all facin’ da stage. I was pissed off
cause I didn’t do anything.
I asked him if he remembered the parents responding to the situation, he felt, “They didn’t care!
Parents don’t care. Didn’t nobody care about nobody else but dey own kids. Just how it was.”
Rah felt that he did not have anyone to advocate for him, and in school, he had few adult allies;
therefore, I knew this conclusion about other students’ parents were informed by his experiences
of feeling neglected by adults. When I reflected on this story, I did wonder if any of the parents
disagreed with the practice. I wondered if they did disagree, if they believed they had a voice to
speak up. I also realized that for Rah, the mere presence of those parents meant they had some
voice, but for him, no one from home came to the school on his behalf and he knew that he was
on that stage, facing the wall, alone.
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I asked Rah if he knew what the term school-to-prison pipeline or nexus meant, and he
began to describe a connection between punishment and jail. As he explained his understanding
of the phenomenon, he had an epiphany and exclaimed, “Puttin’ [th]em damn handcuffs, [th]em
damn handcuffs! I usta get tired of dem damn handcuffs!” I had never witnessed anyone being
handcuffed in school when I was a student or teacher, and my unfamiliarity with the practice
lead to the following exchange:
Clarice: What grade were you first put in handcuffs?
Rah: Shit third grade!
CT: They put you in handcuffs in third grade?
Rah: Hell yeah, third grade. I mean I probably was a fat kid, a big third grader, but I still
don’t think handcuffs was necessary--handcuffs and zip ties.
Clarice: To walk to the office, to get suspended?
Rah: Ta get yo’ sentencing.
I was in disbelief, and at a loss. I didn’t know what to say. First, I thought about the fact this was
the same year he was identified for the gifted program, and I wondered how can you be a
promising student, but handcuffed? Then, I remembered the story when his mother sat
handcuffed and played the game with him to distract him from their house being raided by
police. Excessive police tactics were normalized in Rah’s neighborhood and used to control the
adults and students. Rah did not need to know the language of the STPP/N, he clearly knew a
connection existed between his school and the criminal justice system. Punitive school discipline
was a continuous thread in Rah’s elementary school experiences, and this theme would continue
as Rah talked about getting into trouble in middle and high school.
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Middle School
Near the end of Rah’s fifth grade year, his mother was released from prison, and at the
end of school year, he left his sister Kendra and moved in with his mom again. During the
summer before sixth grade Rah and his mother’s apartment was robbed, and the first two months
of middle school, they lived with his aunt. Rah remembers his aunt driving him to school
everyday, which struck him because he was not used to having that form of support.
Unfortunately, the comfort of living with his mom and aunt would soon fade. Rah explained:
One day I got to the school, I got to fightin’ and I end up gettin’ suspended. They was
tryin’ to call my momma, they couldn’t reach her. So, they end up callin’ my sister cause
she was on the emergency contact. My sister the one picked me up at the school…I had
to wait after school for her, but as I waited after school, I waited forever. It was dark now.
Yeah it was one of those like on T.V., it was one of those change scenes. So it was dark
by time she pulled up we get in the car, that’s when I find out about ma momma bein’
caught. She went to her probation and they picked her up from there, so then she got
locked up…I didn’t know they had already went to the courthouse and had swapped
custody of me, see they had already been did that a week before, so my mom already
knew I was gone stay with my sister anyway. This sister the one seven years above me
she was like 18, she had a little apartment based on income. So this when I started stayin’
with her this about 2006.
Over the summer, Rah’s mom had committed crimes that violated her probation, and under
the three strikes law, she was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. That
was the last time he saw her, at the time Rah and I spoke, it had been eleven years since he saw
his mom.
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School Days
Rah favorably remembers his first middle school and some of the teachers there. Talking
about the school, he explained, “It was real, real good. I was on debate, the football team; it was
going good cause I used to always be in the school and be with the teachers that was
rockin’.” He had a positive experience with several of the teachers and told a story about one of
his sixth grade teachers:
Mr. Howard, it was one day we was at lunch, he asked dis girl, “if you could
chose two people in class to follow who would you choose?” She chose two of da lil’
smart lil’ nerds in class. It was just us in da cafeteria so it was really quiet so you could
hear. He was like I would make a different choice, I woulda chose [a student] or I whuda
chose me. So, he called me out da blue. I think I was talkin’ at da time, I probably was
playin’, so I listened den he gave me a reason. He was just like I persevere no matter
what nobody tell me, I’m a say ma answers, even if I’m wrong, I’m still gone say it. I
ain’t afraid.
I asked Rah how this made him feel and he recalled, “I listened. Da fact dat dis grown man
tellin’ me somethin’ like dis.” That exchange with Mr. Howard was one of the times Rah
recalled someone referring to him in a positive way. But, as he ended that story he
concluded, “Shit afta him, after Mr. Howard it was ova wit.” In other words, this was one of the
last good experiences he had with a teacher.
Rah enjoyed this school because it was small and he was involved. More importantly, he
recalled a more lenient discipline structure, he said, “I used to get in trouble for fightin’ but it had
to be real serious fights, it had to be real serious…for me ta get in trouble.” This school did have
a discipline policy in place, but from Rah’s stories, it sounded like it was applied subjectively.
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The goal was to hold Rah accountable, but to remain in school. On one occasion, a student lit a
firecracker and threw it in the hallway. The assistant principal accused Rah, and he claimed his
innocence, but Rah refused to tell on the other student. The administrator could not prove that
Rah throw the firecracker, but he was not convinced that he was innocent. To balance the tension
Rah received a “mild” punishment in the form of ongoing monitoring, he told me:
First off, I’m scared of shit like dat…ion [I don’t] even know how to work a lighter. But
he [the principal] ain’t hearin’ none of dat. He was one of [th]em ones who usta kick it
like he for me but he usta always be da meanest one, and give me da harshest
punishment. So dis punishment he had it was a seat I usta always have ta sit at in da
mornin’. In da mornin’ when we waitin’ fa school, fa da doors ta open up. I couldn’t just
be in da area wit everybody else at. It was dis seat I usta always have to sit by da parking
lot…I couldn’t go inside da school until he tell me, I usta always have to be da last one in
da school, da last one to leave da school. And I usta have to be in dis seat. If he pulled up
in da mornin’ ta go ta his parkin’ spot, cause he parked right dere by da door, if I whudn’t
in da seat, and he knew I was on campus, I was gettin’ suspended, or I get ISS, or I’m in
trouble.
This was Rah’s designated spot for half of the sixth grade and all of seventh grade school years.
As he told me this story, he referred to his chair as “the spot” because other students would stand
there with him. While this experience appeared isolating, I was impressed by Rah’s ability to
make the best out of the situation and accept his friends’ support when he was in his designated
chair. I was also surprised that Rah held such fond memories of this school in spite of this
incident. Initially, I thought that Rah was resilient, but then, I questioned the punitive nature and
wondered why this was determined to be acceptable punishment for such an extended period of
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time. I concluded that teachers and administrators saw Rah’s academic and leaderships qualities
but could not balance his outstanding needs that caused him to be more assertive. It seems as
though controlling Rah was how the school responded to his behaviors. And, I wondered how
did elements of the carceral state influence the use of control and punishment in Rah’s school
experiences.
After attending his seventh grade year, the school was closed, and Rah participated
in efforts to keep the school open, he said:
I actually had wrote a petition and I went to the capital…I spoke just to keep the school
up. It ain’t work. The money is the money, that’s all them folks wanted so then they end
up closing the school down.
After the school closed, he transitioned to a new school in a different neighborhood. As he talked
about the new school, he remembered getting into a fight on the second day. He explained
the tension that led to the altercation:
[I] went to school wit all da ‘hoods in da city. Not just my ‘hood and two otha ‘hoods,
like six, seven otha ‘hoods. Da transition from [the other school] was a smaller school…
Den when I got to eight grade all [th]em hoods, I got to fightin’ da first week, just me
bein’ from anotha school, school already like a war zone.
After the fight, Rah remained in the school for several months before being “kicked out” for
fighting and sent to another school to finish eighth grade. He did not add additional stories about
his time at this school; I only noticed him shaking his head, almost in disbelief or
disappointment, as he briefly told me about his experience there.
As I think back to my conversations with Rah, I noted how he told stories effortlessly. He
was a natural storyteller, and I listened attentively and mostly asked clarifying questions. As he
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told these stories I remember wondering how he still had the motivation to attend school in spite
of all the problems and tensions he faced in his life in school and at home. Although he moved in
with the youngest of his three older sisters, he continued to suffer from a lack of clothes and
personal attention. Now, Mika would leave him at home, alone, for weeks at a time, and Rah
never lost his desire to attend school. He said:
I was getting up goin’ to school myself. And no clothes was being washed no nothin’. So,
it was just me. I remember I used to have to wear the same pants like throughout the
whole week. I had a set, I had like three shirts, two pair of pants.
When his sister was home, she made him stay in his room on punishment. For Rah, school and
home became locations that he could not escape being punished. At home, he used this time in
his room to read and keep up with school:
I used to be stuck in da room so books, textbooks, dats why I was smart in elementary
and middle cause I ain’t have nothin’ to read but da textbooks. I used to just read da
textbook like it was a book. So by time we get to school and go ova a chapter da teacher
might ask a question, I might already know da answer, or know somethin’ bout da
answer. Dats how I used to be able to answer questions or whateva.
I asked him if he thought the punishments were for his protection or out of fear for his safety and
he laughed, “No she was just bein’ mean.” But Rah also understood the tremendous
responsibility his sister took on when she became his legal guardian:
She used to be like this a jail, four walls. She was already kickin’ that at a young age…
Jail. Four walls. Don’t leave ya room…You also have to consider how old she was at the
time. She wasn’t nothing but 18, 19, 20 I can say now, ion [I don’t] know if I’d be able to
take on a responsibility like that, rock like that back then like how she did it.
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While in retrospect he attempted to understand his sister, I also noticed how his life experiences
were being shaped by carcerality and punishment.
In middle school, Rah experienced being suspended and his sister Mika responded by
making him stay in his room. Looking back over Rah’s experiences, I connected his stories to his
mother and father who both cycled in and out of prison before and after his birth. I wondered
how his familial narratives influenced his experiences, and then I learned in his eighth grade
year, the carceral system became more personal for Rah.
Introduction to the Judicial System
In our second conversation, after Rah finished talking about his middle school
experiences, I asked him, “When was your first experience with the criminal system?” I assured
him that I was not looking for specific details about the incident, but rather an age. Without
hesitation, he began telling me a story from sixth grade. He talked about a fight in the
neighborhood that resulted in a school suspension. The court system resolved the incident
through mediation and no criminal charges were filed. As he told me this story, I remembered
my own experience in high school when I was suspended for something that occurred outside of
school; I did not understand why I was being punished for it in school. Listening to Rah’s story, I
could not think of a justification for a school-based response to an out-of-school incident either. I
suppose Rah and I both experienced how the carceral state connected neighborhoods and
schools.
Rah continued to think about his interactions with the police, and he told me a story from
eighth grade, which he counted as his first “real” experience with the criminal justice system. He
started by explaining that he was locked up from the last day of eighth grade to the second day of
ninth grade. He recalled, “When I got out and made it back to da neighborhood dey was just
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gettin’ off da school bus from dey second day of high school.” Rah was arrested at school
although the incident that led to his arrest happened “in the streets” (outside of school). Like the
fight that happened when he was in sixth grade, Rah was punished by two systems. Rah told me
about his arrest:
I went from da school to da hospital, dey picked me up from school. Dey tricked me
from school, da people, da police, ma sista, it was all dey ass. Dey tricked me, dey
called me on da announcement, I was skippin’ dey called me on da thang, Raheem
report to da main office. I used to always be in da main office so shit I just walked in
normal, ya feel me. Two big [hospital workers] right there, a officer, they said, “you
Raheem?” Yeah, get your hands off me…Dey done pushed me to da bed, strapped me to
da bed…At school, front office and dey took me to da children’s hospital downtown.
Rah was taken into custody by the juvenile court system, and he was placed in a mental health
facility based on the recommendation of the court. Rah’s sentencing to the mental health facility
illustrates how other institutions are placed within the punitive matrix of carceral control.
Furthermore, while Rah’s peers were transitioning from middle school to high school, his route
took a path from middle school to jail to high school.
High School: The Last Battle
The stories Rah told about elementary and middle school highlighted some moments of
positive interactions with teachers, but when Rah talked about high school experiences, the
teachers disappeared. Rah’s high school stories centered on fights, suspensions, and conflict with
the school resource officer. In our second conversation, Rah briefly mentioned academics when
he said, “I ain’t tell [th]em I was in honor classes.” I never inquired into this decision, but I
wondered if he was becoming disengaged in school, or believed that his attempts to be a good
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student were futile. He told me a story about one a disagreement with a teacher during a review
game:
When I was in class, I really was smart…and da nerdy kids dat was in dere, da
silverspoon kids dey used to act rude, to me anyway just cause I was from da city dey
used to treat me wrong, cause I was different. Yeah dey treat me like dey was betta den
me, dey was talkin’ shit so we got da game jeopardy…I used to just be a asshole and just
answer every question, no point fo nobody. I score all da points piss her [the teacher] off,
piss all dem off.
Rah mentioned that in high school he was suspended for long periods of time, but his grades
remained A’s and B’s. Rah’s high school narrative does not include any positive stories about
teachers, but a constant struggle to remain free. The jeopardy incident resulted in a negative
experience with the teacher and led to a confrontation with the school resource officer:
Dat day she [the teacher] called my homebody dumb doe. I told my homeboy da answer
cause da second half of da game I had ta be da score keeper I couldn’t play…So shit I
was tellin’ my homeboy da answers so she [the teacher] called his ass dumb. She called
his ass dumb [he] shut down, I ain’t know dat [he] was gone shut down. He put his head
down and shit, I didn’t like dat shit.
Seeing his friend shut down and tear up, Rah decided to take action and write a petition against
the teacher. He told me that about eighty students signed the petition before the resource officer
saw him and without asking what was going on, he grabbed the petition, and the two began to
argue. Rah went on to explain:
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He grabbed me, he throw da hand cuffs on me …Every situation resulted in me gettin’
put in handcuffs and gettin’ escorted to da office…At school, in front of everybody,
behind ya, chain gang style and police officer style, front, back.
Rah was handcuffed, escorted to the office, and suspended. I asked Rah if all the students were
handcuffed in school and he thought back, “Naw…kids who had parents who would come up
and defend [th]em ain’t goin’ for it.” Reflecting on these experiences now he tried to explain the
situation at school:
I used to get put in hand cuffs. I used to try ta fight da powers but my voice ain’t shit, da
same shit I see in da law when I’m grown now, dey was already tellin’ me dis in
school, resource officer, da way da teachers act and da students act. It ain’t no gotdamn democracy in da school, you can’t say what you want, if you ain’t got dat
paperwork or you ain’t got no family somebody come defend you, shit da school do
whateva dey wanna do. Who gone stop em?
That was a powerful question, but I wondered if teachers and other school personnel needed to
be stopped, per se, or could their professional preparation programs focus on training educators
to be equitable and just. What Rah shared with me was his interpretation of how school was a
battleground in a war that some students are forced to survive. In his experiences, students who
are more privileged are protected while others are treated as disposable. I wondered to what
extent other students’ experienced similar situations in school, and how to identify these
seemingly intangible problems, and propose changes to improve school climate and practices.
When Rah talked about his time in high school, he mentioned a lot of suspensions. He
estimated that he was out of school more than he was there:
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If I calculated all da days I wasn’t in school for my ninth grade and tenth grade year I
probably was in [th]ere a full semester and a month. Everyday from all three schools I
went to dat ninth grade and tenth grade year all my days in there it probably sum up to
one semester.
He continued, “Dey used to suspend me fa like twenty days, thirty days.” Rah loathed the
suspensions, one time he was waiting on paperwork to return to school and when the papers did
not arrive, he called the school for answers. “[I] called da school one day like ma’am can y’all
send da paper so I have me somethin’ ta do? I’m tired of bein’ at home,” he said. I asked Rah
what he did during the time he spent out of school. He recalled at first, he spent most of his free
time with a friend he knew since the sixth grade:
She been savin’ me. I used to go kick it at her house, she was battlin’ cancer, she was
goin’ through chemo and shit so she needed me there, I ain’t mind bein’ there. Her
momma had just died, dat lady had done bought me a bed and everythang. She showed
love. She used to let me stay dere until she lost da apartment. Dey was cool.
After his friend who he referred to as his play sister lost the apartment, he found himself looking
for ways to occupy his time. He thought back on this period:
I started hangin’ wit people who got kicked outta school really. Start hangin’ wit da
wrong crowd. It’s funny da parents tell you dat and it end up happenin’ like dat for
real. I guess I start hangin’ out wit da wrong crowd…I damn [th]ere was in da streets
den I had like spots I could go into or places I could go it ain’t even matter.
Rah was not fully immersed in street life, but the frequent suspensions were making the
transition inevitable.
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Final Exit
Rah’s high school experiences were a complicated narrative between himself and the
school resource officer. Despite the conflict, Rah never wanted to drop out of school:
It whudn’t my choice. I thought I was gone graduate, hell yeah. I ain’t know I was
gone be no drop out. Every time I used to get in trouble teacher [th]em used to tell me aw
you gone dropout of school and shit. So of course I ain’t finna go fo’ da dropout shit.
Shit like dey forced da dropout shit on me.
A series of events lead to Rah’s final exit from school. In one incident, there was a large fight
when another student’s father attempting to fight Rah:
I got to fightin’ wit da girl and her daddy, [School Resource Officer] jumped in da fight
and I grabbed da gun off his waist. Cause he was chokin’ me. He had me on da bus,
outside da bus, he was chokin’ me. A grown man come to da school to fight us yes a
grown man outside fightin’ us. You [School Resource Officer] get yo stick and you
attack me!...So hell yeah I grab his fire [gun]. I grabbed his fire cause he choked me, he
had me on da bus, he had me like in da air, chokin’ me wit his forearm, in da air, like
literally, feet hangin’…And as I went up wit it da otha officer jumped in it, tackled both
of us…I had done lost it, I was tired of his ass. I was tired of his ass…So [th]en dats why
I all da way couldn’t get kicked out of school cause he was fuckin’ me up and not beatin’
up da grown man…Dis grown ass man wantin’ to fightin’, pulled up wantin’ to fight us.
I’m on my afta school bus, I’m doin’ what I’m supposed to do…and he ain’t get no
criminal charges and shit.
Rah was exhausted. As he told the story, I could still see the anger and disbelief in his face.
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The school bus fight started a downward spiral and Rah and the school resource officer
continued to conflict with each other. On other occasion, a fight happened at school and Rah left
before he was caught. The school resource officer called his cell phone and warned him, “You
come back to school I’m a lock you up.” To avoid going to jail, Rah did not return to school.
Two days before his seventeenth birthday, Rah was hanging with friends and another
fight happened. This time, Rah was taken into police custody. At the precinct, Rah was afraid of
being returned to his sister, so he refused to cooperate. The police could not identify Rah; thus,
he was taken to a group home for troubled youth. He spent five days in the group home where
during that time he eventually told the social worker the truth. On the last day in the group home,
Rah had appeared in court, and to his surprise, his sister Mika was there. Rah did not want to live
with her, but when the judge asked him to explain why he refused to go home, he fell silent:
I couldn’t give a good enough reason cause I ain’t neva wanna put her in a situation
where she get locked up and lose her kids. So, I went back. In order fa me to go wit [my
sister] dey said I had to go to school da next day.
Rah feared returning to school because he knew the school resource officer was waiting to lock
him up. The social worker assured Rah that he would be safe.
The next day Rah returned to school as ordered by the judge. He said, “Soon as I get off
da school bus I catch attention, da otha officer and da assistant principal with [School Resource
Officer], we catch eye contact.” From the bus, Rah walked into the cafeteria and started talking
to friends. The resource officer appeared, and Rah left the cafeteria and began looking for his
classes. A significant amount of time had passed since he was in school and Rah did not know
his new schedule. Rah spotted a student he remembered having classes with before, and they
walked to class together:
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I ain’t even get a chance to get to ma desk yet. By time I get to ma desk [School
Resource Officer] call me to da office like come on [Last name] what you gone do, da
easy way or da hard way? So shit da teacher in da class like what you do? Loud ass
hell everybody in da class like what you do? Dey askin’ his ass like what he do, he
just got here? I’m like I ain’t do shit, what I do? He like you know what you did [Last
name] come on da easy way or da hard way? I’m like da hard way shit you gone
have to come get me. So I start fightin with his ass, he came and got me and took me
to da thang. He was tryna suspend me for a fight which was befo’ spring break. I
already had did like twenty days I just didn’t get no suspension on paper. He couldn’t do
it. He hand me da suspension paper I was pissed off, and I was in handcuffs. He kept
talkin’ about he finna take me ta jail cause I’m seventeen. He can charge me wit da fight.
So we back in da room, I broke [ran] on his ass straight wit da handcuffs on, I ran to da
principal office like y’all got me fucked up. I know dis ain’t right, he can’t do dat, da
social worker told me, dese folks whudn’t a told me to come to school if dey knew I
was gone get locked back up so I know somethin’ ain’t right. So da principal like hell
yeah, [School Resource Officer] dis ain’t right. Take dem handcuffs off of him, why you
always puttin’ handcuffs on him?
Rah was removed from the handcuffs and the assistant principal reviewed his paperwork. They
determined that Rah could not be suspended for the fight, and he was no longer enrolled in the
school. The social worker had transferred Rah to another high school, but his sister had to finish
the enrollment process. When Rah told his sister her response changed his life:
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She ain’t wanna put me in another school. She had her own life to live. She felt like I
wasn’t gone do right in school. She was like nah cause, I quote “Nah I’m not finna put
you in no school so you can get kicked out. You might as well go to the streets.”
Mika refused to reenroll Rah in school, and because she was his legal guardian, her refusal
forced Rah to drop out of high school in tenth grade.
Five years after his final exit, Rah was reluctant to refer to the situation as him dropping
out of high school. He said, “dem folks dropped out for me.” If given the choice, Rah was
prepared to attend a new school, and on two occasions tried to re-enroll himself in school but
could not because he was under 18. Rah was shocked by the reality of not attending school, but
he knew he had to respond quickly. No longer a student, he redefined himself for a new life “in
the streets.” He concluded, “Dat last day of school, my last day at [school] as a student was
probably like my first day officially in da streets.”
In the Streets
In our first conversation, Rah introduced me to the term “in the streets.” I later discovered
that all the participants in this study used this term in a similar way, but initially, I asked Rah to
define it for me. He explained the streets represented the stereotypical images in the media of
inner city areas that are characterized by crime, drugs, violence, and high police presence. The
streets were also a community, a network of peers that looked out for each other, and sought
opportunities to provide for themselves. Before now, when Rah was growing up he “played in
the streets,” as he described it, but school kept him balanced and prevented him from full
immersion in specific activities. Then after leaving school, he admits, “I was really in the streets
cause I ain’t have nothin’ else,” now Rah was completely engaged in street life.
Rah continued living with his sister during his transition to the streets. He remembers:
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When she started seein’ me wit new clothes and cell phone, her ass started flippin’,
lockin’ doors. When she go outta town she lock da door, I couldn’t get in. I couldn’t
break in so I used to have to sleep in da rent office, da weight room, I break in dere go
home every mornin’ hopin’ she dere.
Eventually, she stopped unlocking the door and he stopped coming home. He went on to explain,
“I stopped seein’ her ass. I see Kendra she ride pass me through da block. She ride pass she
wouldn’t even blow da horn. I’m like damn my family fucked up.” Rah explained that his third
sister Sana spent most of her time with her father’s side of the family, and I noticed that she
rarely appeared in his stories. Most nights, Rah could stay with friends, but without his sisters, he
was homeless. He said, “I used to be homeless so…it used to be abandoned houses, that’s where
I used to sleep at that’s damn there, it used to be my house like. I had a couple abandoned
houses, emps.” He spoke about how he learned to survive using gas station bathrooms to bathe
and conducting business from the abandoned homes or “emps.” In spite of the hardship of
homelessness, one aspect working on Rah’s behalf was the reputation he built over the years as a
good fighter.
Rah’s story up to this point has mentioned many fights mostly centered on his frustration
with students and educators, or to protect those he cared about. Rah considered fighting critical
to his survival:
I ain’t have no cousins and nothin’ in the city my age so every fight I had, I used to
have to fight my own battles, and I used to get jumped a lot cause I was big. But, I talk
with my tongue, and I really do my own thang, so it get me misunderstood as
weakness so people used to think they can pick on me, or try me. I wasn’t goin’
for it, cause I couldn’t go for it. I been learned if I let it slide, this what was goin’ on
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when I was in elementary schools, this is what I was learnin’ from my momma from
bein’ around her. Go hard. Like 0 to 100… Go hard. Cause I ain’t had no back up so I
had to go hard. So den once I start goin’ hard that’s when I start buildin’ my name
up. That’s when my face card…my face card really got built up from fightin’.
Rah’s face card was his reputation in the streets, and the respect others held for him. Since
elementary school, Rah had been building a name for himself as a fighter, and now it was an
asset to protect him in the streets.
No Family
Rah adjusted to the streets, but could not accept the situation. He told me about his failed
attempts to return to school:
I tried to go back on my own, twice. The principal at [High School] told me, no. Straight
up he was tryin’ to lock me up soon as I walked on the property. He was like no, I don’t
care bout you bein’ homeless, or none of that. He said that. He gave me $10 told me get
me somethin’ to eat and catch da bus home, get up off the property.
I wonder why the principal turned Rah away, was it his physical appearance? Did the principal
see him around the neighborhood and refuse to admit him? Nonetheless, Rah left the school, but
continued to attend the high school football games.
Rah had redefined himself for the streets, and began to provide for himself and others. He
and a group of friends decided to attend a Friday night football game. Rah was dressed in a new,
very expensive outfit, and was surrounded by his closest friends. As he socialized, one of his
friends had a confrontation with another group. Rah tried to defuse the situation, but quickly
found himself engaged in a fight. He recalls winning the match before an unexpected ending:
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I beat da shit outta ‘em but he backin’ back da whole time. Ta da point where we done
got up da street, like da fight started from right here but da fight done took it up da street
ta his front door, I did not know I was at his front door… I’m literally at dey door step
doe. So when I pushed him he was fallin’ down. As I’m finna walk off he come out dere
wit da pump [a gun], he embarrassed, he cryin’. He got da pump [a gun], he out there
cryin’, me being big and badass, [saying] ‘it’s broad daylight you ain’t gone shoot
shit’…I’m talkin ‘bout its broad daylight, people out here, families out here it’s just right
afta school so I tried to take his gun, kicked my shoes off and tried to run towards him
and he bust [shot] at me. I thought he was scared, he wasn’t, he shot me doe. BOOM!
See, I got myself shot.
Rah was shot several times and transported by ambulance to the hospital where they performed
surgery. When Rah was out of surgery, the police questioned him, but he refused to cooperate.
Once the police left, he got an unexpected visit from his family. His sisters, his sister’s father,
and his niece; all of whom he had not seen in over a year, they found out about the shooting and
came to the hospital. He shared his feelings about their being there:
All three of my sistas come in who I ain’t seen in foreva. Who was lookin’ out fo’ me, I
feel like I whudn’t eva been in da situation anyway, I whudn’t eva been in da streets
anyway if I was at one of y’all houses, but I’m in da streets, I’m homeless, like I’m
homeless. I’m sleepin’ in emps, bouncin’ in folks houses…like I’m travelin’ around town
and everythang cause I’m unstable. I’d a been straight if I was at y’all house, doin’
somethin’ had somethin’ goin’ on.
Rah was angry with his sisters. He blamed them for his being in the streets. But, as I listened to
Rah tell me this story, I thought about his sisters, and wondered if they always feared this
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outcome for him. His older brother Rashad was murdered when Rah was four, he was the second
oldest, and I began to think; maybe, his sisters feared losing him. Maybe it was fear that made
them seem mean and detached as he was growing up. I did not share my thoughts with Rah, but
continued to listen as he told me the rest of the story:
I really ain’t talkin’ to nobody cause, it’s fake. That’s how I feel, it’s fake. I ain’t heard
from y’all, it’s fake why y’all here. Dis shit fake as hell. Y’all folk don’t even rock wit
me fo’ real. Y’all come up here to see me die. Dats what y’all came up here fo’? Dats
how I was feelin’, y’all just came up here to see me die or somethin’ cause I ain’t know
what ta expect. I thought I was finna die.
Rah laid in bed and tried to watch T.V., but the anger and hurt he felt made it impossible to be
around his sisters any longer: “I’m like man if y’all folk don’t get da f—k out my gotdamn
hospital room…Nurssseeee! Dey got to go dey disturbin’ me, dey gotta go…I put all dey ass out.
Dey was mad.” His sisters left, and the next day the police returned with more questions. Rah
refused to cooperate and say who shot him; again, he called the nurse and the police were
removed from his room.
Turning Point
Rah stayed in the hospital for three days, and once released, he continued his involvement
with the streets. For the next few years, Rah continued living this lifestyle. At one point, shortly
after the shooting, he was convicted of a felony charge and sentenced to a first time offender
probation for four years. Rah was seventeen years old, but if he completed the probation, his
charges would be expunged, and his adult criminal record would be clear. Unfortunately, over
the next three years, Rah estimated that he spent more than a year in jail over multiple trips, and
calculates he served eighteen months in total starting at the age of fourteen:
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It be like three months here, four months dere, three months here, two months dere. It be
like dat, it don’t neva be no day or two. It always be like a month or two before I get out.
Unless it’s probation violation, I prolly get out like a week or two. I prolly get like
fourteen days den… No visit. I do hard time. No visits, no money on da phone, no
nothin’. So I had to dats why I’m sayin’ I still was like survivin’… Den I was young doe
so it was hard, like I said it was hard time.
Additionally, because Rah was now a convicted felon, he could not visit his mother serving a life
sentence in prison. Unless the laws are changed in the future, Rah will never physically see his
mother again. The carceral threads were thick and connected various areas in his life.
As Rah got older, he began to reflect during his moments in jail. He recalled fighting less
and thinking about how to change his actions. During one arrest, Rah feared the police would kill
him, and this became the turning point in his life:
It was like da last conversation I had wit God like: You got it, I’ll give it up. I know I
always tell you I’ll give it up, but dis time, police tryna kill me, so I’m a give it up. Just
don’t let dem folks kill me in here.
The next day, after Rah’s final plea with God, he was released from jail. Rah left the jail and had
to pay the bail bonds company who secured the financial bond for his release. As he walked to
the building, he noticed a flyer:
When I went to go downtown to pay my bondsmen dats when I seen da flyer. So it was
meant for me to see da flyer. When I seen da flyer it literally said: Just got out? Need ya
high school diploma or GED? Got a felony? Call dis number. So I called da number right
dere on da spot, talked ta somebody. I went down [th]ere it was da [Community
Organization]. Dey showed me a list of stuff I could do I could get paid for, so I was like
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money for gettin’ a job and dey gone give me money for bein’ on da job fa thirty days,
and y’all gone give me money for takin’ da [GED] test. I started addin’ up I was like, dis
more money right here dat I can get in a couple months, den I can get in da streets in a
couple months, I can go fo dis money anyway. Plus dey payin’ me ta do da right thang.
Anybody payin’ you to do da right thang, how can you do wrong? What be da purpose of
doin’ wrong?
Rah enrolled in the program and attended the orientation for GED classes at another community
organization. When he talked about this moment, he reflected on how his route shifted:
Dis what I learned in life. Whateva in life you do, gotta go hard at. So if you gone be in
da streets you can’t play in da streets, you gotta go all da way hard wit it. You gotta lose a
lil bit of yo humanity. I ain’t willing to risk and lose my humanity…To be all da way 100
wit da streets you gotta lose some of yo humanity. I ain’t wanna lose none of my
humanity. I’m still human, I ain’t wanna change da inner me and be dark and cold and
trippin’ and killin’ and all dat extra.
This justification solidified Rah’s decision to join the community organization program and seek
work and earn a GED. Three years had passed since Rah left school in the tenth grade, and now
at the age of twenty, he was leaving the streets and returning to school.
The Real Rah
Throughout my conversations with Rah, I admired the strength and character he
maintained throughout the various situations he encountered in his young life. Further, he always
spoke of himself positively and never saw himself through the eyes of others. No matter what
people said to or about him, Rah knew he was “destined for greatness,” he said. Rah
acknowledged that some of the challenges he faced were because of his familial structure.
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Regardless, he never talked about himself as a victim or willing accomplice to wrongdoing. The
stories Rah told were from the perspective of someone who was targeted by family, teachers,
administrators, and law enforcement. Nevertheless, Rah maintained his personal philosophies
and values about life, and defined his goals based on his perception of right and wrong, even
when forced into situations others may perceive as abnormal. Rah lived his life in motion and
constantly adapted to changing situations.
Rah credits TV for exposing him to different social norms and values that were expressed
on shows such as Different World, Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, and Saved by the Bell. He explained:
I felt like TV shows what you supposed to do in a way, or what America wants you, or
what America think is da norm. So college is da norm, even join fraternities and stuff, I
knew about dat when I was young. I felt like I was gone be dere and make it but I didn’t
know I was gone drop out and do all dat. Dat was somethin’ I didn’t know. Dat was
somethin’ I always told maself I whudn’t gone go. I didn’t want to go to da streets and I
damn sure didn’t think I was gone go to da streets. Even when I got to high school and
was gettin’ in trouble I ain’t think I was gone be in da streets ‘til I was like damn I’m in
da streets. It hit me like damn! I done became a drop out.
When Rah signed up for the GED program, it afforded him an opportunity to reclaim his
previous goals. Three months after enrolling in the program, he passed the four subject area tests
and received his GED. “I wanted it. At dat time it was like I got to get dis, dis da only thang
left,” he explained. I asked Rah about the program and what made it successful for him. He noted
the last hour reserved for empowerment sessions began to change his outlook. During this hour
the program founder, Ms. C. or another instructor presented activities, guest speakers, and TED
talks related to issues in the students’ lives. He states:
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Da empowerment sessions was really what I needed, what I was goin’ for. It
really was teachin’ me ta be a better me. Dat was changin’ ma mind set from comin’
out da streets to findin’ anotha way ta thank about thangs. Seein’ anotha way to look
at life… [GED Instructor], a cool ass dude, a cool ass brotha. He whudn’t cuttin’ no
slack you talk to him like a man, he talk to you like a man. He used to just give me
advice or whateva, that was changin’ my thought process. My thought process was
changin’ of how I was lookin’ at things… It was real life. It was da real life
conversations dat we was havin’ dat would help me in life instead of da bullshit dat
dey feed you in school dat dey gotta tell you.
The empowerment sessions helped Rah reshape his thinking. As he talked about the
transformative nature of the sessions, it also appeared the advice he received from the instructor
helped him align his values with tangible goals to pursue. I wondered if the empowerment
sessions were illuminating a path and the GED program provided the extra support he needed to
embark upon a new journey.
The investment of the community organization was critical to Rah. He and two other
students were offered a paid internship to work in the GED program. The internship allowed Rah
to develop a closer relationship with the founder of the program. Ms. C. took him in as a son and
nurtured him. Then, three months after he began the position, Rah had a dispute with the
community organization, and they wanted to cancel his paid internship in the GED program. He
told me the story:
I gave up da $13.50…I did, gave up $13.50 I don’t need it. I’ll work here for
free. I’m straight…I worked like two months with Ms. C for free, dey [Community
Organization] even threatened me…Dey threatened to cancel the relationship with the
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[GED program] if I was still gone be able to work there voluntarily. So I really was like
damn if I don’t fall back I’m a end up messin’ up Ms. C. I got da green light from her,
like ‘I don’t care what dem folks say,’ she told me dat. She rockin’ wit me…Just dat one
decision, she put me ova da money. Now I’m in debt, so now I feel like you my folks,
you just put me ova da money, so I got yo’ back regardless. When she showed me dat,
I’m like aight she rockin’ wit me.
Ms. C. believed in Rah and she wanted him to succeed. She also worried about him and wanted
to keep him close. From her perspective, if a decision had to be made between maintaining the
relationship with the community organization, or keeping Rah as an intern, she chose Rah.
Fortunately, Ms. C. and the community organization worked out their differences, and she then
hired Rah as a youth advocate in the GED program. Rah continues to work at the program in this
role, and maintains a second job in a similar position at a local youth home for recently released
teenaged males.
College Life
A month after receiving his GED, Rah enrolled in a local college as a full-time business
major. When Rah and I talked he reflected on his past and said, “that ain’t my life no mo’.” He
focused on the moment, and his current experiences as a college student. Rah opened our
conversations about college explaining how smart he heard his mother is. He was told that
Roxanne was educated and assumed her intelligence passed on to him. As he concluded his
thoughts about his mother, he assured me, he would get a college degree in spite of his criminal
record. From there, I asked Rah to tell me about life as a college student. He began,
Back when I was in high school I always was doin’ what I wanted to do sometimes I get
in trouble for it. Now in college I do what I wanna do, and I thank my experience in life
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help me better off in college than da otha students in college… In college I feel like dey
let me think da way I wanna think. I can think outside da box and it be cool. It ain’t gotta
be more tradition. I come from a whole ‘notha lane and a whole ‘notha perspective about
a topic and I be straight… I think it’s because dey respect my thinkin’ or they respect me
enough to think. And dey like me.
The fact that professors liked Rah was not a surprise for him, he confidently stated, “You gotta
like me. You gotta be like a hater if you don’t like me, cause I’m really cool.” Rah said his
college professors treated him better than his high school teachers did, and he valued the respect
and appreciation he received in class. He expressed his feelings with a story:
Sometimes dey let me teach and stuff or explain somethin’ to somebody else better
[th]en what she can do. Cause my English teacher she from New Guinea. So a lot of
stuff, she explain somethin’ but it be confusin’. So I’ll keep askin’ questions at first
she used to get frustrated wit me [th]en she see why I ask questions…Cause after I
ask a question she might answer or I final can get da right answer for it. She go like two
minutes later and three more people done had da same question I asked. And she be like
damn I can’t never get through wit da teaching. Dats when I be like I explain it. I’ll
shorten it for her.
Rah’s professors learned to utilize his outspoken and inquisitive nature, and willingness to help
others. College was an affirming space for Rah academically, but he mentioned that there were
times when other aspects of his identity conflicted with his experiences.
When I met Rah, I immediately noticed his strong southern accent, and command of
African American Vernacular English (AAVE), colored with the language from the streets. He
makes no apologies for his linguistic identity, but being in college made him reflect on how his
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identity developed. I asked Rah about the professor from New Guinea and if the communication
barriers were the result of an accent. He said it was not but explained his own linguistic
challenges:
I understand her accent, you can understand what she say. I’m da one wit da accent
dey act like dey can’t understand. My teachers [th]em. Dats anotha thang dat irritate
me about college life. Dey always got somethin’ to talk about da way I talk. Like
‘What you say?’ I hate dat. I hate when dey ask me what I say, when it be somethin’
simple. Y’all don’t understand English? Den y’all be laughin’ crackin’ jokes, I take
offense to it, y'all offendin’ me. Cause dats da only time people laugh and stuff, I ain’t
get what was funny. Why y’all laughin’ at how I talk, I feel offended.
I wanted to better understand this exchange between professors and peers, so I asked Rah more
clarifying questions:
Clarice: Is that something that you always experienced? Cause I know when we first
talked you mentioned you talk with ya tongue, and you stutter sometimes.
Rah: Naw dats different. Completely different. College dey just pickin’. Ion [I don’t]
know why dey talkin’ like dat. Cause ion [I don’t] get no tongue jokes or my stutterin’
jokes. I ain’t got dat sense like, I ain’t got dem jokes in a minute. But college dey just
don’t be understandin’ what I’m sayin’ or how I say it. Maybe cause I spent so much time
outside of school and outside da normal way to talk dat I do shortin’ my words, or I
do have a lil’ accent from da streets or whateva. Or I talk fast. Dey say I talk a lil
faster.
He concluded his thoughts: “I talk normal. I thought I talk normal.” From his story, and my
experiences as a speaker of AAVE I could relate to his feelings. This story influenced my
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decision to honor Rah’s language in this narrative account. Throughout this text, I attempted to
represent his voice and keep his speech as close to its authentic form as possible when translated
from verbal to written text.
Overall, Rah’s experiences in college have been positive, and he enjoys the autonomy he
feels in his classes. He talked about having choice on his assignments, and the freedom to walk
in and out of class. Various experiences in life have contributed to Rah’s way of thinking, and
college is a space for him to exercise agency and navigate relationships and demands of
coursework:
It’s not dat different from da streets… I can hustle my classes more. I can do a project, do
a paper here, a paper dere might not have to go to my lecture class cause he ain’t gone do
nuthin’ but talk any way, he just gone quiz. I can knock dat out.
Rah considers where he is now a “new up” and he enjoys college life and his work with the
youth coming from similar situations as him. When we spoke for our last conversation, he
reflected on his journey and where he is at the moment:
If I had a choice to do err ‘thang over again I wouldn’t change it. I wouldn’t- no night,
no nuthin’, cause err ‘thang work fo’ da best in da long run. I’m straight where I’m at
now…If I had a knew back den I was gone be here now, I’d be like ok bet.
I prolly woulda smile more. It was straight. I mean it was rough but it taught me to
be stronger. I learned a better understandin’ of people, how to deal wit people, how
to deal wit life…I know how to analyze stuff, I pay more attention to a lot of stuff. I
really don’t think, if it wasn’t because of my life I prolly wouldn’t be who I am today. I
prolly wouldn’t be as special as I am today. Da type of person I am. Cause I got
homeboys from da same situation but dey didn’t go right, dey got trapped, dey went for
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it…I’m straight. I know what down feel like, I know what up feel like. [I’m] on my way
up…Dis a new up…I got to stay up, I can’t go back down.
The Future
Rah and I finished our research conversations in the spring of 2016 and he agreed to join
me for a guest lecture in a course for preservice teachers at the local university. The candidates
were moved by his story and he was grateful for the opportunity to share. A few months later, he
contacted me to tell me about an interaction with the police. Rah and a group of students were
leaving the GED program and he had a disagreement with a local store employee. He called the
police because he wanted to take the proper action. When the police arrived, he was placed under
arrest and taken to jail over night. The next day Rah appeared before the judge. As he waited the
court appearance, a public defender spoke with him and told him to accept a guilty plea and
agree to probation. Rah maintained his innocence, and dismissed the attorney from his case. Rah
chose to represent himself. When Rah went before the judge, his was surprised to see Ms. C., the
founder of the GED program, and several of the students there to speak on his behalf. The judge
heard their account of the events, and based on their testimonies dismissed the charges against
Rah. I shared this update to illustrate how the school-to-prison nexus continues to persist in
Rah’s life. Even as a legitimately employed, college student, Rah continues to be targeted by
punitive practices that shape the carceral state and threaten his freedom.
The following spring in 2017 Rah returned to the teacher preparation course to guest
lecture for a new group of teacher candidates. In this session, the students were moved to tears.
Rah’s story was transforming how new teachers saw themselves, students, and their schools. At
the end of the semester, I received a call from Rah asking for help preparing a speech for an
upcoming debate. After talking for an hour and thinking through key points in his debate, he
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assured me that he was prepared. He ended the call with his typical laugh of confidence, “Oh
yeah, I got dis.” The next day he called me and said he won the debate and was elected the new
Student Body President at his college. I was proud of Rah, and he called 2017 his “LeBron
James year.” Rah is twenty-three years old, the number basketball play LeBron James wears.
After a lifetime of neglect, conflict, and continuous interruption, it was definitely a good time for
Rah, he is on his way up.
Reflection
This final section is an opportunity to think alongside Rah and reflect on his experiences
in the school-to-prison nexus. In our third conversation, I showed Rah the annal or timeline I had
constructed based on his stories, I asked him if his life started the year he was born, and he said:
“My shit start way befo’ dat…Whereva’ it went wrong at I guess dats where it start at. Whereva
it went wrong at wit my momma and her daddy, I guess.” Rah undeniably is a critical thinker and
understands the implication of history and systems in his experiences. In our last conversation, I
specifically asked him if he was on the school-to-prison pipeline [nexus], and he thought back
then said, “I beat dat. I was, dey thought I was. God had somethin’ different. I almost was, for
real I almost was.”
As Rah and I talked, I noted the absence of a matriarch in his family, which in my
personal experiences is what kept my family grounded. I wondered how he believed his sisters
served in this role:
My sistas [th]em didn’t take dat much interest. I guess, I don’t know, I really feel like dey
think I wasn’t gone make it at first. Especially when I start slippin’ up in da streets like
when I was in school dey whudn’t comin to ma debate, no events like dat, awards days,
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nothin’ like dat. I used to stay at da school cause I neva wanted to be home. I used to
always be involved in activities and stuff so I neva be home. Dey really ain’t neva cared.
Rah understood the responsibility his sisters accepted when they took custody of him, and he
wished it could have been different, “I love dem but it is what it is. I feel like dey treated me like
a burden, dey always did,” he shared. Throughout our conversations, I wondered how race and
class shaped Rah and his family’s experiences. Did the heavy police presence in his
neighborhood and schools influence his family’s way of thinking, actions, and attitudes towards
certain behaviors? How were his sisters conditioned to understand their situation and normalized
discourses that shaped how each member of his family adapted and survived life?
Pushing my thinking around the role of school in his life, I wondered what or who from
Rah’s perspective could have made a difference in his life. I wanted to know if he believed
teachers could have influenced his actions, or what he believes could have been different:
Don’t be so mean…Just cause I ain’t silverspoon, don’t treat me any different. I know
when I’m gettin’ treated different cause we all humans. So I know, I prolly don’t know
why you doin’ it, but I know dat ain’t fair. I know when somethin’ ain’t fair or not.
Thinking about the next generation of teachers, Rah stated:
If you see somethin’ goin on…if you a teacher and you genuinely care about students, if
you a principal or administrator and you care about da students…stop bein’ so
judgmental and stop bein’ so damn militant like, jail like. Stop makin’ us feel like we in
jail already. Or we goin’ to be in jail. Be genuine, and really do more, just really try to do
more. Cause just like I told my story, my story might not be da same to every student,
some thangs might be similar, a lot of things might be different…Don’t say you gone be
[th]ere for [th]em, really be dere for [th]em. Action! Dat a help, action.
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I also believe that action is critical to interrupting the school-to-prison nexus. When I talked to
Rah, I observed a young man who was a natural leader, philosophical thinker, and protector. He
wanted to learn, but he was often misperceived and misunderstood. I did not define Rah through
the stories he told of fighting in school, being suspended, going to the streets, or being
incarcerated. I saw the systems: laws that required mandatory sentences and imprisoned his
mother for life, school policies that suspended Rah repeatedly, and a court system that
incarcerated him continuously. Thinking about his teachers in his K-10 (the grade he exited
school) Rah said: “Y'all told me I could do it, why y'all didn’t believe in me? Yeah y'all said it,
y'all just didn’t believe in me. Dey always said I had dat potential, dey always said it. They just
didn’t believe it.” The school-to-prison nexus was not definitive for Rah, he resisted, disrupted,
and redirected his journey. He concluded, “From where I’m at now to when I first went ta county
jail when I was seventeen, I’m a completely different person. When I was seventeen I ain’t have
nothin’. Prison break you, and I ain’t goin’!”
Conclusion
Rah’s stories were overwhelming and at time difficult to hear and write. When Rah and I
met to discuss his interim text I asked him, “Do you know how hard it was to write your story!”
And, of course Rah is never one to miss a quick comeback, he laughed and replied, “You got the
easy part, the hard part was living it.” He was right, these were not just stories, this account
represents some of the stories Rah lived and experienced as he actively fought for his future. As I
write this account Rah is in the final semester of his business program and is scheduled to
graduate May, 2018.
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CHAPTER 5 WARREN
Shortly after the dissertation study was approved, I disseminated the recruitment flyer to
my network of colleagues including Rah. He sent the flyer out to his peers and told them to
contact me if they were interested. The first person to reach out was another former H.E.L.P.
program graduate named Warren. After I received his text message, Warren and I scheduled a
time to meet later that week. I knew who Warren was because he finished the GED program
during the time I taught there. He and I never held a conversation, we had only exchanged
greetings, and I remembered that he was reserved. Warren did not speak much in class, but I
overheard him talking about skateboarding. I saw that he rode a skateboard to class, and students
often returned from lunch talking about the moves he practiced during their break. I looked
forward to meeting with Warren and hearing the stories he had to share.
Warren had one off day each the week, so he and I met in my on-campus office. He was
not enrolled in summer classes and instead worked full-time at a nearby car detail shop. During
the first conversation, I explained the study to him and my background, and over the next four
weeks, we met for three additional conversations at restaurants, or a local park. Warren agreed to
meet before his work shift or on his scheduled day off, and I was grateful that he was willing to
spend part of his one “rest” day engaged in research conversations with me. I wondered what it
meant to Warren to share his story. He told me during our first conversation that he felt his life
was finally on the right track, and this project was an opportunity to tell his story. Warren’s
optimism made me curious to learn about the course his life took before I met him in the
H.E.L.P. program. Admittedly, I wanted to found out more about the quiet skateboarder, and
how he experienced the school-to-prison nexus before becoming a full-time college student.
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Early Life
Warren was born in December 1993 in the upper Southern region of the United States.
His mother Janelle was a seventeen-year-old high school student. Warren explained: “She didn’t
have a mom, she didn’t have her dad. All she had was her four sisters and brother, and she’s the
youngest.” With the support of her siblings, Janelle finished high school on time, and sought to
pursue her goals and provide for her son. When Warren was three-years old, Janelle joined the
navy and relocated to a large city in the Midwest. Warren moved in with his father Warren Sr.,
and remained in the South. I imagine this was a difficult decision for Janelle to make, but also
one she believed was important to the future of her family.
Warren’s earliest memories are from living with his father and three aunts. As Janelle’s
siblings had previously done, Warren Sr. and his sisters made sure that Warren [Jr.] was
provided for and attended school each day. Near the end of his kindergarten school year, Warren
recalled spending more time with his aunts while his father remained heavily involved in the
streets. When I asked Warren who the most important people were in his life, among his parents
he named his aunts, he said, “Auntie Lena, Auntie Charlee, Auntie Kim, Auntie Seven.” The
women in Warren’s family were an extra layer of support throughout his young life, and when
Warren was six years old, he left the South and rejoined his mother.
At the beginning of first grade, Warren and Janelle moved to a large Northeastern city.
He remembers: “The only grade I went through in [the Upper South] was Pre-K and
Kindergarten. I moved to [the Northeast] with my momma cause she was in the navy…I went to
first, second, and third up there.” The pair lived in a neighborhood housing development that
Warren described as “one way, one way out.” The housing unit was in an area of concentrated
violence that was characteristic of neighborhoods with fewer economic opportunities,
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particularly for minoritized families. Nonetheless, Ford Elementary, the local school Warren
attended, was instrumental in shaping his academic foundation. The school had a predominantly
Black student population and teaching staff that prided themselves on student excellence. Warren
recalled: “All of my teachers in [the Northeast] were the best. There’s no reason, they were just
the best,” he said. This environment created fond memories for Warren and here he learned to
value education. The teachers held high expectations for reading and writing, and Warren still
appreciates learning those lessons. The school in the Northeast imparted academic values that
followed Warren throughout his education.
Stories from Elementary and Middle School
Warren enjoyed school in the North. He remembers the emphasis his teachers placed on
learning to speak correctly and acquiring math skills. This school taught Warren how to read and
be articulate. Interestingly, when he first arrived, he was accidentally placed in kindergarten and
he recalls being much taller than the other students. As we talked, he tried to explain the mix up
and understand how it happened, which led to more details about the time he spent with his
father:
I don’t know what happened. I really can’t remember, but I guess it was something
transferring from [Upper South] to up here. I didn’t finish or something like that, I don’t
know. My dad did stop taking me to school. I don’t know it was a lot of stuff. I was
moving from house to house and both my aunties – my mom, she was in the navy. She
was in [the Midwest] and I was with my dad for about two years. And then, he couldn’t
really – he handled me, he just didn’t have the time because he was in the streets.
So, I lived with my auntie Lena, and I was with my auntie Charlee, back and forth with
them.
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Within a week, Warren was placed in the proper grade in Mrs. Jenkins’ first grade classroom.
Warren thrived at Ford Elementary School. He remembers, “I learned and I had fun.” He held
fond memories of all his teachers from first through third grade. He said, “My second grade
teacher was Mrs. Davidson. That’s my favorite teacher to this day.” I was impressed by the
impact Mrs. Davidson had on Warren and his continued regard for her fifteen years later. Warren
went on to complete third grade at Ford before he and his mother relocated one last time to a
suburban area of a large city in the Southeast region.
For fourth grade, Warren attended Alger Meadows Elementary School. He recalled that
he immediately disliked the school. He told me:
I moved down [South] fourth grade. My fourth-grade teacher was Mrs. Lawrence, an old
White lady. She looked like the lady from The Magic School Bus, but she was good for
the most part. It’s just – for some reason when I came down here, it was just something
about a kid moving down here from where I was at. I didn’t like it and I guess I didn’t
vibe with the teacher good. It just wasn’t the same, the people – I had to get used to it.
I asked him how long it took to adjust and he stated, “not until seventh grade.” Warren reflected
on this transition period and was honest about his experiences. He said, “Fourth, fifth grade I
wasn’t doing as good in school. I wasn’t getting in trouble, I just wasn’t doing the work, or the
work wasn’t fun.” I was struck by the three-year adjustment period, which to me, seemed like an
extensive amount of time to be disengaged with his school environment. I wondered what in
particular about Warren’s school experiences made him lack a sense of belonging or
connectedness, and how his teachers or others could have reached out to him during this time.
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Initially, I thought relocating caused Warren’s disengagement, and admittedly, I expected
him to describe this period as a time he missed his friends or neighborhood. But, as Warren and I
talked, he painted another picture of why school in the Southeast was problematic for him:
I was sitting there telling my mom, ‘I know this already. I don’t want to do it.’ I
remember telling her that and my grades failed. I didn’t know that part, like if I didn’t do
work – I thought if I participated in class and showed them that I knew it in class, that
they would still pass me. But that’s not how they did it in [the Northeast]. They didn’t
really go off grades, they went off participation. You got graded off what you did and
what you showed. It whudn’t nothing, but a bunch of participation grades. It wasn’t
assignments and all of that. We had assignments, but it wasn’t grades for it. You
wouldn’t getting graded on every single thing that we did. That’s what annoyed me… It
made me feel like the teacher was after me for some reason.
I was surprised to learn that Warren felt academically attacked. His reflection pushed me to think
more about this analysis because this was the first time I heard someone express these types of
sentiment towards grading. I wondered if other students shared similar feelings. Admittedly, I
always believed that grades communicate whether students have mastered the class content and
skills; however, for Warren excessive grading was an academic terror. From his point of view,
his participation in class demonstrated his mastery and indicated a desire to be engaged in class.
In the end, Warren was disappointed to find out letter grades represented his learning. Similarly,
Warren’s mother questioned why he received so many graded assignments, but she never
expressed those thoughts to his teachers. I wondered if teachers extended opportunities for
parents to offer critical suggestions, and if Janelle believed she had a voice in the school. This
story made me think about community-based practices in teacher preparation and who teacher
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educators include as community members. What could Warren’s mother have done to help him,
and more specifically, who were their allies in the school?
Warren discussed how the relocation impacted his last two years of elementary school.
He explained that moving to a new state and making friends was challenging. He said, “Them
first two years, I just didn’t do too good. I didn’t know nobody. I didn’t make no friends.” Then,
when Warren was ten years old, Janelle gave birth to his sister Cassidy. His sister’s arrival did
not change his home life, in fact, the highlight of this time period was in fifth grade when Janelle
let Warren play football. Warren never shared stories about Cassidy when they were younger;
instead, he talked more about school and sports.
Warren describes him self as a naturally gifted athlete, and based on his abilities, he
began to develop an identity as an athlete. On the one hand, Warren experienced a positive
identity shift, and on the other hand, he found himself in trouble for the first time. During our
first conversation Warren shared this story: “In fifth grade at Alger Meadows Elementary they
tried to charge me with a ounce of marijuana in school that somebody else had just because he
had got it from me.” I asked Warren more about this incident, and he explained:
I was being nosey like a little kid, took it out [the house], split it up with a couple of my
friends. That was goin’ to sixth grade, it happened in May. So nothing really happened.
We went to court for it they told us not to get in no trouble ‘til we eighteen. That really
scared me.
The local police department was involved in the incident, and that led to him appearing in court.
Because it was near the end of the school year, Warren was punished less severely by the school
administration. He and the other students could not attend the moving up ceremony, and he was
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informally suspended from school for the remainder of the school year. Transitioning to middle
school marks a turning point in Warren’s story as he began to navigate his home and school life.
The events from middle school did not stand out for Warren as much as his earliest and
later schooling experiences. Warren was formally suspended for the first time in sixth grade. He
explained: “I got in-school suspension for punching a kid on the school bus…He was trying me.
He had it coming.” This event stood out to him because Warren describes himself as a wellmannered and relaxed student. For a student to push him to respond in this manner indicated to
Warren that the kid deserved to be hit. Warren hesitated to interrupt his learning; therefore,
initiating a fight was out of his character.
The teachers generally overlooked Warren because he did not cause a disruption or
warrant any immediate attention. Reflecting on his time as a student, Warren said:
Teachers always said I was a calm person, a kind kid. If I feel like I didn’t wanna do it, I
wouldn’t do it. It wasn’t like disobeying, I was never rude or really talkative or anything
like that. I just never, if I didn’t wanna do it, I didn’t do it… That’s when they realized,
I’m a just let him be him. You’re not gonna do it, then you’re not gonna do it. We’ve
given you chances.
He concluded, “I mean all my teachers were good. They were great, I was lazy. I feel like I’m
the laziest person ever.” Listening to Warren I tried to understand his self-perception of
“laziness.” Up to this point, Warren had been honest about his level of effort and involvement in
school, and the notion of “laziness” was new. I wondered if he internalized these thoughts from
what others said about him, or if he in fact, believed he was lazy. I asked Warren, and he said,
“My mom tells me I’m lazy.” Reflecting on the previous story, I questioned if Janelle believed
that Warren’s lower grades made her conclude that he was not putting forth enough effort in
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school. During our conversations, Warren admitted that he felt “attacked” because of the
overwhelming pressure of grades. Also, he initially struggled to make friends and was
disengaged. I thought to myself, if Warren’s teachers and mothers knew how he felt, could they
have offered him additional support? From my perspective, his stories pointed towards missed
opportunities, but I believe the adults were more inclined to assume that Warren was quiet and
lazy. Furthermore, Warren did not cause disruptions in school, and teachers accepted his
reserved nature and did not push him. Warren admits, “[I] never was one that was watched for
anything. Never, no. Never caused any type of drama.” During this time, Warren played football
and basketball, and began to make friends, he recalled, “Everybody knew me though and that’s
from playing sports.” I realized that being known and having friendships were different because
Warren still believed those around him did not know him. Nevertheless, Warren began to form
his identity around sports, that afforded him a small amount of attention as an athlete, and he
could remain “unnoticed” academically as a student.
Middle school was a time of transition for Warren. As he moved up to high school, the
presumed safety of his suburban location would unravel as he encountered law enforcement
again. He had a small court case at the end of elementary school, and his middle school had
campus security that Warren never interacted with. Unfortunately, high school would present a
new challenge that Warren thought was inevitable. He concluded that regardless of where he
lived, his good behavior in school, and athletic ability, his race was a constant barrier and more
pronounced in his suburban area. He said, “It’s still one strike, I’m Black.” Warren said that life
in the suburbs was the same as the city, or worse because in his opinion, Blacks were subjected
to more police control. Warren explained, “You just can’t do the same stuff that you would do in
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another area. The same rules apply, kinda like a protocol.” Warren talked about learning how to
survive as a Black teenaged male, and he offered the following analysis:
They gonna question you, but in the suburbs, you can just be in the car. That's what I had
to learn. So say if we are riding four deep, four black young men in the car blasting our
music and stuff like that, you don't have anything going on, usually, when we're riding
four deep like that, we're gonna go play basketball. We're not going to no party. If we're
going to a party, we're riding two cars deep separate. There's only two people in the car
max…You learn from your experience. You just learn. Actually, it's like second nature.
This excerpt was a move forward in time to reflect on how Warren came to see how race
operated in his experiences. Through his stories, the Blackness Warren alluded to as an obstacle
appeared in the form of carcerality once he entered high school. There Warren began to
experience the judicial system of crime and punishment.
High School
When Warren entered high school, his mother Janelle, continued to serve in the navy. He
focused on sports, and had a good balance of interesting courses offered at his school. He
remembers his zoology class and the live animals the teacher housed in the classroom. “We had
lizards, snakes, rabbits, spiders, frogs, birds in the classroom just flying around the classroom,
and she had one snake that just used to be everywhere,” he recalled. Despite the stable middle
class home environment and suburban school life, Warren struggled academically. He was
placed in support classes for math where he began to recognize the racial differences in his
schooling experiences:
I had support math classes the first two years. Every body, every single person, if you
really weren’t gifted, you had a support class. Everybody, all the Black people, a few
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White people all the Mexicans was in the support classes. So it was kind of hard to focus
sometimes. It was a lot of Black people at this school, we did have the majority.
The school was about half White and over 40% African American and Latino, but the support
classes did not represent the racial make up of the school. Similar to how race operates in other
institutions in society, according to Warren, the minoritized students were overrepresented in the
lower tracked classes, while their White peers received on level or accelerated instruction.
Math was the only course Warren received additional support, but he remembers
receiving poor grades in other classes, and having an overall low work ethic. This reflection
made me question if the racial disparity Warren observed contributed to his lack of effort in
school. He even recalls arguing with his ninth grade English teacher. He explained:
She would try to snap on me – just talk out the side of her neck for nothing. And I would
just look at her like, “Why are you talking to me like that?” That’s when I became one of
those – what do they call them type of students? One of those disruptive students or
whatever. Like, “Who is you talking to?” That’s when I got ghetto on her. Like, “Who is
you talking to?” Like, “Correct that!”
This incident stood out to Warren because he said the teacher was known for her rude behavior
towards the Black and Latino students. Warren describes himself as very respectful and took
pride in knowing that others regarded him as a well-mannered young man. He said, “Respect
came first from me. So, until then we’re good.” Again, to respond to his teacher in this way was
uncharacteristic of Warren, but for him, giving respect was automatic, and in return, he expected
to be treated with respect. Warren was not disciplined for this argument, but I saw the event
as another experience that complicated his fragile academic identity.
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When Warren started high school, his grades immediately began to drop, so much that by
tenth grade his mom stopped checking his progress reports. He said, “She stopped signin’ the
progress reports and everything. It was really like tenth grade. She was tired of looking at
‘em…During that time they were D’s.” I asked him why his grades began to fall, and he
admitted:
In middle school, elementary school, I always asked for help. But high school – I got to
high school and it was just something about – I guess, yeah, being dumb. You don’t want
to seem slow, but I didn’t realize back then that everybody else don’t know either.
As I listened to Warren, I could hear the voices of other Black males echoing in my head.
Throughout my career as a teacher, in my own family, and among friends, I heard them share
similar thoughts. Warren’s words touched me, and I wondered if being placed in the support
classes exacerbated his fear and prevented him for saying he needed help. Nonetheless, by tenth
grade Warren looked for other ways to identify with his peers and develop a sense of belonging.
Warren shared with me:
I was lazy. I’ve always been just a chill, not doin’ anything. Just was lazy. I guess too
chill. I just wanted to do stuff what White people do, turn up though. Once White people
introduced me to beer pong, it was like a different life style from there on out. I really
started drinkin’ in tenth grade.
The introduction to alcohol joined his preexisting habit of recreational marijuana use that began
in middle school, and now Warren was hanging with a different crowd of friends.
Warren enjoyed his new activities, but his grades suffered tremendously. I asked him
how his teachers responded, and he said:
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I can see that they care; they just didn’t care a lot. Like, “he was just not worried about it
so I’m not going to worry about it either.” They used to say it out loud, too. “If you’re not
going to care about it, I’m not going to care about it.”
Now Warren lost the support of his mom and the teachers, and ultimately he slipped through the
cracks without question. He explained:
Towards the end eleventh grade year, I failed my American Lit class my freshman year I
did fail Biology I had to take that over. I passed all of my math and then yeah it was just,
no I failed two science classes. I failed Biology the first time, passed it the second time.
Then my third science class physics I failed that one and that was the 2011 year and then
the American Lit. I [failed] that cause I didn’t do my research paper.
During this time the zoology teacher helped Warren pass his biology class the second time. She
was patient and Warren remembers, “I passed it with her because everybody loved her…she was
just the coolest teacher.” While Warren struggled academically, his mother was battling breast
cancer. Once Warren shared with me about his mother’s illness, I had to reflect on her role in his
schooling. I questioned whether Warren actually lost his mother’s support during this time.
Maybe she was focusing on her health and overcoming a potentially terminal illness.
Additionally, Janelle could have expected Warren to speak up and ask for help, and she in turn
trusted his teachers to provide the additional supports he needed.
By the end of eleventh grade, Warren knew he was not on track to graduate. With the
financial help of his football coach, he enrolled in summer school. Renewed with the promise of
sports and a chance to improve his grades, Warren began summer school, but was interrupted by
an unexpected event.
I had my football coach paying for one of my summer classes. And this was the
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summer that I got locked up, got my first charge for criminal damage. He was paying for
that, and I didn't pass it and it made me ineligible.
He continued:
Criminal damage to property, the damage exceeded $500. I keyed my moms boyfriend’s
car cause I just felt like he was damaging my stuff… he was doin’ some petty stuff and I
went too far that’s all… My mom had kicked him out. I got locked up Fourth of July
2011. I came back from a barbeque really before we left my mom had packed up all his
stuff and put it in my sister room just basically tellin’ him to get out cause she was goin’
through breast cancer or chemotherapy at that point… But they locked me up then. They
locked me up period for criminal damage and then when I was goin’ to court. I bonded
out like two days later cause my mom was locked up too. They locked her up that same
night. He got both me and my mom locked up at the same time. And she had to bond out,
then she bonded me out.
The summer leading into his senior year of high school, Warren faced a felony charge of
criminal damage to property, and because he was seventeen years old, he was charged as an
adult.
Becoming a Student of the Law
After Warren was taken to jail, his mother bonded him out, and then awaited his next
court date to determine his fate. Now academically behind, he was no longer on schedule to
graduate with his classmates. With hopes of finishing within a year of his original graduation
date, he enrolled in an alternative education program to recover credits. Warren said: “I went to
TOC when I got locked up… so I actually would’ve graduated in school, a traditional
graduation… I did have to do like a extra semester or something like that for school after the
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2012 year, cause I wouldn’t have graduated on time with the credits I needed.” Warren valued
his education and attending the alternative school program allowed him to pursue a traditional
high school graduation.
As Warren attended TOC, he continued to stress about the outcome of his court case. He
explained:
I’m just thinkin’ I’m about to go to jail for keying a car. Like they already done locked
me up I already had to go in there. I actually had to go into population, like I went
through I was in transition for a day, not even a day a few hours. Just the fact that I had
went in there it was just a bunch of grown ass men throwing around a piece of tissue in a
sock…I’m tryna make the best of this situation. I’m in here with a old man. I remember
all this stuff. I was in there with a old man he was playin’ solitaire on my top bunk. Told
me to wait until he was done with his game like “let me just finish ma game young blood
I got you.”
Being locked up impacted Warren because he learned growing up that going to jail was a
possibility, but one he never envisioned for his own life. He elaborated on this point, “Just seein’
what my dad went through, goin’ up to see my dad, I’d never go to jail. I started sayin’ that,
when I got into high school, ‘I ain’t never goin’ ta jail.’ I went ta jail.” Now he was involved in
the criminal justice system, and he could not control the outcome. He appeared in court in
March, eight months after his arrest. He was convicted of the criminal damage charge and
sentenced to four years felony probation. The probation was designed for first time youth
offenders. If Warren completed the conditions of his probation and remained out of trouble, his
criminal record would be expunged. As he talked, I summarized these events from his high
school years in my head: Warren’s mother was battling breast cancer and ending a relationship
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with her significant other. At the same time, Warren was struggling to recover credits so he could
graduate from high school on time. In response to his mother’s situation, Warren scratched her
boyfriend’s car with a key, which resulted in him being charged and convicted of a felony at 17
years old. Warren’s experiences were complicated with home and school troubles, and more
noticeable, an intersection of race and carcerality overshadowed his life, at that moment, and for
the rest of his stories.
Lost Time
During our last conversation, Warren reflected: “Nothing probation do is helpful. It all
just haunts you. It makes you paranoid and stuff like that; uneasy because you could be locked
up at any point in time.” After being charged with the criminal damage, Warren returned to TOC
the following year and hoped to earn enough credits to graduate. He explained:
I went all four years but I just, I had three credits left, I was in credit recovery school. I
went there and I got caught with weed…I didn’t get caught with weed at school, I got
caught with a girl, with ma ride, I didn’t have weed at all. The person whose car I was in
had weed. I went ta jail still. The person drove off.
I wondered if Warren was allowed to explain that the drugs were not his, or if being on probation
resulted in him being taken into custody without questions. Nonetheless, Warren had violated his
probation. He said, “I was supposed to graduate but I caught my second felony on felony
probation. Then I sat in jail for eight months. So from January 10 all the way to August 10.”
When Warren says he sat in jail, this indicates time served without being sentenced. During the
eight months, Warren awaited a court date to find out the outcome of his situation. He did not
have the option to bond out of jail, because he was held on a probation violation. When he
appeared in court, he received credit for the time he served, and was released.
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After eight months in jail, Warren returned to school at TOC now another year behind.
Warren continued to be involved with the judicial system, and these experiences unraveled him
at the seams:
I was out I was going back to school all that way until about November 15, that’s when
they came to my house with the warrant and locked me up three months so from
November 2013 to February 2014 that’s when I was locked up. I got out and then from
2014 February all da way ‘til September I was in da streets.
Before now, Warren had never mentioned the streets in the stories he shared. I saw him
continuously fighting to get an education, and at every turn, he could not outrun the reach of the
law. If Warren was connected or around any wrongdoing while on felony probation, he was
presumed guilty until proven innocent. The immediate guilt was a free pass to jail every time he
encountered the police. For Warren these experiences were more than a loss of freedom:
[I] went through the whole school year, grades were okay got locked up again, selfesteem went down. That’s how these little instances were, they dropped my self-esteem
and made me think…I never thought I would go to jail… all I used to hear as a kid, what
I knew is if you go to jail, you was not gonna be able to do anything. It’s gonna be hard
for you. So just don’t go to jail. That’s always been stuck in my head.
The constant interactions with law enforcement pushed Warren to enter the streets. He explained
to me how he was drawn into street life:
This is how it happened. There was this one dude from [the Midwest], he was selling
weed, and then me and my friends, we thought that – well, me being from [the Upper
South], I thought, ‘I could do that. I seen my cousin do that growing up. You do this,
and do this, simple math honestly. And everybody knew my name, so all I needed was a
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few people. That's how I seen it and it just happen like that, for real.
For the last two years, Warren tried to go to school, but his efforts were interrupted because of
the criminal justice system. In response, Warren used his reputation from school to build a
reputation in the streets. Despite his decision, and the pause he placed on education, he never
thought that prison was a destination along his path to adulthood.
Unexpected Destination
Thinking about Warren’s path to the criminal justice system led me to reflect back on his
schooling experiences. From the time he relocated to the Southeast, he felt out of place. He
barely made it through elementary school, and that segment ended with an informal suspension
and court involvement. Then in middle school, Warren developed a sense of identity as an
athlete; however, by high school, Warren was disengaged and began to fail classes. Warren did
not cause a disruption in class, although he did not put forth a lot of effort, he merely existed in
the school building. I wondered if developing relationships with teachers would have helped
Warren and could have alleviated some of the tension he experienced in school. But, despite his
academic trouble, Warren maintained his efforts to graduate from high school. When he became
involved in the criminal justice system, and continued go to jail, his plans for graduation were
derailed, and he resolved to form a new identity with new goals.
By the time Warren was 20 years old he was fully immersed in the streets. As he
reflected on his experiences, he took responsibility for his actions, but believed some incidents
were unjustified. For example, he asked, “I have a charge for running from the police. I ran from
the police, I'm a Black person. I ran from the police, what's so bad about that?” Warren’s time in
the streets was a series of events that resulted in lost time, and a deviation from his original path.
He explained how the timeline unfolded:
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From 2014, February all da way ‘til September I was in da streets, and I got locked up for
some otha stuff. The charges had got dismissed and so they locked me up for a probation
violation. I went to court, sat down for another eight months. I got out in May 2015.
After he told this story, he continued to think about this period and clarified the situation more:
I was sentenced to prison cause when I got locked up, what my charges were initially, I
got caught wit’ a possession of firearm and possession of marijuana less than an ounce.
When I went to probable cause dey dismissed the possession of firearm charge and
charged me with possession of marijuana. But I was just so happy dat dey dismissed that,
I said forget that I’m like run it, whatever, aight eight months, run it. I just got a freakin’
possession of a firearm by a felon dismissed…This my third time catchin’ a felony.
With the charges dismissed, Warren avoided a third felony conviction that carried an average
sentence of five years in prison and five additional years of probation. Warren was still on
probation from the original offense when he was seventeen; therefore, he was sentenced to
prison for a probation violation. Warren was 20 years old when he was sent to a state
correctional facility.
Locked Up
Warren describes the complex racial tensions he experienced in prison, and how he
managed to get by with others. While in prison he said,
I wasn’t doin’ anything just listening to music, basketball was on at that time. [I] spent a
lot of time just sittin’ back, relaxin’, playin’ cards, gambling. That’s how I learned how to
play poker in there. Once I learned how to play poker it was over with.
I asked Warren about his family during this time, and he said when he needed to reach out to
someone, he called his father and aunts. I asked him about his mother, and he paused to think.
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When Warren began to explain how his mother responded to his imprisonment, he first noted her
strength and truly expressed his admiration for her:
[My mom] got pregnant when she was sixteen, had me when she was seventeen. She
went to the navy when she was twenty…She still graduated high school on time. It’s just
like her support is always been there, even when it wasn’t there, it was still there. She
told me when I was locked up, I had called her one time, I had never talked to my mom
when I was locked up. She told me, “I don’t like talking like this.” I just finished the
phone call and that was the last time I decided to call her.
Warren only spoke to his mom once during his eight months in prison, but once she sent him
money and a pack of underclothing and pajamas. More importantly, even though she was not
present, Warren still knew that she loved and supported him.
I was shocked when Warren mentioned that his mother sent clothing items, before our
conversation, I did not know you could send tangible items to prison. I asked Warren about this
and his analysis was powerful:
In prison you can be fresh on the yard. You going on the yard because you have the all
white air force ones [shoes] cleanest ones out there. It’s whiter than your whole outfit.
Your outfit be like beige almost– it’s supposed to white and blue. You got you a chain, a
watch, glasses, a hat. You can just walk around the dorm with it if you want to. You ain’t
gone nothing else. Usually it’s for visitation to make people feel comfortable and not
forget that they human. I don’t think that some people realize that we still human when
you locked up…We’re all people out there. We all want the same thing. Everybody wants
happiness. Nobody wants complete evil.
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These words struck me almost to silence. I wondered how many people understand the lack of
humanity rendered on those labeled a felon. I asked Warren if the dehumanization was applied
differently across racial differences, and he thought back to the racial make up of prison:
Majority Black, you got yo’ White people they don’t stay long. All the Blacks, it seems
more Black cause you wake up to the same faces everyday over a period of time. The
only ones that really seem to change are the White ones. Like you see so many White
people come in but all the Black dudes they stay.
This reminded me of how Warren explained his support classes in high school. The differences
Warren experiences in school and prison were structured around racial lines.
Warren served the eight months and was released from prison back on felony probation.
Although he did the time for the probation violation, the remaining two years from his original
probation were reinstated. Free from prison, but still involved in the system, Warren reflected:
Honestly, since I've been locked up, I've never been able – I wouldn't say I was never
able to live as a kid like do kids stuff but I was. But that whole period of time, seventeen
through twenty-one, I wasn't doing anything. I was mostly worried about the government,
and the laws, and stuff like that. And I was just really just stuck on trying to be grown,
trying to do grown people stuff like make money when I didn't have to. I just never really
got to really do fun stuff. Everything was just so serious. I had to really watch my back;
something nobody wants to do.
The Next Chapter
Warren exited prison and still needed to earn a high school credential. According to his
probation, he was considered “low-risk,” a level that was determined based on his daily routine
and other factors he self-reported. The low-risk status meant the judicial system deemed
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Warren’s chances of returning to prison less likely. As a result, Warren was eligible for a nonreporting probation, which only required him to call into an automated system every month.
Warren had a set of requirements to complete, and each month he reported on his progress
towards those goals. The two mandatory components of his probation were to obtain a GED and
employment. Immediately, Warren began working and two months later was enrolled in a local
GED preparation classes offered by the H.E.L.P program. As Warren worked to satisfy the
conditions of his probation, he struggled to maintain the stress and fear of returning to prison. He
frequently sought advice from his father who could relate to his son’s situation. Warren Sr.
helped Warren get through those long days and continued to encourage him:
I have to call my dad to get support. It's probably like three or four times a year I get to
see him. When I first got out of prison, I used to call him so many times. All he kept on
saying, every time I called him, he was like, ‘Just keep on putting one foot in front of the
other. Keep on moving forward. Do you know how hard it is to walk backwards? It's
hard. It's difficult. You gotta look behind you to walk backwards when you're walking
that way. And you got to look forward to walk forward too, but looking backwards, you
got to turn your whole head, get off balance, lose your footing, and trip. To walk forward,
it's easy. You can do that every day. Just keep on doing it.’ I’d go, ‘Okay, Dad.’
The advice Warren Sr. offered his son moved me. I could only imagine the challenges Warren
faced trying to recovered from four years of what he felt was lost time, idleness, and set backs. I
wondered, what along his path could have been different to prevent Warren from these
experiences? Also, what was in place to keep him moving in the right direction?
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GED
Two months after being released from prison, Warren enrolled in the H.E.L.P program.
He described the program as a blessing. He said, “Ever since I went to GED school, I got
motivated… They actually – nobody ever asked me what I wanted to be, like really, really sat
down and asked me what I want to be.” Warren passed all four sections of his GED test before
the end of the semester and spent the second semester volunteering in the program to help other
students. He was working full time and thinking about the next steps in his life. The program
founder, the same woman who was instrumental in Rah’s transition, asked Warren about his
future goals. Ms. C nurtured and supported Warren, and presented options that would keep him
moving forward. He explained:
Her and Mr. Lucas. Lucas signed us up for TSI, summer program in that they got… We
was there the whole summer. From June 1st until July 14th… We was taking the
Compass Test. And that’s all you need to get into the school too…I had my GED. All I
needed to do was take the Compass, get into this two year school, or it’s really a
university, a four year school now. So, now I can transfer after I get my associate’s…
They showed me that it was the best choice for me right now.
Warren took the Compass test and enrolled at the local college as a computer science major.
When Warren and I spoke he had taken the summer semester off to work full time. When we
spoke again after the summer, he had a new part-time job and was immersed in his second year
of college.
College Life
When Warren enrolled in college, the GED program paired him with a mentor. He also
had an advisor, and both provided invaluable support. He explained:
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It’s always good to have another person’s insight that actually wants good for you. I
needed a mentor, I did need him because he has helped me when I’m slacking. And then,
he asks me how school’s going. If it’s not really going good, I would lie, but it would
make me refocus…I really feel like my real mentor though is my advisor at the school.
He knows everything. I sit and talk to him about stuff going on at the house… He done
talked me through some things.
Talking about the mentor and advisor, I wonder if those types of relationships could have been
beneficial earlier in his academic life, especially during high school. I shared my wonderings
with Warren and he reflected back to school and the present moment and offered these thoughts:
My mom should have been a lot more involved, checking up on me, actually making sure
I did my homework. I would have been straight just by that. But she never once checked
up on me seeing how I was doing in school, never asked, nothing. I don't know why. But
now it's like with my little sister though,– I even told her about it like, “It seems like you
don't wanna mess up again. Well, I ain't saying that you messed up, but you just don't
wanna see her go down the drain like I did…” She makes sure my sister is done with
everything, she's on top of everything. She makes everything okay with her…
Returning to his initial reflection, he continued:
A mentor would have been good… I never had anybody ask me how I was doing in
school, not even when I went back home, because people always just thought I was
alright, because the way I talked, the way I acted. I was never a bad kid. Nobody ever had
to spank me, none of that. I wish somebody would have did something. I didn't know
what I was doing, I didn't know that if you get caught up it would be hard or anything
like that.
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Summarizing his thought about the need for mentorship and support, he concluded, “That's what
kids need, honestly. They need somebody telling them that they can do it, I did.” This moment,
answered some of my wonderings throughout Warren’s experiences. Based on his reflection,
Warren believes additional adult support could have positively influenced him.
After his high school performance, Warren knew he had to change his work ethic in
college. Warren signed up for five classes his first semester, and was committed to the college
life. He said:
My first semester, I went hard. I was in the library, I was on the computer, I wasn’t taking
no zeros for nothing. It was either I’m a get something for it…I would be in the library. I
would have my mom pick me up from school…I’d wait there all day in the library. Me
and Rah would be up there all day. She would drop me off at 7:30 in the morning and I
would get picked up at seven something at night… I didn’t have anything to do. I wasn’t
working. I didn’t have nothin’ else to do. I didn’t work at all my first semester. So, I got
what I needed done.
Warren embraced being a full-time student without distraction, but the conditions of his
probation required him to work. The second semester, he had to change his routine:
Soon as I started working, I had to manage it. I really did. I said, “Oh, I got this.” I really
thought I could manage just another situation… I told my mentor, I was like, “Man, I got
this, man. It’s all good.” But I got too comfortable– thought I could manage my time, but
it just failed because a bunch of situations came up and got in the way.
Warren finished the second semester, but barely passed his courses. He was placed on academic
probation, and took the summer semester off as he focused on working full-time. In Warren’s
second year, he figured out how to better manage his time, and was thriving in work and school.
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Over the course of our conversations, I wanted to know how Warren viewed himself in
relation to other college students. I asked him questions specifically about how having a GED
impacted his college experiences, and we shared the following exchange:
Clarice: So going to college with the GED didn't make you feel different?
Warren: No, that made me think like, “Oh, I'm up now.”
Clarice: You got Rah who's there, who has a GED too, right?
Warren: Yeah, so we feel like we got more power a little bit. I worked hard to get here.
We felt a little bit up, we definitely didn't feel like nobody was above us. If anything, we
felt equal. There wasn't anybody just calling us out, tryin’ us, “You don't know that?”
We're the ones in class raising our hands, answering all the questions, really. All these
high school, traditional school students, they're in there being interruptive; all of that.
Like, “Bro, I'm in here trying to learn. You got to shut up and get out.”
For Warren, and from his perspective, Rah as well, having earned a GED and then attending
college empowered them. Warren knew what he overcame to sit in that college class, and he
would not allow others to interfere with his education. Warren had the support of his parents, an
advisor, and mentor, and his friendship with Rah created the team he needed to achieve his goals.
What also stood out to me in this moment was the common thread between Warren and Rah.
They have drastically different personalities, but each approached college with the same vigor.
The H.E.L.P program and the guidance from Ms. C helped these young men return to their
original plans and they continued to navigate the path interrupted by the judicial system.
Conclusion
Warren describes himself as an in the moment person, and he does not worry about what
tomorrow may bring. When we talked, he shared stories, and reflected on his journey with
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acceptance. He had some regrets, but knew that his path was intended for him. I asked Warren
what would symbolize his journey in life, and in his nonchalant, yet serious tone he answered,
“A turtle. It's slow but it gets there.” He explained this symbol with wisdom from his mother, he
said:
My mom told me something real good the other night. She was just like, “The other
people think it's already theirs… We [Black people] gotta grind for it. We think we gotta
grind for it but they already think it's theirs. They think they're entitled to it.” I thought
for a second; I was like, “You Right.” And in my head, I was just like, “I gotta start
thinking like that.” but I still gotta work for it in reality. I thought I couldn't have it. That's
straight up. Just because of my history. Every time I think about my history, I start
thinking again. I rethink it.
Embracing the speed of a turtle, Warren began to shift his thinking, and set future goals in spite
of the barriers presented by his criminal background.
I attempted to connect Warren’s experiences to the school-to-prison experience, so I
asked him what he wanted educator to get out of his story. He paused for a moment, then replied:
It definitely would a helped if teachers would have noticed me or – there used to be even
times when I would raise my hand and I wouldn’t get called on… It still bothers me a lot.
When I have something to say and I don’t get to say it.
I realized that in Warren’s K-12 experiences he felt invisible and voiceless. The teachers thought
he was quiet or lazy, but to him, he was being ignored.
When I returned to the research context, I asked Warren his views about sharing his
story, and if he believed it could be helpful, he said, “You’re interested in my story, but are other
people really gonna be interested in it? I’m one in a billion.” Warren believed his experiences
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were not unique, and I could visibly see him thinking about how his story could be useful to
others, he concluded:
I still haven’t found my gift. I’m still confused. I don’t know. I do want to be accepted. I
just don’t know how to be accepted… I wanna level up. I actually do want to be noticed.
I actually do want to be motivational, inspirational to other people.
I concluded that Warren wanted his story to reach students who feel invisible. He knew his
words could help someone notice that student who was not a disruption, but still needed the
attention of adults. From his experiences he wants others to recognize the child sitting in the
back of the class, to give them attention, ask if they are ok, if they understand the material. The
obscurity of the classroom should be eliminated and the reach of the law should be tamed. As of
now, Warren does not know what his future holds, but he continues to attend college. He is
interested in returning to sports and possibly pursue a career in athletic coaching. He maintains
his relationship with Ms. C. who expects him to update her on his academic progress every
semester and keeps him involved in community events.
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CHAPTER 6 ROBERT
My network of peers was critical to recruiting participants in this study. At the end of the
summer, one of my colleagues mentioned that she knew someone who would be interested in
participating in my research but he did not live in the area. I told her to have him contact me and
we could make arrangements. Robert made the initial contact via text, and we arranged a time to
talk on a video call. I learned in our initial conversation that he was a sociology professor and
third-year doctoral student.
From our text exchange, we agreed to meet on Wednesday morning before his class. I
followed up our texts with an email that explained the study, my interest in the research, and then
attached the informed consent form. The next day he returned a signed consent form, and we
confirmed our Wednesday meeting. I was excited to speak to Robert because he was the only
graduate student in the study. I wondered how he had experienced the school-to-prison nexus,
and how those moments would compare to the other men in the project. Initially, I was
apprehensive about our meeting because Robert was the only participant I could not meet in
person. I wondered if we would develop the same repertoire, which we did, and I hoped that we
did not experience any technical issues.
As soon as Robert and I spoke for the first time, he commended me for my work and said
he felt a need for this research. He believes that our conversations could contribute to dialogues
about the “prison to Ph.D. pipeline,” and put out a call for more scholars to investigate the
construct. Immediately, I knew that Robert held a strong commitment to Black scholarship and
he stated that supporting one another was a matter of life and death. I admired his passion, and he
and I meet every Wednesday in September. I believed that Robert provided the perfect story to
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end this dissertation, and stood as an example of the level one could reach in spite of the schoolto-prison nexus.
The Early Years
Robert is from a large urban city in the Midwest United States. The middle child of a
working class family, Robert remembered being sheltered from the perils of his neighborhood:
Living in the ghetto somewhat not cognizant of that because my parents [were] somewhat
in between working-middle class. My stepfather was a police officer, my mother worked
at a hospital. She had a white-collar job so she made decent money, he made decent
money. Even though we, I grew up on one of the worst parts of the Westside of [the
City], as I said, my parents kind of shielded me from that, they wanted something
different.
I presumed, the desire for “something different,” in this context was equivalent to more. “More”
was embedded in the perceptions of urban city life and a belief that one could achieve more than
what was typically offered or expected of Black males. In my reflection, I continued to think
about the idea of “something different,” which in my mind, created an image of Robert being
protected by the limitless possibilities and dreams his parents. Robert’s stepfather and mother,
Carmen, held big hopes that his future would take him beyond their Westside neighborhood.
Robert’s narrative begins with his stories from elementary school. Our conversations
about his earliest school experiences centered on Bryant Elementary School. Bryant Elementary
implemented a pseudo-African centered curriculum, which means it was not marketed as an
African centered program, but the instruction and practices had an African focus. The school
staff at Bryant were all African Americans. Robert remembers the educators nurtured students’
sense of Black pride and excellence, and he thrived at the school. Robert described himself as a
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well-mannered and good student. He recalled, “I was always a great student, like a straight A
student.” Robert talked about the context and curriculum at his elementary school and fondly
remembered the academic support and encouragement he received:
In Bryant, we have Black History Month. Every single day there was somebody
different we got to learn about. There was a speech given on a loudspeaker from the
principal’s office, someone had to read it. Kids were able to write different things that
they want to say on the loudspeaker. I’ve done it a couple times, got praise from the
principal. We had a pledge every day. “Stand up, I know I can get an A”…Beautiful,
man. It was a totally – it was a great experience. Sports, Bryant Brainiacs, which was a –
like Mathletes, basically. Academic games, student council, all different kinds of positive
things, so I think they were really building – they were really trying to do their best to
build young, positive, Black men, and women, young men and women…We had plays…
we had Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer, I played Rudolph. My mom got to come and
see me.
Listening to Robert’s memories about Bryant, I envisioned a place that encouraged students to
develop individual and group identities that advanced positive perceptions of themselves and
other African Americans. I wondered if these and similar teaching philosophies and programs
were adopted on a larger scale would reshape the social, economic, and academic resources
allocated to African American communities. Nonetheless, Robert considered his years at Bryant
critical to his development, and he described this period as, “positivity and just pride in being
who you are.” He concluded, “I can never say – I can honestly tell you, I never in my life felt
ashamed of being who I was, as far as my race. Never.”
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Middle School
After fifth grade, Robert transitioned from Bryant Elementary to West Side Middle
School. Ideologically, the schools varied in their curriculum and discipline policy. Robert
remembered being suspended for the first time in sixth grade. He vaguely recalled the details of
the event, but will never forget how being suspended complicated his identity as a student. He
explained:
I think my first suspension was probably for something on the stairway where all the
students just pushed down the stairs and they suspended everybody. Everybody got
suspended for a day, in 6th grade. That was the first time I ever got suspended it was a
shock to me, I never thought I would be suspended cause I was really into being a good
kid.
The last line: I never thought I would be suspended cause I was really into being a good kid,
expresses a new intrapersonal conflict ignited by the suspension. Robert’s identity was
complicated with the challenge of trying to understand what it meant to be a “a good student
with bad behavior.” I believe, for Robert, the suspension was the first challenge to his positive
self-image nurtured at Bryant, as he now had to process being suspended and how he was
perceived as a suspended student. The notion of “good kids” and “bad kids” as author Anne
Ferguson (2000) discussed in her book Bad Boys emphasizes how narratives of students can
shape their treatment and actions in school. Robert analyzes his first suspension moving
backwards and forwards in time, he said, “When I went to elementary, I’d never heard of
anybody getting suspended. Ever…When I became an adult, and I realized that kids were getting
suspended from elementary – it was like, a culture shock.” West Side’s discipline policy was one
area that changed for Robert, but soon he noticed another difference at his middle school.
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The teachers at West Side Middle School were pre-dominantly White, which struck
Robert who was used to the all Black staff at Bryant Elementary. Robert could remember feeling
the presence of the few Black teachers at his middle school. He explained:
The Black teachers seemed to be the most difficult teachers I had; difficult not in the
sense that they were just trying to be problematic for me, but difficult in the sense that
they are really pushing, really pushing. They care about you. They're paying for you to go
to the school trips if your parents couldn't pay for you to go.
In contrast, Robert experienced discord with some of the White teachers. Stories about these
experiences emerged in our second conversation, where I also noted that Robert had a strong
familial network that included his grandmother. As Robert talked about his suspensions in
middle school, I asked him how his family responded to these disciplinary infractions. In his
response, he told a story about Mr. Collins, his sixth grade language arts teacher:
He was a White male [teacher of English Language Arts]. And he said something, and I
responded to him. I participated in class. I responded to him, and I was right as a kid. And
he felt that I was disrespectful because I went against what he said. So, he wrote me up
for that, so they had to call my parents. And then later on in the day, a girl who was
sitting by me – I don't know if she liked me or whatever – she just kept kicking my foot
and smiling. She kept kicking. I told her, “Stop kicking me.” She kept kicking me. And I
went across her face. Not a real slap though. It was not a real slap. Honest to God, it
wasn't a real slap…He saw it. And after that, he continuously was bothering me
throughout the class period. I even got grades that I thought I didn't deserve after that.
And my mom's like, “I think he's racist.” My mom, she was on my side. She's like, “I
talked to him, but I think he's racist. If you said the right answer and you did it in a
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respectful manner, there's no reason why he should have a problem. And if a girl is
kicking you and you defended yourself, there's no reason he should even have a problem
with that.”
Although Robert had his mother’s support, he continuously tried to redevelop a relationship with
Mr. Collins:
It took me a while to get that right with Mr. Collins to where I felt like it wasn't affecting
my grade anymore and he wasn't punishing me for an offense that I had years ago.
Because this happened in sixth grade. It's just like a beef with Mr. Collins for me it
seemed like it went on for another year and a half until I got in eighth grade when he
warmed back up to me or whatever. And it took me being completely submissive to him.
When I heard this story, I tried to imagine Robert vying for the respect and care of an adult
responsible for educating him. I wondered what options his mother had to rectify the situation, or
what actions she could have taken to protect Robert from this uncomfortable student-teacher
relationship. I continued to think of the school ethos, and I attempted to understand his
experiences from multiple perspectives. Robert’s retelling made me think, feel, and wonder
about this situation and how to respond as a student, teacher, and parent.
Throughout our conversations, he continued to share details about his middle school
years. Robert said he was suspended from West Side Middle on numerous occasions, “I got
suspended a lot,” he expressed. In seventh grade, Robert encountered a school administrator who
aggressively handled students. Robert recalled the incident between him and the principal:
He was a big, burly – probably about 260, 270 pounds aggressive man who used to play
football… Bald, full beard… Intelligent man, but has a temper out of this world. I've seen
him knock students into tables. Girls, not just – he didn't just hit boys. When he hit me,
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they were doing something where they went over the loudspeaker and they said, “No
students should be running in the halls. If we find students running in the halls, you will
be suspended.” So, they did a hall sweep. West Side had three floors. They did the sweep
on the first, second, and the third floor. I believe I was on the second floor at this time.
They had – the principal is up there on the second floor. He had his walkie-talkie and
everything. He had like four or five students maybe already on the wall behind him. I
guess they had caught them running. When I came up out of class, we didn't know he was
out there. A friend of mine hits me, right? I try to grab him. He catch me right then and
there. “You're running in the hall. Get behind me.” I’m like, “I wasn't running in the hall,
man. I wasn't running.” “You're running in the halls. I don't want to hear it. Get on the
wall.” Okay. I get on the wall. My friend is at the door, because it's doors that separate
you from one side of the building, and my friend is like, “Come on, man. He don’t even
know who you are. Come on. Let's go. Just go ahead so you don't get suspended.” So, I
tried to walk a little bit. He turns around, “Get yo’ ass back on the wall.” I'm like, “All
right, man.” He grabbed and pushed me on the wall. I say, “Dang, dog. You didn't have
to push me.” “I ain't yo’ dog, boy.” Hit me in my chest. BAM. Immediately, my eyes
well up with water. I'm like, “You don't got to hit me. I'll call my daddy.” BAM. He hit
me again right in my chest. So, I said I would call my daddy because I thought that was
something you say if someone hits you. Even though I have no faith in that at all. My dad
was nowhere to be found. And then he hits me two times. I see the White teacher who
I've just came out of the room with, he's looking like, horrified. He's just looking at me in
my face and I'm crying. After that, he takes us all down. I'm arguing with him. He says,
“Instead of a one-day suspension, now you get a four-day suspension. You get suspended
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for a week now.” So, I say, “Okay.” I'm angry. He calls my mom. I guess they worked
something out. They worked something out to where I don’t get suspended at all. I get
home and my grandmother is telling me that I was wrong. That's why he hit me. I was
wrong for calling him a dog or saying the word dog. And too much rap music and
Eminem. That's why all of this is going on in my head or whatever. And that was that.
That was it. I had to clean up. Help the janitor, for a couple of days after school to make
right on that without getting suspended.
I listened to Robert tell this story, and I was speechless. How could the school staff sit silently
and watch the principal physically assault the students? I wondered if they every spoke out about
the principal. Based on Robert’s family response, they agreed that his tactics were necessary;
therefore, I would not expect a parental outcry. But, who had a voice in this situation? As I
continued to think, Robert concluded the story:
In middle school, it was just this big man, and everybody was afraid when they seen him.
Even after that, my experiences with him, I was always trying to be completely
deferential to him. I did not at all want to anger him because I knew very well
that he had no qualms about hurting a student, and it was regular to everybody. We all
knew that's what he did. It wasn't a surprise anymore.
I could not imagine experiencing a situation like this as a student, or as a parent if it happened to
one of my children. I asked Robert how this specific incident impacted him, and he said: “I'll
never forget Principal hitting me. I'll never forget why he hit me. I'll never forget what led to it.”
Middle school continued to be a series of conflicts between Robert and the teachers. One
day in his English Language Arts class, the teacher, an African American man, and preacher,
embarrassed Robert and an argument ensued. I asked what led to the disagreement and Robert
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said, “He put me in a corner. You know that's embarrassing.” Robert recalls him and Mr.
Leonard engaged in a full argument, yelling in each other’s face, “It was terrible. But, he didn't
suspend me for it.” Robert respected Mr. Leonard for not suspending him, but their relationship
was complicated. Robert disliked Mr. Leonard, and at the same time, he had recognized Robert’s
potential. He explained:
[He was] one of the first teachers that really took an interest in my writing as a student.
He wrote on my paper he wanted to meet my mother. But I couldn't stand him
because he was so rough. But now, I appreciate him when I think about him now.
The interest he expressed in cultivating Robert’s writing put their previous argument into
perspective. Robert concluded that Mr. Leonard really cared about his well being as a student
and enacted an approach that allowed disagreements to be talked through without disciplinary
action.
Despite Mr. Leonard’s attempts, Robert did experience multiple suspensions in middle
school that ranged from disrespect to fighting. There was one incident when Robert and two
other friends from the basketball team were caught going into the girl’s locker room. The boys
were suspended from school, and the coach cancelled basketball practice that day. The reactions
of the coach and school counselor were unforgettable to Robert, and he told me what the
counselor said:
“I know you are a good kid, you dress nice, you got a nice smile, smart, you know these
girls I know it was really them who drug y'all in there or whatever.” And that was
interesting to me partly because yeah I manipulated the situation, I did say they pulled us
in there or whatever, or they were the reason we went in there. And the way that the
counselor really casted the young women as being loose or fallacious women and these
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are eighth grade girls and we got the same talk from our basketball coach cause after we
got suspended we still went to basketball practice. The coach he cancelled practice, he
had us all sit down and he gave this speech, I’ll never forget it. He was like “I’m very
disappointed in three of my students…We got this thing I wanna tell you guys about
since you basketball players. Back when I went to school they had a thing called season
hoes.” And everybody was just looking like [looking surprised]… “When it was
basketball season they was with the basketball guys. When the football season they were
with the football guys. When its baseball season, baseball guys, so they was season hoes
you know.”
While the school over-disciplined Black boys, Black girls were positioned as hypersexual and
absent of innocence. When Robert reflected on this experience, he admitted these types of ideals
shaped his beliefs over time:
When I look at it now, when I fast forward to where I am now as a sociologist I’ve had to
do so much as a sociologist who also grew up in the inner city and we have a certain
culture and certain things we hold capital. I had to learn how to rethink and unlearn some
things like respect for women, because things like that have shaped me up until this point.
So now its different I gotta go back and try to interrogate why those things were wrong
and these are things that are being taught by superiors.
Robert’s eighth grade year was complicated by interactions between the adults in his school
including administrators, teachers, counselors, and athletic coaches. The events from middle
school influenced his thinking as an adult, and from his perspective, some ideologies he has
placed under examination as an adult. However, in addition to his school environment, Robert’s
home life began to shift during this time, and changes to his familial structure contributed to his
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school and personal experiences.
Hard Days and Cold Nights
Towards the end of middle school, Robert’s parents were having difficulties and
separated during his eighth grade year. This situation had a tremendous impact on Robert, who
watched his life change for the worse:
So, my mom was single now. We moved back to the city, and that’s where we grew up,
across the street from my grandmother. We had no lights, no gas, and no water, we didn’t
have water on for a year, and we got it on, it was all done illegally. The only way we
were able to survive because our grandmother lived directly across the street. And, every
day, when I was a young man, I was taking a cooler back and forth across the street, and
filling it up with water, several times a day, so we can could actually flush the toilet or
taking water and bringing it back so we could warm it and take baths [or] having to take
showers over there. Keep in mind we didn’t have any heat, it was winter time, so my
brother and I were sleeping in our rooms fully clothed with hats, everything. [We didn’t]
have heat for several winters. By the grace of God our grandmother hit the lottery, she
brought us a stove, we got the gas on, and we finally got the water on and that was better.
Robert grew up in the Midwest, and winters in those areas are extremely cold with temperatures
often plunging below zero. For me it was unimaginable to live in a house without heat during the
winter months. But, for Robert, without utilities in his home, he and his siblings lived in survival
mode. His parents’ break up made home a new battleground in addition to school. During this
time, Robert’s older brother left school when was in the ninth grade, and Robert’s experiences as
a middle school student were an ongoing effort to navigate the temperaments and policies of
teachers and administrators. When I looked across Robert’s middle school stories, I concluded
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those three years presented several new situations for him: the school’s strict disciplinary policy,
race relations between him and the teachers, developmental changes, and home challenges.
Every day, Robert had to confront the complex pieces of his life, and I wondered who was or
could have been there for him. Nonetheless, this was a turning point for Robert as he finished
middle school and moved on to the local high school.
High School
Robert attended City High School. He began telling me stories from his high school
experiences, and then paused to describe the school so I would have more context around
specific events. He explained:
City High school is really like a prison. I’m a be honest with you. There’s metal detectors
and security guards. I understand why but at the same time it’s a certain image and they
police that school, they didn’t really educate. In my perspective, they were rough
disciplinarians. They policed that school, it was kind of, I get the image Lean on Me, Joe
Clark. That tough, be tough and that’s what’ll fix everybody, that mentality.
Robert talked in more detail about the police presence at his high school and how that was
complicated by the fact that some of the same officers policed their school and neighborhood. He
said:
We probably had about 20 security guards, and we had a few police officers that came
every day. We had one police officer that was stationed there all the time, no matter what,
and then we had other officers that came in throughout the week. We had officers that
pulled up after school and parked on the premises after school.
The atmosphere of City High School centered on control. The school had heavy surveillance and
police presence, which meant that students could be swiftly punished and removed. The carceral
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environment and lifestyle changes at home changed Robert as a student. He shared with me the
pressure he felt to fit in with his peers:
I’m having struggles. I’m not doing bad, I’m doing poorly as a student I go from being a
4.0 or 3.8 student all through middle school to being below a 1.0, like an F average. And
that’s not cause I’m doin’ anything its cause I’m skippin’ class tryna find someway to
stand out to be cool cause my clothing and everything else doesn’t match my personality.
Before high school, Robert dressed nice and had the latest clothes. The material security made
him feel comfortable to be his natural self and embrace being a good student, athlete, and all
around cool kid. Now, in high school, Robert lacked the clothing, and he wanted to remain
acceptable to his peers by skipping class. Unfortunately, the excessive absences resulted in
Robert being suspended for truancy. Robert’s mother Carmen required him to go to school, and
after the suspension, she went to the school and got him back in.
Robert made it through the end of ninth grade, but during the summer, he experienced a
devastating loss when his grandmother unexpectedly passed away. He said, “My grandmother
passing away means a big staple in my life was gone, a lot of support was gone.” Within a year,
Robert’s parents broke up and he lost his grandmother, and both events had a negative effect on
his mother. Robert remembers his mother began to struggle with depression and then drug
addiction. For most of his high school years, Robert’s mother was fighting to overcome two
illnesses, and he had his own roads to cross.
Finding the Streets
Robert responded to the changes in his family by seeking a way to make money. In tenth
grade, he admittedly focused less on school and became immersed in the streets. When Robert
lost his grandmother, he decided to support himself in a way he had not previously considered:
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I was that afraid of my grandmother, in a great way, in a good way. So, without my
grandmother, that’s like a – that’s a great form of social control that goes away, in life.
She’s gone. That has a ripple effect on not only myself, but my mother takes years to
come out of this depression, years.
Taking his financial needs into his own hands, Robert neglected school and joined his best
friend, in the neighborhood or “in the streets.” He helped me understand how he occupied both
spaces as a student and in the streets:
Tenth grade I’m sellin’ drugs now, fully immersed in the drug game. My best friend is a
drug dealer, fully immersed in the drug game. I’m gettin’ suspended a lot for truancy,
talkin’ back to teachers, or havin’ disagreements with teachers over whatever. That’s
when I got my first experience with law enforcement.
One night, Robert was out late and the police caught him with drugs in his possession. He was
arrested and taken into custody on a drug charge. After being released from the juvenile jail, he
appeared in court:
I go to court, the judge is looking at my grades asking me about different things so I
said something really articulate. Everybody’s looking “ok he’s not really stupid ok.”
So the judge is not buying it. The judge says, “you may be a smart guy that may true
but I don’t believe your story, I think you’re a bad kid, you need to get it
together. You don’t get it together you gone be going out the back door instead of
going out the front door.” So now I’m on probation where I have to report every
week. I have to bring my grades up immediately and I have to stick to a curfew
administered by my mother. At this time my mother was not gonna give me any
breaks, we were constantly at odds. I wasn’t sellin’ drugs then, I started doing other
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things. My uncle was buying clothes from [the] East Coast and he would give [th]em to
me and I would sell them in school. I was able to dress a little bit better, make a little
money things were working out for me. My grades went all the way up.
I wondered why the judge seemed hostile towards Robert. Then, I questioned if “tough love” and
harsh punishments are the only response to Black youth who misbehave. Nonetheless, Robert’s
experience with law enforcement was a pivotal moment for him and the path he recently found
himself on, because the probation sentence created an opportunity for Robert to refocus on
school.
Throughout Robert’s education, several teachers noticed his academic potential. When he
reengaged with school in tenth grade, another teacher noticed his strong writing abilities. He
recalled, “I noticed that Mrs. Hampton was pushing [me] a lot more to do well. When I was
doing well, Mrs. Hampton would say something like, ‘You’re the best writer that I’ve seen
here.’” Robert talked about Mrs. Hampton as a polarizing figure in his education:
As a teacher, she was great. She got to me. I remember she came to me after we used to
take the [standardized] test initiative. She came to me and was like, “Do you know you
were only one of four kids that passed every section of the [standardized] test with a high
score?” She’s like, “You know you get a scholarship for that?”
This was an incredible achievement, and I shared with Robert that I had received that same
scholarship when I was in high school. Robert admitted, at that time, he did not care about
earning the scholarship because then, he did not have a foreseeable plan to enroll in college,
although he knew it was an option.
Robert continued to do well in school, and he completed probation, and his criminal
charges were dismissed. Before the case was dismissed, Robert appeared before the same judge
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who asked Robert why he was in the streets. He responded, “I believe the fixation with money
clouded my judgment.” The court officials were impressed with his statement but the judge was
not. He told him, “Just because your smart Robert, you’re not smarter than everybody.” Those
were the judge’s final remarks, and I interpreted his words to be a warning for Robert to change
his behavior because he could not outsmart the law.
Free from the criminal justice system, Robert remained a “good student,” as he always
described himself. Then, in his tenth grade math class, Robert had another experience that
changed his trajectory:
After I get off probation we had this thing in school where in Geometry class the highest
grade gets this can of money and the can of money is for cursin’. So every time you
cursed in class you had to put 10cent in the can. And the teacher put a dollar in everyday
as well so the can had about $60 in it at the end of that card marking. I won it.
I was ready to applaud Robert, but the story did not end there, he looked at me over the video
call and asked me, “Now what do I do when I get this?” I reflected on the question and thought
about what I would have done with the money at that time in my life, and decided I probably
would have brought an outfit. Robert was open about his decision, and explained how he spent
the Geometry money:
I take this $60 I won, and I go buy weed. Not to smoke it. I buy weed to sell it. I sell it,
one of my friends who was heavy in the drug game, he comes to me he says, ‘Man you
off of probation now don’t you think it’s time to get back to gettin’ some real money?’ At
first, I’m a little reticent about it; I don’t really want to do it. But then I mean, I’m broke
so I’m back in the game. So now, I’m back in the game all through eleventh grade year
but my grades stay up.
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As the narrator of this narrative, I hesitated to retell this story as it was shared with me. As the
writer, I have to exercise extreme caution, discernment, and transparency regarding all decisions.
Nonetheless, I decided I do not have the authority to omit the details of his life as an attempt to
anticipate how my readers may or may not (mis) interpret certain events in his life. This story is
pivotal to subsequent experiences in his narrative and adds to the complexity of decisions he
made throughout his youth. Also, Robert’s story made me acknowledge that from my position as
an African American woman I had a limited understanding of what Robert factored into his
decisions. On one hand, I could relate to the poverty he lived through; however, I know I did not
face the same decisions because as an African American girl my navigation and survival looked
different when compared to my African American male peers. To further unpack the complexity
of this story I pushed myself to think about how raced and gendered Robert’s school and home
experiences were. I had to ask different questions. What pressures were placed on Robert as a
Black male, and what did he gain from engaging back in the streets? Particularly, did those gains
outweigh any potential losses? One of our later conversations helped me to better understand this
story. I asked Robert how his teachers could have responded to his situations. He imagined:
You leave your job after school as a teacher, you drive through the neighborhood
and you see me on the corner pitchin’ rocks [selling drugs], maybe you can’t stop me, but
know why. Maybe you think you know why, but maybe you really don’t. Maybe what
you think is not it. Maybe you think I’m poor in my household and I’m trying to get
money for my household, which may be true, but maybe that ain’t really the reason
why I’m pitchin’ rocks. Maybe I’m pitchin’ rocks because I’ve got a certain
camaraderie with these individuals I’m pitchin’ rocks with. Maybe I see myself
compelled and wanting to be around this man who exercises agency.
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As I listened to understand, Robert’s story and analysis moved me between spaces from the past
and present. What I thought I knew and understood was now challenged as I included more
concepts in my interpretation. Earlier I mentioned the issues of race and gender and now Robert
introduced: relationships (camaraderie), agency, and power to help me see how I had to
understand his story. Looking more in-depth at the stories he told, I had to return to the school
experiences with the new lens.
Power and Agency
Robert’s decision to re-enter the streets may be understood, or complicated by,
additional stories from his tenth grade year. During this time, while on probation, Robert was
required to attend school and improve his grades. His teachers completed reports about his
progress and he submitted them to the courts. When Robert asked for the reports, he encountered
a number of responses, and comments that may be more telling of how much his teachers
understood about his court-involvement. He said:
When I was in tenth grade, when I caught my first juvenile case and I was on probation,
I had to get report from my teachers, bring it back to the court system, let them know
my progress. I took one of those progress reports that need to be filled out to my English
teacher, I hadn’t been going to class most of the year. I finally started going to class. I
took the progress report to her. She’s like, “What is this for?” I’m like, “I need you to fill
out one of these every week if you don’t mind so that they let the court system know
about my progress.” “Court system?” I said, “Yeah, the court system. I’m on probation
for selling drugs, possession with intent to deliver...I need you to fill this out if you can,
it’s my freedom.”
I could hear the tension in his voice as he explained to the teacher why he needed the form. I
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listened to him describe the burden of court supervision that determined his freedom.
Nonetheless, Robert made his way to other teachers on his class schedule:
When I took that same note to other teachers – I took one to the JROTC teacher and he’s
fascinated, like, “You got one of those leg things on?” “No, I don’t. I’m just on regular
probation, man. I just need you to fill this shit out, man. Let me go about my business,
man.” Like, damn. I had my problems.
Then the health teacher was a different story:
I remember being nervous about getting violated…We had so many disagreements before
I got on probation. After I got on probation, she already thought I was a troublemaker.
She didn’t care if I’m trying to do better. She was against me… she never filled out my
progress reports neither. I never asked her to because I didn’t want that on the record.
She never like voiced that to me, but I definitely think she definitely didn’t like me. She
definitely thought there was something different about me, thuggish or whatever.
The progress reports made Robert exhausted, he did not want to be judged by his teachers, but he
also feared losing his freedom. The disagreements between Robert and the health teacher created
an ongoing conflict. When he received his report card he had all A’s and a D in her class. He told
me the following story:
The guy who gave me my report card. He’s like, “What’s going on with you Mrs.
whatever her name was? How’d you get a D? You got all A’s and one D? Who does
that?” I know my grades because we mark everything down. I know what I’m supposed
to have. I go to her. I’m like, “What is this? How do I have a D?” She tells me, “If it was
for my class, you would never get an A, a B or a C no matter what.” I said, “Damn, that’s
crazy.” She was just giving me a passing grade. She wasn’t going to hold me back, but
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she was just going to give me a passing grade.
Their interactions escalated to a point in which Robert eventually lost his cool. One day in class,
Robert got in trouble for asking the health teacher a question during class. He remembers she
responded by kicking him out. He was angry and flipped over a desk as he left. Curiously, I
asked Robert why he flipped the desk over:
I think my mindset at that point of time, I knew that I didn’t want to get violated if that
report got back. But I guess I felt so disrespected. Again, I understand that I was a class
clown. I was disrupting the class before I got put placed on probation. But I can honestly
say that I tried my damnest after being put on probation because I did not want to go back
to juvenile. I tried my damnest, my damnest, to do well in class with my behavior as well
as do well academically. And to see that thrown back in my face like it doesn’t matter
what I do, it’s like I don’t even care no more. What’s the point? I checked out. If you’re
trying your best to be acceptable to society and society is still giving you they ass to kiss,
what do you do at that point? Do you still try to say, “No let me kiss the other side?” Or
do you just like, “Fuck it, whatever’s gonna happen is gonna happen. If I die for it, I’ll
die for it. If I’ve got to get locked up for it, I’ll get locked up for it.” Don’t get me wrong,
sometimes I still think like that at points in time. I know it’s the destructive way of
thinking, but it’s kind of like the only recourse for a poor powerless student or poor
powerless person. It’s just anger and frustration and letting it erupt, letting it control you.
So, if the school system gives up on you, and you actually want to try to do something
in that system and it gives up on you and you can blatantly tell that it gives up on
you, what do you do? Where does that anger go?... It’s just a buildup of anger. You
want to exercise some autonomy, right? I’m in this class, but I’m being controlled.
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The power is in the teacher’s hands, so to speak. I’m made to feel lower than what I
am, what I feel I am. I want to exercise some autonomy and some power.
And, with that feeling of powerlessness, Robert responded by turning over a desk to express his
frustration. As sociologist Erica Meiners (2007) argues, in the criminalized environments of
urban public school, students have a right to be hostile, and anger is a natural and acceptable
emotion. Fortunately, for Robert his probation was not violated, and as I mentioned above, the
charges were dismissed from his record. Hearing the additional school stories helped me unpack
Robert’s decision to reenter the streets after winning the $60 in Geometry class. Robert had good
grades, earned a scholarship, and a clean criminal record, but teachers made him feel
disrespected and powerless. Robert had his immediate needs to provide for himself, but the lack
of control and need for relationships pushed him to seek a space where he could exist, and
determine who he would be, not live out what others perceived of him.
During his eleventh grade year, Robert was suspended several times. Although he and his
mother had a difficult relationship, she supported his academic efforts. During one incident,
Robert’s teacher demanded to speak to his mother before admitting him back to class. He
remembered:
I get suspended because I have an altercation with the chemistry teacher. [The] chemistry
teacher and I have an altercation about me feeling the need to talk to other students which
I didn’t agree with because the class had just started, I was talkin’ to another student we
didn’t even convene class, we usually convened class five minutes after. So the chemistry
teacher is an African immigrant. He gets angry and he starts cursing at me like really
cursing at me. We get into a heated battle right. He says “I don’t want you back in my
class until you parent gets here.” I bring my mom back and he tells my mom that “Robert
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is the best student in this class, when he’s here. He had an A average right now, he
understands the chemistry, he’s pretty good, but he’s so disrespectful.” I interject, “I
don’t think I’m disrespectful. I think I present a certain image of myself and if you
disrespect me then how can I react.?” He said “I’m willing to let him back in my class if
he agrees to calm it down and stop, don’t talk back to me,” or don’t do this and don’t do
that. So my mom says he’ll do that.
Robert agreed with his mom and said he would not disrupt class anymore. I wondered if the
administration addressed the teacher for cursing at a student. Based on the stories Robert told, I
did not dwell on teacher repercussions for long. More importantly, as I thought about this story, I
wondered how his mother felt as she talked to the teacher. In my opinion, she was placed in a
position to side with the teacher; on one hand, she could have chastised her son, and on the other,
she had the option to defend Robert and potentially be considered part of the problem. The story
unfolded with his mother making an agreement with the teacher that required Robert to tone
down his behavior. I surmised that Carmen was not brought into the school to advocate for her
son or think through solutions, but to endorse the school’s punishment with her seal of approval.
Towards the end of eleventh grade, Robert was caught in a hall sweep a practice he also
mentioned in his middle school story when the principal hit him. He explained:
You got five minutes to get to class. We get to class right after five minutes, it was me
and a young lady, they lock the door, the same chemistry teacher locks the door. Now
we’re caught in the hall sweep. We weren’t skippin’ we were caught in the hall sweep
and we’re suspended for a day.
The idea of a hall sweep was a new concept for me and I expressed to Robert that I was
struggling to grasp the rationale behind it. He too did not understand the reasoning for it, as he
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thought back, “You get a one-day suspension. Instead of not being in class for five minutes since
you're past the time, now you're not in class for a whole day…I just wonder about the efficacy of
it.” I also wonder how effective this practice is for students, but I know a similar tactic is
employed when policing neighborhoods deemed to be high crime areas.
The Road of Good Intentions
The final year of high school is a culmination of the challenges Robert encountered trying
to live up to his academic potential and survive in life. School drifted to the background as he
focused his attention on other areas:
Twelfth grade I’m heavily immersed in the drug game. Heavily immersed to the fact
where in eleventh grade I still kept my grades up and still selling drugs after school. Now
I’m not even waiting after school to sell drugs, I’m not even going to class. So I get
suspended a couple times for that, for just not showing up. Then they send a letter to my
home saying I can’t come back to school until my mom comes up there cause they need
to talk to her about my progress. When I go in that day there’s about forty other kids who
got the same letter…The administrators tell my mom, “Well he’s barely a twelfth grader
cause he hasn’t passed anything this year he’s barely a twelfth grader, he not gonna
graduate if he doesn’t get it together, he probably won’t graduate even then so I really
don’t know why he’s here. If you wanna just come back to school you can come back to
school.” My mom says well he has to come to school. She said Robert you need to do
this.
Admittedly, Robert had given up on school and redefined his goals for the streets, but his mother
had not given up hope; therefore, school was still required. He said, “Now I’m in twelfth grade, I
sell drugs that’s what I do. I make a good amount of money, but it’s all I do, I don’t really have a
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future.” He continues,
At this time none of this really matters to me, I don’t care about any of it. At this point
I’m totally checked out of school. I’m still I can’t lie, I’m still cautious about the future.
Because you gotta remember, I was always a great student.
As Robert shared stories, there were two threads that resonated with me; one, he never changed
the narrative of who he was as a student. Over the course of suspensions, being in the streets, and
court-involvement Robert always described himself as a “good student.” Secondly, Robert
respected his mother. He defined their relationship as stranded but she was present at school, and
when she spoke, he complied and tried to improve the situation.
After meeting with the administrators, Robert returned to school. The counselors hosted a
college fair and invited recruiters from across the nation. Robert attended and spoke to a
representative from Arizona who later came to his home. They discussed the pharmaceutical
science program and the recruiter expressed optimism:
She tells my mom I think he could really do this, he can make it he’ll have to get his
grades up or do something to finish, maybe go to some school after the year is over. He
can get his grades up, then he can come. My mom was on board with it she was really
terrified for me at this time cause I had been gettin’ in a lot of trouble, a lot of different
things. So I’m thinking about it. My mom says, this is what he’s gonna do. I said ok.
Robert’s mother maintained her hope for his future, and as I mentioned above, Robert respected
his mom and listened when she told him what he needed to do.
Robert and Carmen’s relationship was complicated during this time as she continued to
battle with illnesses of depression and addiction. As a result, Robert’s conversations with his
mother often left him feeling unloved. These interactions, compounded by his persona from the
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streets, added to Robert’s disposition towards school. Robert believed that his teachers formed
opinions about him based on their perception of him as a thug. Unfortunately, those
preconceived thoughts shaped Robert’s relationship with his teachers. He summarized those
moments:
I come to class pissed off one day and you just think it’s because I’m a thug, and you
don’t know that my mother and I had an explosive argument in her car just seconds ago,
where she told me she’s getting to the point where she doesn’t even love me anymore.
So, I was just in the car crying – a masculine young man, runnin’ the streets was just in
the car crying like a little baby because someone told him that they’re starting to not love
him anymore. That’s debilitating.
I would imagine those were moments of frustration and fear as his mother worked through
personal struggles and the pressure of raising a family with limited support. I could empathize
with a mother who looked at her young son and saw the dangers that threatened his life. Yet,
despite their struggles I admire what I see as love and respect Robert never lost for his mother,
and her willingness to support and push him to do better. As I looked beyond their conversation
in the car and into the classroom where Robert sat, I could see emptiness and a missed
opportunity for a teacher to connect with the person in the seat. I envisioned teacher’s dismissive
shrugs based on how Robert looked and who he was presumed to be.
After the recruiter visit, Robert continued his normal activities and hanging with his
friends. Then, he told me about his next run in with law enforcement:
During Thanksgiving I’m on the block, I’m hustlin’, we get a raid. We all run a different
way. They get a friend of mine, they get the other guys, they get me, beat me up a little
bit, drive us around for a minute then drive us all to the precinct. Nobody has any drugs.
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Come to find out my friend had drugs so the police officers lied they say they’ve watched
me because I have money in my pocket, a $10 bill at that. They say they watched me talk
to a customer, take money, and my friend gives the customer drugs. They implied we
were working together which is false, completely untrue, completely false. At this time I
have no felonies, remember my juvenile case got dismissed with prejudice. So I had no
felonies. I’m an adult now technically cause I’m 17 so they charging me as an adult. My
friend has several felonies, he’s been kicked out of school for as long as I can remember
all he’s been doin’ is straight on the block for years. He has about three or four felonies.
So he’s looking at going to prison possibly. I get bonded out, he can’t get bonded out. I
know I’m innocent. Talkin’ to my best friend who got me back in the drug game, he’s
like man I think you should take that case for P. I’m thinking about it he was like yeah
man cause you would just get probation. When I got to court, I proceed to take the case.
‘It was all me, I did it.’ I take the case.
This story is another moment in which it is important to understand the lived realities of Black
males, especially in large urban areas. The streets and the brotherhood of the streets have
different rules and expectations that are honored. The question I asked was not why Robert took
the case (accept the charges on behalf of his friend), but what did Robert’s willingness to make
this sacrifice say about who he was as a person and friend, and what he valued? Despite the
goodwill of this action, in later conversations, Robert reflected on this decision and admits that
taking the case negatively impacted his unforeseeable future.
After the raid and arrest, Robert received probation. Under the state legislation for youth
convicted of a felony, if he completed the program, the charges would be expunged from his
adult record. Robert looked at this situation from a positive perspective, “I’m thinkin’ the case is
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a blessing cause I remembered my time of catchin’ the previous case and getting better, back in
school. So I’m thinkin’ maybe this will force me to get better, back with school.” That hope was
short lived though, and he realized, “It doesn’t. I’m back hustlin’ full fledge.” Robert did not
renew his efforts towards school. The previous meetings with school administrators regarding
graduation, and the college recruiter from Arizona faded to the background. At this moment,
Robert removed completing high school and preparing for college from his immediate goals.
Robert remained completely immersed in the streets, and school was pushed to the past.
He said, “At this time I’ve foregone the Arizona thing, I’ve foregone everything. Army all that, I
just wanna be a hustler.” Four months after receiving probation, Robert was stopped again and
searched by the police. Subsequently, he was arrested and charged with another drug related
felony. Now as a full-time hustler, on probation, and considered an adult under the law, Robert
had to think about his options:
I go to court. They asked me, well do you want to take a plea? I really don’t wanna take a
plea. Cause this is the problem…If it wasn’t for that first case, takin’ that case, they
would’ve just offered me the real probation for something I actually did this time. This
time they say boot camp. I say naw I don’t wanna go to boot camp, not doin’ that, I’m
fightin’ this case. [I] hire a lawyer, fight the case. It’s not lookin’ good. Go to preliminary
examinations still not lookin’ good. You got police officers, one of the police officers, a
dirty police officer. He’s castigating me, he’s demonizing me completely. “I know this
boy, all he does is sell drugs. He thinks he cool with his $500 shoes, he sells drugs, he
ain’t no good.” Whatever, [he] always does this to me.
With the court case looking doubtful, the possibility of a felony criminal record makes Robert
reconsider a plea deal:
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Seriously, it doesn’t look good. We go back to court the next time my lawyer is saying I
really don’t want you to ruin your future. Cause two felonies on your record that really
kind of ruins your future. You really can’t do anything with that. I’m like ok. My mom is
saying the same thing. At this time, my mom and I are at odds. She still had some kind of
belief that I could be something. She’s saying what can we do?
His state has youth offender legislation that allows those 21 and under to fulfill a probationary
period and have their records expunged. The problem was Robert was already serving a
probationary period for the case he took for his friend. Now, with his own case pending, he asked
to reinstate probation for the new case. Robert explained how the decisions unfolded between
him, his attorney, and later his best friend:
She [the attorney] says they can reinstate [the probation] or you can do some prison time.
Well she didn’t say prison time, she said correctional facility. I don’t even know what a
correctional facility is, but ok. They say you’ll do time in an adult correctional facility. I
said ok, I don’t know what that means. So I’m tellin’ my friends, my best friend ask me,
“what’s goin’ on with that case?” And [I say] they talkin’ about do two years in a adult
correctional facility, get my [probation] reinstated, I won’t have no record and I do a year
on probation afterwards. He said, “Adult correctional facility?” He says, “That’s prison!”
I said, what! He said “did you accept that?” I said “yeah I accepted it.” He said “man you
‘bout to go to prison man.”
Robert is devastated. He has another court date and plans to rescind on the deal he made. When
he appeared before the judge, his plans were altered:
The judge said he’s remanded for two weeks, cause I didn’t go to my presentencing
interview. So I get remanded for two weeks, then in my presentence interview I’m talking
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to different people. I’m like I didn’t know this was prison I thought it was something else.
I would rather take the boot camp or whatever and do that now. Person doing my
presentencing interview says I’m gonna recommend you get three months probation, we
gone get your probation reinstated. But not [legislation] this time, just regular probation
where I would have felonies on my record. We get to court the sentencing day, they make
the recommendation, the judge says no, he signed the deal, he’s going to prison ‘til 20.
I’m trying not to tear up cause at this time my whole, the women of my family--my
mother, my little sister and my older sister, my two cousins, and my other cousin, they’re
all there. And I’m lookin’ at them, it’s a terrible feelin’ they’re all tearin’ up. The judge
says do you have anything you wanna say. I say no I don’t. The judge goes off on me.
“Well I have something to say. I’m gonna thank your family even if you don’t. You’re
the one who has them here.”
Robert was sentenced to two years in prison and taken to the county jail where he awaited a
transfer to the adult correctional facility. Robert was 18 years old and did not get to complete his
twelfth grade year of high school. Instead of walking around stage in a graduation ceremony, a
series of events pulled Robert out of the education system and pushed in the custody of the
criminal justice system. The final decision from the judge removed the label of student from
Robert and replaced it with the term, convicted felon. Robert’s new identity stripped him of his
name, and a prison number would represent who he is for the next two years.
Prison
Robert was terrified at the thought of prison, and once he left the county jail, he was sent
to the wrong prison. He said:
Youth offenders you’re supposed to go straight to the prison, the adult correctional
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center. You’re not supposed to go from where normal prisoners go from Lincoln to get
[processed] then go to prison. They not supposed to do that, but they took me to Lincoln.
So I’m in Lincoln and I’m eighteen years old, there’s grown men in Lincoln…I’m like, I
don’t think I’m supposed to be here. The guards tell me “Shut the fuck up you convict.
What you was doing sellin’ drugs? Slingin’? You supposed to be in here.” I’m like I’m
serious, I’m not supposed to be in here, I’m a [Youth Offender] I’m not supposed to be
here, look at my paperwork. Look at my paperwork, “Oh you not supposed to be in here,
but hey you’re here now. Wait until you get a phone call.” I’m like this is crazy.
The guard acknowledged the mix up, but did not offer any solutions. Robert began to think of
ways he can resolve the situation. He remembered his experiences in the county jail, and
attempted an act that could help facilitate being sent to the correct prison. He explained:
In county, you can get a phone call if you tell them you thinkin’ about killin’ yourself. So
I’m thinkin’ this the same thing. They ask me a question, you wanna kill yourself? YES!
I said YES, YES! So the psychologist tells me look why do you wanna kill yourself? I
said I haven’t talked to anybody man I wanna phone call to my house. They would
usually give it to you in the county, so they wouldn’t give it me. He was like this is not
the county. We don’t do that. He says if you tell us that shit you’re gonna be in a bambam suit in the damn heat, it’s 100 degrees right now you wanna be in a foam suit out
there, you let me know. I said naw I don’t wanna kill myself. He said just live it through
you’ll be ok, I’m sure they’ll fix the mistake.
Fortunately, the county jail realized their mistake before Robert was fully processed at Lincoln
Correctional Facility. He was taken back into custody, and held in the county a few days before
being sent to the correct prison.
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At the new prison, Robert was subjected to the same humiliating intake process, he said,
“Swab my cheeks, fingerprints, all that stuff. All the demeaning stuff, bend, spread, all this
cough, all the crazy, this craziness which is ridiculous.” After the physical examination, Robert
was sent to see a prison psychologist:
[I] go to a psychologist, have an intelligent conversation with the psychologist. The
psychologist was like “Wow you’re not an idiot.” I said, I know. He asked the question
about what’s been going on. He’s like “I think you’re a decent guy man you can make
some things happen.”
Following the visit to the psychologist, the next evaluation focused on his academic abilities and
goals, and Robert impressed the education personnel as well:
They send me to school finally after several of months, and I take preliminary tests. A
couple preliminary tests, writing exams, math exams, dude reads it he says, “Man shit
your very fuckin’ very smart.” I said thank you, right. So they do the evaluation I’m 18 at
this time they say “Well you read a college level, do math at a college level, write at a
college level we’re gonna recommend you don’t even go to school. We’re gonna
recommend you take your GED exam as soon as.” So I wait about a month, take my
GED exams, pass my GED exams.
Within several months of being in prison, Robert was able to complete his secondary education.
Going to prison was a terrifying experience for Robert. He said he would never forget the
shock and fear entering a world of dehumanizing violence. In our first conversation, he talked
about his prison experience, and I remember thinking, he does not “look like” someone who has
been to prison. Robert was an average sized, brown skinned man with a low haircut, and a
willing smile. Immediately, I realized there was an image in my head of what a prisoner “looks
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like,” and I began to interrogate that image. I wanted to know how this stereotypical “look”
became apart of my thinking, and how could I correct my frame of mind. I knew the first step
was me reflecting on this image, and then deconstructing my thinking to conclude that anyone
could be sentenced to prison, and a “prison type” did not exist.
I listen intently as Robert shared the story about his first day in prison. I was shocked by
the fact that he had to navigate the politics of the prison system again. He explained:
I was mortified, I was terrified my first day in prison. I was 18 years old, and first thing I
did when I could was get a knife. I was terrified, right. I was more terrified when they
told me the prison was undergoing changes. “We used to bring new arrivals into the
honor pod, we don’t have any space we’re taking you guys to behavioral modification,”
where the worst prisoners in the entire prison are. Where 18 year olds who have been
here for five years, 20 year olds who have been here for four years, people who have
committed murders are, that’s where we’re taking you to.
I wondered how Robert continued to encounter situations that compromised his safety and well
being as soon as he entered prison. Nonetheless, Robert continued telling the story:
The thing that helped me out my first day was a person from the same high school
went to calling out to me. This person who was from the same high school I went to
he was a year younger than me, he called me, “[Street name] What’s up?” Like “awww
man, what’s up I didn’t know you was here”… After I seen him I see more people, more
people from the neighborhood, so now I’m comfortable. Now its high school again. Now
it’s no longer I’m terrified, now it’s I need to project my manhood so I don’t get violated.
More and more I’m in the prison I got a clique of about 10 or 11 people that I hang
with. These 10 or 11 people that I hang with are all from the same block that I’m
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from. We all hustle on the same block. This is so real to me, these are people I talk to
everyday on the outside, now in prison I’m very comfortable. My cousin he comes
down there, we’re roommates for a year.
I was in disbelief, but I knew Robert was telling the truth. I could not believe that mass
incarceration trends resulted in whole neighborhoods of young men disappearing into the prison
system. The statistics indicate that one in three African American men are imprisoned
(Sentencing Project, 2015), but I never thought about what that looked like, or the devastation of
entire groups of youth being removed from the community. Robert’s story is a real life account
of the massive loss of Black males to the prison system.
Double Jeopardy
Robert endured constant conflict and traumatic racist interactions while imprisoned.
He recalled, “I have had people talkin’ to me, ‘you ain’t shit, you ain’t shit but a
convict. You’re a liar cause you a convict so that’s why you’re here, cause you’re supposed to
be here.’” The number that replaced his name also stole his humanity and right to be seen as a
human. Robert analyzed the situation:
I would classify prison as violent in all aspects physically, mentally, psychologically. I
just see the prison is just another means to break a person down. It’s ironic they call it
correction facilities, because in my experience prison whudn’t really a correctional
facility, it didn’t really correct anything. They could have possibly very well helped me
be better at being a criminal.
Having the familiarity of people he knew helped Robert feel more comfortable, but he was
not content in the prison environment. He said:
I’m still tormented everyday when I wake up and I see these same four walls. I still get
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talked to like I’m a child. I still get over policed, over aggressively policed. Faced with
over aggression from the slightest mishap. Things of that nature. I’m lied on by police,
correctional officers, I’m still dealing with that psychologically and emotional torment
being away from family, loved ones, girlfriend, mother. It’s damaging. It’s violent on all
levels cause those are the type of things that can drive you crazy.
On one end, this resembles some of the earlier stories of his school experiences, as the theme of
violence is most salient. Robert talked about the violence of prison as symbolic in comparison to
the physical harm his older brother was victim to in the streets:
My older brother had a lot of terrible experiences. My older brother dropped out of high
school in ninth grade. He was always getting suspended and kicked out of school…He
eventually got shot a couple times, he almost died a few times. That was just about it for
him. That’s how the streets hit him. The streets hit me with a certain kind of violence,
symbolic. But [the] streets hit him with a very real physical violence.
Like Robert’s brother, my older brother was actually expelled from high school in ninth grade.
He attended an alternative school and earned a GED at the time his former classmates earned a
traditional high school diploma. I would say for my brother and I who were raised in the same
locations and homes, we were hit differently by factors of the streets. I think because he was a
male, he was caught by the allure and pressure of that identity and me as a female could more
easily escape its clutches. Nonetheless, when I set my brother’s and my story next to Robert and
his older brother, I see less of gender expression and more of the various ways the streets can
claim the lives of those within its reach or on the periphery.
Inside prison, Robert was subjected to prison guards who devalued him and reduced his
existence to that equivalent to an animal: “You lose your civil right, but you’re not supposed to
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lose your human rights. It’s not true though, you definitely lose your human rights in prison.”
Robert continued to talk about the injustice of prison, as an employee of the state he explained,
“I got paid $27 a month. That’s after my raise. I worked eight hours a day. I got paid $1.27 a
day.” The inhumane treatment, multiple levels of harm, and exploited working wages were
compounded by the racism. Robert told me:
I think everybody, in prison it’s definitely racially lopsided. I noticed a lot of different
White guys get much more respect and reverence from the guards than we have as Black
people. It’s like this is what you are. You are a prisoner, that’s all you ever were and
that’s all you can ever be is a person deserving of punishment. That’s it… I mean think
about it wake up, chow time, they coral you to go eat, give you a little playtime, right.
Then put you to bed. You’re basically an animal definitely. I don’t think it’s no different.
Robert summarizes, “I think you never know, really, racism in today’s day and age, as a Black
man, overtly, until you go to prison. Those engagements, those interactions, I should say,
rife with racism.” Robert experienced the violence of prison while inside the correctional facility,
but his life from the outside continued to unfold.
While serving time away from home, Robert’s best friend was a major financial support
and sent him money to supplement the $27 a month he made working. The money was used to
provide for his basic needs. Like all prisoners, Robert had to purchase additional food, laundry
supplies, minutes to make phone calls, and clothing, but one day a phone call home changed his
prison experience:
My girlfriend is telling me on the phone one day, my best friend--friend who got me in
the drug game, friend who always there for me, send me money while I’m in here-- was
violently murdered. That’s terrible. It’s violent on all levels. It’s potentially violent at all
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times, physically, emotionally, psychologically. The stress that you really can really
effect you later on in life, just the psychological stress.
This story made me think about how this type of loss affects those who are imprisoned.
Unexpected death is difficult, but I tried to understand the pain of this situation exacerbated by
the fact Robert was away from home.
In total, Robert served two years in the adult correctional facility, and upon release he
completed his probation and his criminal felony record was expunged. Thinking about the impact
of prison on his future, Robert concluded:
I’ll tell you this, the reason I don’t sell drugs now or anything like that is not because of
prison. Prison wouldn’t keep you from doing any crime. When I got back out, I never got
back into crime, it was not the fear of prison that stops me from that. The only thing that
could possibly stop me from that is having opportunities open up for me where I feel like
I can do something else and I can feed myself. Prison didn’t do that for me. Prison, again
was a scary place, but it was not scary enough to make me starve. The only thing that
could keep me from it is opportunities to feed myself, and not only feed myself
physically but to feed myself spiritually, mentally. It’s so many other ways to have a
politics of freedom. Only opportunities for me to move closer to freedom could keep me
from prison. That’s the truth, and I think that’s true for a lot of people.
College
Robert received his GED in prison and signed up to take college courses, but was
released before he could take any classes. Back at home, Robert enrolled in a for-profit school to
begin his college education. He admitted:
I went there cause I didn’t understand anything about college. I didn’t understand how to
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fill financial aid out, didn’t understand how to get classes. I was probably gettin’ on my
cousin nerves cause I was askin’ so many questions like how do I do this. I’m so insecure
about this and that and I just said you know what, I watched that commercial about
[College] they do it all for all. I’m goin’ to [College].
Robert’s cousin was an educator and college graduate; therefore, she was able to help him
through the admission process. When Robert completed the for-profit program he transferred to
the Community College, and there he was introduced to a major that would lead to his career.
Robert enrolled in the Community College and planned to transfer to the University as a
biological science major. As Robert prepared to transfer, the administrator asked if he wanted to
get an Associate’s degree. He knew the associates would not advance his career, but he decided
to pursue it and complete the elective courses. He remembered, “I took a sociology class, and I
took an English class that was African American writing, before 1900.” He continued:
I really loved those classes. I loved those classes. So, after that, I still had
another semester to go, I needed more electives. I’m like, I’m gonna take another
sociology class. I took two sociology – I took Social Problems…and, I took Race and
Ethnicity. And, I took African American Literature after 1900. And, I took Political
Science: African American Struggle in the United States. And I’m like, man, I’m pretty
good at this stuff. It’s like, wow, this is great.
After that semester, Robert transferred to the University with his associate’s degree. Robert
talked about feeling behind as a result of the two-years in prison; thus, the time he spent
obtaining his degree was critical. Reflecting on the feelings of impatience, and the decisions he
made to continue his studies, he said:
I’m like, man, Biological Science, that’s taking all these science, chemistry classes and
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whatnot. That’s two days, out the week, and I’m working. You gotta do a lab and a class,
and I can only take one class the other days, so I can’t get enough credits, and remember,
I told you, I feel like I’m behind. So, I can’t get a lot of credits doing all this. And, I still
wanna take some electives in sociology. I did one semester undeclared, where I took a
sociology elective, I took Africana Studies, African Women in the United States, my one
class, I took History and Cultural Aesthetics. I’m like, this is what I’m doing, I’m a social
scientist.
Robert received his Bachelors degree in three years. In our last conversation, he talked about
why this was a pivotal moment in his life:
The last moment that was completely big for me, was graduating with my bachelor’s
degree. Because it felt like it was taking so long – I got it in three years, but it felt like –
going to prison for a couple years, I always felt like I’m behind. I feel like I’m rushing,
I’m losing time.
Robert continued in school and received a master’s degree. Currently, Robert is a third year
doctoral student in the sociology program at the University. While he has made significant gains
since being released from prison, Robert continues to experience a sense of urgency to complete
his doctoral program:
I’m 29, I feel like I should have had a Ph.D. If I would have did it when I went to prison,
I would’ve had a Ph.D. when I was 27, 26 maybe. Who knows? Right? So, I feel like I’m
so far behind. And, when I got that bachelor’s degree, I was like – I could see some of my
work, some of that hard work I put in. I could see the culmination of being a street cat,
being a hustler, thinking that was going to be me.
Near the end of our last conversation, I asked Robert: What symbolically represents your journey
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through the school-to-prison nexus? Taking a few moments to think about a symbol he
referenced the movie The Lion King and Simba, the son of Mufasa- king of the jungle. I was
curious why he chose Simba and he explained:
I’m actually Simba, because I had a promising future, starting out. And, certain situations
drove me away from my path. But, I realized who I was, and I came back. And now, I’m
able to realize that I’m a king, and I’m here to claim it.
College Life for the Formally Incarcerated
In our second conversation, I asked Robert how having a felony record impacted his
college experiences. He described the situation by saying:
My record has only really appeared when I first when to [College]. They did a
background check when I was deep into the program and they came to me, and they said,
“Hey, we see that you've been in prison. You have this record and whatnot. And you may
not be able to get a – you probably won't be able to get a job once you finish here. You
won't get hired. They probably won't hire you to work in the medical field with a felony –
with a drug felony.” You can't work around drugs and have a drug felony.
He explained that he was in a youth offender program and after completing probation his record
would be expunged. They responded, “Go ahead at your own risk. You're already here. We
probably lost money because you're here. Nothing we can do about it now.” As we continued
talking, Robert described how his record positioned him as a college student:
I've always tried to be kind of guarded about it. Not give that information out because I
just didn't know how it could hurt me. Especially knowing that having a drug felony, you
can't get federal aid. Which is sad because you can get federal aid if you have a violent
felony or anything of that nature, but you can't get federal aid for having a drug felony.
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Which is kind of ridiculous...I don't think I ever brought it up in my academic career,
after that, until a few semesters ago. That's because I already had my master's degree, so,
I felt they're not gone stop me from gettin’ my Ph.D. So even if my felony is known, I'm
gonna be – I feel that I’ll be okay. I’ve made it known in the classroom because of a
topic.
As we talked, he explained that he brought up his record in a class discussion about race. It
seems as though he used his experiences to further a discussion:
I said, “Well, I have three felonies. They're expunged, but I have three felonies. I've been
to prison. All those things. And I'm sitting in this classroom about to get a Ph.D. I’m not
telling you this story because I'm so brilliant or I'm smarter than anybody else, or I'm
better than anybody else. I'm telling you this because there were programs put in place
that gave me a way to do these things. If it wasn't for the [Youth Offender Legislation],
I'd still have three felonies. And now I don't have the job that I got after I got out of
prison. I don't meet my wife. I don't have children. I'm not the man I am now. I don't go
to school. I don't get the federal aid. So, now I'm still the same person I was before when
I got the three felonies.”
The conclusion that Robert reaches indicates how his past influences his present moment and
future possibilities. He talks about being guarded about his past because it made him vulnerable,
but he understands how all his experiences have shaped him. He explains in more detail:
I’ve always tried to hide it until I felt like I got to a place where I'm no longer vulnerable
to it. It no longer makes me vulnerable. In fact, right now, me having felonies no longer
makes me vulnerable, so I'm okay with sharing that with people. But before I had
different accesses to human capital, I didn't bring that out. I didn't want anyone to know
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about it. I didn't want anybody in my legitimate life to know about it. Illegitimate life–
meaning people I know from the streets, from the hood – that's fine. We can talk about it
all day. But people in my legitimate life people I work with, employers, nobody. I didn't
want anyone to know my innermost troubles that I had in my past. So only now that I've
gotten to a level where I feel like I'm at a certain point where it doesn’t hurt me as much,
I'll share it, but I wouldn't have done it before I got to this level. I mean I'm getting ready
to take prelims, write dissertation. I feel okay about it. And it actually helps me as an
instructor, professor, whatever. It helps me now. But before then, I would never talk
about it. I would never let anybody know that I had these troubles and I had to face this
sort of punishment. Never. Because I can lose everything I have, and I didn't have much.
So, for a person who doesn't have much to lose everything they have, that is devastating,
right?
As Robert explained this complicated situation in more depth, I asked if the term doubleconsciousness (DuBois, 1903/2003) would be appropriate to describe how he felt. He said:
I think double consciousness is a great term to use for it. Because I'm not me, right? Me
going to prison is me, that's part of me, that's part of what shapes my experience. It's part
of what shapes my analysis as an instructor or professor. It's part of what shapes my
understanding as a student of this world. So, it's not sharing that in those venues. It takes
away some of it. So, in a sense, I'm actually freer in my illegitimate circles – friends in
the hood and whatnot – because I can be all world intelligent and socializable in my
analysis and I can be just Robert who had a couple run-ins with the law. I can be all of
that at once. Now that I'm beginning to take off some of that vulnerability from this
felony status, I'm beginning to be freer. And I think I'm beginning to be better for people
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who listen to me, people who are there to help to push back against me.
Because now I can expose my truth, my complete person. Before then, I was hiding
something. And it felt like I was somewhat someone else, not completely myself. I mean,
it's a – in the word of DuBois – a peculiar twoness.
This peculiar twoness is the driving force for Robert’s work as a social scientist, one I can relate
to. Similar to Robert, the intersections of race, class, and gender have impacted my life
experiences and shaped my research focus. As Robert stated, “Why wouldn’t I want to be a
social scientist, because I’m part of an oppressed group, right?”
Social Structures
When Robert and I talked, he described himself as a structuralist. He does not see the
issues that plague minoritized group as individual problems, but a symptom of society. Robert
has two sons and admits that he is witnessing structures of the school-to-prison nexus in his
oldest son’s education. I could relate to those same problems too, as a parent of two sons.
Robert’s oldest son is in the first grade, and he talked about being accessible to the teacher, yet
straightforward in his concerns regarding his son’s education. He talked about this in our
conversation by saying:
I was more aggressive as a parent. I always want to see what’s being taught to my son. I
always want to know why it’s being taught. And I also wanted to let these people know
maybe I had preconceived notions that they had a certain preconceived notion about
Black parents. So, I always want to them let them know listen, I’m an informed parent. I
am scholastic myself. You’re not gonna just get anything over on me or my children.
Despite how young Robert’s oldest son is, he expressed concerns regarding the school’s
discipline policy. He told me a story that captures his worries:
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One time I went to go pick my son up and I had an altercation with [a teacher] because
my son was with his friend outside the door. They were doing something – Batman, he
does that move in slow motion making noises. And she says, “You stop doing that. You
guys stop that. You’re not going to be doing any play fighting out here.” I said, “Hold on,
wait a minute. Do not talk to my child like that. They’re not doing anything super-a
aggressive to each other. They’re being what they should be, which is children.” That is
how this thing works, this school to prison pipeline thing works. You’re demonizing the
child for doing something that’s normal. Why are you demonizing our children?
I understood Robert’s frustration. When you parent African American boys and are informed and
aware, it is difficult to watch the system target and punish them for being kids. It is especially
problematic when your voice feels powerless against a system that does not value your input
about what is right and just in the treatment of African American students, particularly males.
Society Schools
Robert told stories of his schooling in relation to the larger sociopolitical context. He
talked about the prevalence of false narratives and mythologies that surround Black men as
violent individuals in need of control. He shared these thoughts:
That mythology about Black men…The fact that the Black man cannot control the path
of his own life even if first and foremost, most of us are poor. So, I can’t control my own
economic destiny because of relationship issues. Secondly, even if I do have money, if I
do have money, if I do raise my children right, if I do defy every stereotype, that does not
stop me from getting pulled over and getting murdered in the street by an officer of any
color. Any color – it doesn’t have to be White, it can be an officer in any color that has
internalized this oppression. Now, how does that relate to what we see in schools? We do
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not see White power murder Black boys, Black boys in school like we see Black men in
the street by police or Black men murdered by other Black men or what not, right? But I
would argue that these Black boys are being murdered by a White power structure in a
symbolic – in a detrimental way, way before they ever get murdered on the street…By us
internalizing that threat, our institutions are being set up to have to operate under this
mythological threat of Black men, that Black men, Black boys have been a
threat…That’s internalized by our teachers.
With school structures based in historical trends of social injustice and exclusion, the carceral
state of control and punishment are a natural response for institutions with shared economic
interests such as schools and prisons. To this point, Robert expressed similar views, he said, “I
don’t think our disciplinary policies should mirror prison policy.” Instead of a system that
controls, removes, and “rehabilitates,” Robert argued that access is vital to improving
impoverished communities. He went on to state that opportunities and resources are necessary to
change the conditions of society and the schools that serve poor, African American students in
the inner city. Moreover, Robert argues that within schools, educators need to focus more on
student’s needs. He talked about those needs in more details:
Structurally I think the education system in the ghetto gears Black children, Black boys
especially to a certain disposition to where [they think] they’re worthless, even if they
have some talent, they still lack moral character, and I think there’s a lack of effort to
help these young Black men reach the level they should. They should reach, or they
should aspire to. I think its heavily focused on disciplinary actions and being aggressive. I
referenced the Joe Clark, Lean on Me, it’s that “we just need to be tough with ‘em, they
need somebody to be tough with ‘em.” When really what I think we need is somebody to
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understand us, or attempt to understand us. I had teachers who knew I sold drugs when I
was in twelfth grade. No one actually reached out to me to talk to me about that or see
what I was going through, or why I was doing these things. Why. They didn’t know that I
was constantly having disagreements with my mother. We were like enemies at that time.
They didn’t know these things, they didn’t know that I was really hurt. You know, I was
deeply, deeply hurt and I was suffering from a lot of things, and I think a lot of Black
boys are suffering. I think that school administrators, they think the panacea for all this
suffering is just to get rid of ‘em, to dispose of them, to send them somewhere for a
certain amount of time until they come to grips with reality or what not. Sometimes we
don’t need a ride, sometimes we don’t need that ride. Sometimes we need a person to
actually reach their hand out and walk with us, or talk to us.
Conclusion
Throughout our conversations, I appreciated Robert’s reflection on the social and
structural reasons and it helped me better understand his experiences from his perspective.
Robert has a strong command of theoretical knowledge that shapes how he analyzes his life and
others like him. He reflected on the location of his experiences and years of interactions with
educational structures and the criminal justice system. His conclusion of schools and prisons was
poignantly stated, “I just think prison, the correctional system it’s not rehabilitative just like the
bulk of these school suspensions are not rehabilitative.” Robert draws on this point more below:
Anytime I got suspended in school I don’t think it was for me…And I’m not sayin’ you
gotta coddle kids or whatever but it’s gotta be some kind of program to get at the root
cause of these issues. No ones askin’ why. I don’t think anybody, I don’t think any of the
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times I’ve been suspended in school, I don’t think any of the times I’ve been arrested you
know what I don’t think prison, I don’t think any of those things.
Between the suspensions, arrests, and imprisonment Robert did not recall talking about the
source of his actions. Adults failed to work with Robert and his family to consider solutions.
How he was treated demonstrates the way in which oppressive structures, false narratives, and
mythologies may have shaped his experiences. Speaking to Robert and gathering his stories gave
me insight into a system that disproportionately affects African American males. I asked Robert
how does he think knowledge about Black life and understanding his experiences can benefit
educators. He offered:
I don't think they have to a 100% thoroughly know the inner workings. But I
do think they have to be cognizant of some of these things in order to be empathetic.
Because we can be sympathetic, but we can also not be empathetic at the same time. So,
it's going pass having sympathy for a person and being empathetic with a person,
knowing their struggles. I think it would benefit teachers if they at least – and teacher
educators, if they at least show a willingness to want to know about these things. To want
to engage these tough topics. And I'm not saying that it's going to be a utopia or anything
like that and we're going to just move to this stage where everyone is succeeding, there's
no suspensions, there's no disciplinary actions or whatnot, but I think it would help. And
it will help that student and that teacher. Because it helps the student because it says,
“There's someone outside of my household who cares about me. Who thinks that my
thoughts matter and my input matters. My perspective matters.” Which is something they
may not have experienced. It benefits teachers because now teachers can take that
information and one, gain a better understanding of the student. And also, have an idea of
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some things that other students may be going through.
Regarding his narrative and the stories he shared, I asked Robert what he wants readers to get
from this retelling of his experiences, and he responded:
I think my story helps teachers by letting teachers know that it’s not unique, first and
foremost. I am not a remarkable person. I may be special statistically speaking, I am not
remarkable. I am a product of situations that I was able to take advantage of, that I was
able to capitalize on…I’ve always been a good student, but from my story, you see how
outside conditions can take an otherwise intelligent kid, good student and lead to a path
that could have very well killed me…Teachers have to realize through my story and other
stories just like it that the current program that we have for Black boys, Black girls, poor
kids, Latino boys, Latino girls, it’s literally killing us. It is literally choking the life out of
us. It is literally strangling our communities. It is literally putting us in the – to use Daniel
Patrick Moynihan’s words, it is literally sending us in the tangle of pathology. We can
never escape it…They can keep that in mind. When they want to write this kid off for just
being a thug in their mind, maybe not. Maybe he’s not, but maybe he’s a thug for a
reason. I think that’s the most important thing, I think, my story and others like it, for
new teachers and teachers that are already here to know that it’s not – my failures are not
unique as well as my successes. My potential is not something that I was able to
capitalize on because I am remarkable. There’s others like me, millions of them. You’ve
got to do something to get them ready to survive in the system because we are incredibly
vulnerable and we are dying every day.
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Reflection
The stories Robert told were lived and framed in a discourse he now better understood as
a scholar, he explained:
Structurally I think the education system in the ghettos gear Black children, Black boys
especially to a certain disposition to where they’re worthless, even if they have some
talent, they still lack moral character, and I think there’s a lack of effort to help these
young Black men reach the level they should, or they should aspire to. I think its heavily
focused on disciplinary actions and being aggressive.
He continued to explain his position as he moved from the broader structure of public schools to
how teachers become accomplices in this structural oppression. He went on:
I think it’s all too common for educators to believe that kids are just troublemakers and
heading on a one-way ticket to death or prison. I think ultimately a lot of us are going to
prison just because that’s the society’s needs. Society needs us to go to prison, society
needs us to die. It’s gonna be a way to facilitate that process. But I think teachers could
have mitigated and ameliorated the significance and maybe save some of us, and just try
to keep us engaged.
Robert’s analysis may appear extreme or bleak, however when he spoke, he proceeded with
caution and confidence. He knew his view was subjective, a position informed by his own
experiences as a student and parent, observations as an educator, and his reading of the world
and literature. Notwithstanding, Robert’s claims about schooling in urban areas and the
connection to macro-level socio-political goals were a reality he came to know from multiple
perspectives. Robert’s conclusions represent his (t)ruths as he has seen and lived them.
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CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION
In this dissertation, I conducted a narrative inquiry with three African American males, to
learn about their experiences in the school-to-prison nexus. I wanted to co-construct narrative
accounts with victorious individuals who, in spite of an early exit from high school and past
incarceration, have re-centered their future paths by pursuing a college education. Across our
research conversations, I asked each participant to share stories about their K-12 schooling,
home lives, experiences with the criminal justice system, and reflections as a college student or
graduate. Raheem, Warren, and Robert’s stories push back against dominant narratives around
Black men in the STPN. The three narrative accounts helped answer the following research
questions:
(1) How do African American males describe their experiences in K-12
education, the criminal justice system, and college?
(2) How do elements of the carceral state--race, policing, and punitive policies-influence the experiences of African American males within the broader STPN?
(3) To what extent does individual agency shape the life course of African
American males as they navigated the STPN?
(4) What are the roles of teachers and teacher educators in the STPN?
Question 1 is answered within the full narratives in the findings sections (Chapters 4-6), and in
the discussion as I draw on the narratives to give a sense of the continuous nature of experiences
and how situations built on one another over time (Dewey, 1938/1997). Question 2 is explored in
the discussion section where I extract factors of the carceral state across all three stories to
investigate the interactional nature of experience. Question 3 is also answered in the discussion
as I highlight the agency and resistance of my participants, and their past, and continued
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navigation of the STPN. Lastly, research question 4 is examined in the discussion and leads to
the implications of this research.
Summary of Findings
This research study draws from a constellation of theoretical frameworks that include
critical race theory, the carceral state, and experience. The theories inform the three-dimensional
space of time, social interaction, and place in a narrative inquiry. Within this landscape, the
participants and I create a space to share their stories and re-position their narratives as victorious
accounts. The men looked back on their experiences and reflected on situations that shaped their
journeys from school, to the streets, into the judicial system, and college. On one hand, the
education system pushed them towards the fringes of society, but later, education through
alternative programs and college became a redeeming space to pursue their life goals. The
narratives presented in the findings detail the men’s paths, and attend to issues of race,
criminalization, time, social norms, and locations. Together, we co-construct accounts of
resistance and agency, and I offer their stories as a guide to how educators and communities can
act, resist, and interrupt the STPN.
Resonant Threads
Narrative inquirers look into the narratives for threads that resonate across the accounts
(Clandinin, 2013). In this chapter, I will discuss the following resonant threads that reverberated
across the three participants: (a) carceral elements in neighborhoods and schools (e.g.: ubiquity
of police and mandated policies), (b) relationships with teachers, (c) individual agency and
resistance (identity development, intersection of school and the streets), (d) continuity of
experience and access to freedom (e.g.: relationships with educators, transition to college,
response to lost time), and (e) teaching the teachers. Throughout the discussion, the resonant
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threads will overlap due to the interactional nature of experience. From the threads, I lay out the
implications of this work and how the findings inform teaching and the field of teacher
education. I will discuss how teachers can be prepared to understand diverse student populations
and take active positions as change agents in their schools. I conclude with implications for
research and policies.
Carceral Elements in Neighborhoods and Schools
Regarding research questions 1 and 2 on the continuous experiences of my participants
and the contextual/sociocultural factors that influence these experiences, a major theme within
their narratives across K-12 education and college was the ubiquity of police and racism. In my
research conversations Rah, Robert, and Warren shared stories about their families,
neighborhoods, and school experiences. I identified in their stories how the neighborhood
dynamics shaped the school and home experiences of these African American males. For
example, Rah shared a story from first grade when he was seven years old and he watched his
mother sitting in handcuffs as their home was searched for drugs. Two years later, in the third
grade, Rah fought with another student and a security guard handcuffed him and escorted him to
the principal’s office. In that moment, school discipline procedures mirrored the police tactics
from the neighborhood.
Rah’s neighborhood is often described as a forgotten island of drugs and crime, and the
residential area has a makeup of nearly 90% African American families and individuals (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2010). The area is heavily policed with aggressive tactics that shape the ideas of
control and punishment in the neighborhood and schools. Robert’s area has an 80% African
American population, and in his narrative, Robert describes a large police presence in his lowincome predominantly Black neighborhood. Consequently, the same police officers monitored
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his high school and community. To this end, the officers knew him from selling drugs in the
neighborhood, and saw him throughout his day in the school building. The officers’ presence in
both locations indicate a fluid structure of surveillance and control in predominately African
American areas that criminalizes and subjects residents, including school aged youth, to
imminent arrest. From the participants’ stories, excessive policing was normalized, and became a
major factor in shaping their home and school narratives. Sadly, the punitive structures limited
the community’s freedom and sense of humanity as they lived under the scope of criminalization
that sought to restrict and punish them. With that being said, I wonder how these conditions
shaped the neighborhood schools teachers’ beliefs and practices. Robert and Rah in particular
could not compare their experiences to their White peers or neighboring areas because they did
not have access to either. From a critical race perspective, the context that their homes and
schools were located within had an embedded anti-Black discourse (Dumas, 2016) that shaped
their experiences. The normalized police presence made me wonder how the educators’ viewed
the criminalization of their educational spaces. I questioned, how teachers, administrators, school
resource officers, and police perceived the Black youth and families they served? Their stories
left me with wonderings about how the dominant discourse supports the presence of law
enforcement in all facets of urban life.
Educational scholars have noted the resemblance between schools and jails/prisons (Ball,
1978; Kennedy-Lewis, 2012; Meiners 2007; Stovall, 2016). Robert entered his neighborhood
high school through metal detectors, police searches, and video surveillance. Not surprising,
Robert’s school was located in one of the worst neighborhoods in the city. Rah shared similar
descriptors as he explained that his neighborhood was a “walking graveyard.” Interestingly,
despite Warren’s earliest experiences living in a housing development, he would complete the
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majority of his schooling in a suburban area of a large metropolitan city. However, the large
African American population and proximity to the urban center placed his school under the same
police presence and tactics as the other participants in the study. The inclusion of Warren’s
narrative challenges the intersections of race and class because his low middle class status
complicated conventional understandings of who participants in the nexus. Likewise, Robert,
lived in a low-income area, but his parents were working, low middle class, and his stepfather
was a police officer. The differences between and threads across the three narratives illustrate the
risk of looking at the school-to-prison nexus absent of a racialized lens connected to a view of
the punitive structure of society. Furthermore, it is important to point out that the sociocultural
factors in their stories do not exist in isolation of others.
The carceral threads are one layer of three rich narratives also containing love, support,
and community. Familial narratives, neighborhood dynamics, race, and punishment that are
woven throughout experiences in school, home, and the criminal justice system temper their
stories. I believe, for teachers to begin to develop an in-depth understanding of their students and
the communities they serve, they need to examine structural conditions in the school and areas.
Educators should be prepared to identify students’ cultural wealth (Yosso, 2005), and produce a
balanced learning environment free from the punitive influences of carcerality. Thus, narrative
accounts from asset-based, victorious perspectives that highlight resistance, action, and agency
have to be presented to future teachers. From this knowledge, teachers have to analyze their role
in the STPN and identify ways to serve as allies for minoritized and criminalized youth.
The literature I reviewed around the school-to-prison pipeline/nexus illustrates a system
that targets minorities (African American, Latino, Native American) (Wald & Losen, 2003), lowincome/urban youth (Heitzeg, 2007), students diagnosed with a disability (Annamma, 2018;
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Laura, 2014), or individual victims of trauma (Mallett, 2016). Furthermore, scholars concluded
that low-income African American males in urban areas are most likely to experience being
removed from school before graduation (Fine, 1991; Ladson-Billings, 2011). Furthermore, this
group of youth is six times more likely to be imprisoned over the course of their lives (Pettit
&Western, 2004; Sentencing Project; 2015). The alarming rate of Black incarceration and the
privatization of prisons draws clear lines that indicated a connection between prisons and schools
as a feeder site (Fasching-Varner et al., 2014). The realism of the educational and penal
connection functions from the endemic racism that shapes American institutions (Bell, 1987;
Crenshaw, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 1998). The post-slavery United States has experienced several
iterations of race making institutions. Legal scholar activist Michelle Alexander (2010) declared
mass incarceration the New Jim Crow, and within this context, schools shape their policies and
procedures to maintain the racialized system of White hegemony (Ladson-Billings & Tate,
1995). One example would be the hall sweep described in Robert’s story. This technique is used
to police high crime, minority areas and incorporated into the regular routine of schools in those
neighborhoods. To this end, the carceral state is a race-based system of control that has
influenced the policies used to govern schools that serve large populations of minoritized
students.
As discussed in the literature, in the carceral state, schools formally entered the punitive
matrix with the implementation of zero tolerance policies (Skiba, 2000). According to the Gun
Free Schools Act 1994, schools receiving federal funding had to adopt a zero tolerance policy
that mandated expulsion of students caught with drugs or weapons on school grounds. Over time,
the policy was adapted to include less severe offenses including fighting, truancy, and
insubordination. Interestingly, as I looked across the narrative accounts, none of the men in the
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study was expelled from school. Rah experienced the most suspensions as he recalled at least 50
incidents, but he never committed an offense that resulted in expulsion. This raised questions for
me as I wondered what alternatives could have been implemented to address his (mis)behaviors.
Scholars have proposed the use of restorative justice as an alternative to school suspension
(Wadhwa, 2016), but I would argue that without addressing the historical and political context of
school policies, one-dimensional attempts to reshape school discipline procedures addresses
symptoms and negates systemic causes. Robert asked in our third conversation, “Who was the
suspension for?” I considered that important question as I explored how or if school suspensions
were beneficial for students.
School policies and practices do not overtly act as tools of racism. However, embedded in
the discourse of public safety, school safety, crime and punishment are justifications for the strict
discipline policies that govern African American people. Policy makers look at neighborhood
socioeconomic factors and crime statistics to justify implementation of strict discipline policies.
The procedures in turn criminalize the students and place them under heavy police surveillance,
risk arrest by armed police officers, and use suspensions as the only response to behavior
infractions. Warren, Rah, and Robert mentioned being subjected to school policies that
resembled the streets. For example, as I mentioned above, unexpected “sweeps” were a tactic
intended to catch individuals out of place in the school building and in the neighborhood to catch
those engaged in illegal activities. The end goal of this policy was to remove youth from school
and the community who were deemed undesirable. Schools discipline policies offered one
response to student (mis)behavior and that was suspension. I believe if given an opportunity to
survive and be empowered through school, Robert, Rah, and Warren would have chosen school,
but instead the harsh discipline policies that removed them for truancy and other subjective
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offenses steered them away from school. A critical approach to teacher education could help
change practices that cause frequent referrals to the office for insubordination, including
subjective offenses that connect back to cultural differences. My participants’ stories illuminate
how school policies and practices blurred the lines between the hallways (schools) and the streets
(neighborhoods), and the dominance of the carceral state throughout both locations.
Relationships with Teachers
Regarding Question 1, each participant presented complex layers of experiences that
challenged how I came to see their school climates and interactions with teachers. Robert, Rah,
and Warren favorably described themselves as smart, confident, respectable, athletic, and a good
kid. Rah was in the talented and gifted program, and Robert’s teachers praised his advanced
writing ability and effortless grasp of content. Warren was an independent student and a talented
athlete. He told me, “Anything sports wise, athletic, that’s in me. I feel like I’d bet on myself
against Jordan.” The participants’ affirming identities indicate a strong sense of who they were,
their talents and abilities. The teachers in their stories had a critical role in supporting and
nurturing their positive self-images and connecting Robert, Rah, and Warren’s identities to the
school. A strong sense of belonging and connectedness to the school could have benefitted the
young males who balanced on the fringes of the streets and school. Entering the streets may
appear to be a choice; however, schools, more specifically teachers, had the potential to push and
pull Warren, Robert, and Rah into the folds of the school. Unfortunately, their stories identify
frequent battles in the classroom as a factor that pushed them into the streets and the criminal
justice system.
For example, the location of Robert’s stories shifted from the classroom to the block.
Robert described himself as respectable and a good kid, but he carried into the school building
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the residue of heartbreaking arguments with his mother, and a hard demeanor that emanated
from the streets. Unfortunately, Robert’s teachers did not see an adolescent boy who may need to
talk, instead he was perceived as a thug who did not garner their concern. In Chapter 6, I shared a
story from this moment of tension,
I come to class pissed off one day and you just think it’s because I’m a thug, and you
don’t know that my mother and I had an explosive argument in her car just seconds
ago…I was just in the car crying – a masculine young man, runnin’ the streets was just in
the car crying like a little baby because someone told him that they’re starting to not love
him anymore.
Robert experiences were a complicated interaction between people and places. Moreover, the
carceral state shaped the persona Robert enacted in class, which was adopted to survive in the
streets. The punitive structures in urban areas is a form of social control that encloses African
Americans and limits their economic, political, and social freedom (Meiners, 2016; Sojoyner,
2016; Wacquant, 2001). Active responses to systematic oppression are expressed in the political
consciousness, social movements, and youth subcultures that develop to survive and resist
marginalization. I contend that teachers need to know more about the socio-political context of
the areas they teach in and students’ identities. Moments such as the one Robert described should
be seen as an opportunity to be compassionate and care for students. In sum, adverse interactions
and a lack of connectedness to teachers and the school can cause students to become indifferent
to future educational experiences.
Surprisingly, across my participants’ stories was a presence of tears on numerous
occasions. In the fifth grade, Rah was not recognized at the awards day ceremony despite earning
honor roll and he left the ceremony crying. He addressed the situation with the principal and
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explained that the fifth grade teacher Mrs. Hopson did not like him. The principal confirmed
Rah’s grades and removed him from that class for the second half of the school year. Robert also
shared a moment of tears when the principal in seventh grade hit him. As he stood in the hallway
crying and wounded from the punch, his teacher looked on with disgust, but did not come to his
aid. Robert and Rah both remember crying based on interactions with teachers or administrators.
Unfortunately, at times, the negative encounters with teachers gave way to more aggressive
responses.
At some point in their stories, each man spoke about a lack of respect from teachers.
Warren prided himself on being calm and respectful, he said, “respect came first,” but his ninth
grade English teacher did not share a mutual sense of respect. Throughout the semester, Warren
struggled with the teacher because she would speak to him disrespectfully. He found himself
challenging her and disrupting the class. Ultimately, Warren failed the class along with his
science course that year. Rah shared that his teachers accused him of wrongdoings, showed
favoritism to other students, and excluded him from class discussion, and his frustration he
respond by flipping a desk over. Rah explained that he could resolve issues with students through
arguing and fighting, but he was powerless against the teacher. As Meiners (2007) argues,
students have a right to be hostile based on the way they are treated, and she further argues that
anger is a natural emotion. However, for Rah, his outbursts caused him to be suspended.
Similarly, when Robert was on juvenile probation he had a disagreement with a teacher. The
teacher kicked him out of class and he flipped over a desk in return. He recalled the
overwhelming fear of being violated and returning to the juvenile detention center. Although
Robert remained free, the incident caused him to “check out” from school. He said,
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I tried my damnest, my damnest to do well in class with my behavior as well as do well
academically. And to see that thrown back in my face like it doesn’t matter what I do, it’s
like I don’t even care no more. What’s the point? I checked out.
The teacher’s behavior made Robert believe the entire school system had given up on him.
Flipping the desk was a last act to express his frustration in a space he was made to feel less than.
The stories Warren, Rah, and Robert shared spanned their K-12 schooling, and they talked
specifically about moments of feeling overpowered and disrespected, and how these negative
interactions hindered their ability to foster positive relationships with teachers. Warren, Robert,
and Rah were cognizant of how their race, gender, or economic status determined their treatment
in school, but regardless of this reality, they resolved to be strong, engaged, and active students.
The majority of the teaching work force is middle class White females (National Center
for Education Statistics, 2016) and cultural and linguistic diversity disconnects the teachers from
the students they serve. In most cases, the only connection my participants’ shared with teachers
was developed during their time together in school. This time was largely spent in the classroom;
therefore, teachers had limited opportunities to learn across cultural, linguistic, and racial
differences. Given the lack of familiarity with familial structures and community resources,
teachers have to take a proactive stance to connect with families and students they serve. In
elementary and middle school, several of Rah’s teachers gave him a sense of belief. They
nurtured his talents and placed him in the school play, spelling bee, and debate team. Other
smaller acts of kindness were memorable to Rah as he recalled teachers buying him hygiene
products and school supplies. When Robert attended an African centered school program, he was
nurtured into his identity as a young African American male and carried a strong sense of self
and pride. He too actively participated in school and remembers feeling proud when his mother
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watched him perform in the school play. Like Rah, he remembers his middle school teachers’
willingness to pay for class trips. Warren was a star athlete and had the continued support of his
coaches who also were his teachers. His tenth grade science teacher was patient and accessible
and the individual attention she showed Warren helped him pass the course. He noted that most
of his teachers did not care, but she was one who did. Robert, Rah, and Warren all believed that
caring teachers did and could have continued to have a positive impact on their schooling
experiences.
I came to see school as a place for these young boys and adolescents to grow and thrive
under the support and encouragement of their educators. In school, a young Black male had the
chance to maximize his potential when others could also see his promise. Teachers were in a
position to nurture and guide these students. Robert remembers teachers who were caring and
stern, but guided him and encouraged him to reach his full potential. Warren had a teacher-coach
pay for him to attend summer school and retake a course he failed. The financial actions were not
what they remembered most, but saw it as a gesture to support the genuine concern they had for
their students; as a result, these teachers became allies.
Teachers’ belief in their students can have a tremendous impact on academic and social
outcomes. Teachers had the ability to act as a buffer for these young men, and encourage them to
strive towards excellence—and some of their teachers did serve this role. Hilliard (1995a) states
the importance of seeing the assets and intelligence of African American students. In fact, he
argued that student teachers should be placed in schools that had a high record of achievement
with African American students. This shift in perspective would allow future teachers to see the
promise in African American youth as opposed to the common deficit views developed in the
field (Behizadeh, Thomas, Cross, 2017). Notwithstanding, the tensions with teachers
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compounded with constant contact with law enforcement inside and outside of school helped
push all three youth in this study away from school. I wondered if more positive interactions and
supportive teachers could have pulled them into the folds of school. Robert reflected on this
issue, and stated that educators should empathize with and be willing to learn from students.
Additionally, I argue, teacher preparation programs can help close the gap between teachers and
communities (Williamson & Hodder, 2015). With more informed teachers in the field, we
develop a force of change agents willing to address larger structural issues.
Individual Agency and Resistance
Looking at the intersection of race, school, the streets, and incarceration and how the
participants negotiated those relationships helps to answer research questions 2 and 3. Before I
discuss the individual actions in my participants’ stories, I want to address their positions within
a larger carceral structure that was omnipresent in their lives. Rah and Warren entered school
bearing the emotional scars of the streets. Both youth experienced parental incarceration and
developed a way of knowing and seeing the world that placed prison within their horizon. For all
three men, the streets were the area in their lives that offered family, a sense of community,
belonging, and economic opportunities. The communal feeling can be traced back to African
roots (Asante, 1991; Hilliard, 2002), and in contemporary contexts indicates a strong network of
brotherhood and resilience (Payne, 2009; 2010). Notwithstanding, the streets also presented a
continuous risk of death and imprisonment, a fate each man in this study fought to avoid.
Unfortunately, each participant experienced a period of incarceration. When Robert
entered an adult correctional facility, he learned how pervasive the criminal justice was in his
community. On Robert’s first day in prison, he reunited with many of his friends from the
neighborhood; some of whom he did not know was in prison. Despite the heavy police presence
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on his block and school, Robert’s close family members were shocked by his incarceration.
Robert’s parents did not foresee him serving time in prison, but admittedly believed his older
brother would eventually experience incarceration. Robert’s family saw the threat of judicial
involvement as inevitable in their family; yet, they hoped Robert’s intelligence and school
aptitude would protect him. Unfortunately, as Robert shared his stories the pervasive police
presence in his locations helped structure a path that led from school, to the streets, to the judicial
system. He later learned that prison was that invisible place that housed his peers and others who
seemed to disappear without warning.
During this study, I frequently thought about how Warren ended up in the school-toprison nexus. Warren seemed to transcend location and other sociocultural barriers, yet he could
not evade the grasp of this STPN system. On one hand, Warren demonstrates that race is the
most salient factor around who is targeted by the STPN. Nonetheless, I looked deeper into his
stories to see that Warren merely existed in school and he identified more as an athlete. Once he
lost the opportunity to participate in sports due to involvement with the criminal justice system,
the challenges he had in school were amplified, and he reshaped his identity for the streets.
Across Rah, Robert, and Warrant’s narratives were attempts to define their identities. When
these young men could not be successful in school, they each looked for a way to be autonomous
in the streets. Hence, throughout their narratives is a desire for agency. Each individual wanted to
be recognized, respected, and successful.
Warren’s inclusion in this study helps to challenge thinking around stereotypical images
of students who enter the STPN. Warren illustrates how school disengagement and
underdeveloped connections can usher a young Black male into the trenches of the nexus. The
lack of care, support, and nurturing became the path that guided Warren into the streets because
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like Rah and Robert, Warren found friends and a support system. The streets were a place of
refuge when attempts to finish school became futile. The streets and school became an either-or
situation much like Rah and Robert who shared similar sentiments: Rah said, “Dat last day of
school, my last day at [school] as a student was probably like my first day officially in da
streets.” And for Robert, on two occasions he forewent school to fully immerse himself on the
block.
Schools act as a critical location in the carceral state, and students are educated based on
the guiding principles of the school district and local area norms. The outside world of law and
order seeps through the walls of teaching and learning and increased police patrols in urban
neighborhoods create a direct path from school-to-the streets-to prison. The men in this study
occupied dual positions as students and in the streets, and the entanglement in locations led to
them attending school while on probation. When Robert first received probation, he returned to
school with vigor. In Rah’s case, being on probation was a tool for school resource officers to
threaten his freedom. When Warren was on felony probation, the continued contact with law
enforcement resulted in extended absences from school while he was in jail. When Robert,
Warren, and Rah were young, they never imagined dropping out of school; in fact, college was
always one of their long-term goals. Despite how their life courses unfolded, through their own
agency they reclaimed their visions for college in spite of the forces within the carceral state.
Warren, Robert, and Rah were forced to develop a perception of their individual selves
based on how they were treated in a school system. Those in positions of power made them
question their intelligence and futures. Rah and Warren were both arrested in full view of their
teachers and peers. Robert and his mother were told he was a good student with a bad attitude.
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I wonder how one develops a positive self-image inundate with negative portrayals, complicated
home narratives, and aggressive educators all telling them who they should be.
Robert’s first statements, “I never thought I would be suspended cause I was really into being a
good kid” speaks volumes to the challenges of balancing multiple identities. More challenging is
being positioned to defend your character when others treat you based on their negative
perceptions. Thinking about critical race theory, their stories illuminated how anti-Black
discourses (Dumas, 2016) contributed to adults’ perceptions and treatment of the young males in
their schools. In various stories, the participants’ believed some teachers expected them
eventually to be incarcerated. Given the school climate, popular culture, and media images, those
subconscious deficit beliefs are easily enhanced and can influence educators’ actions towards
minoritized groups of students.
Rah knew that because he was extremely poor, he was treated differently than his peers,
and Rah’s sisters did not come to school and advocate on his behalf. Despite the lack of support,
Rah continued to challenge those in authority. He recalled in his stories that many of his
suspensions were for speaking up for himself or his peers. Rah’s advocacy led to disagreements
with his teachers or school resource officers. Robert and Warren too discussed situations were
they confronted teachers who disrespected them or lacked a sincere regard for their feelings.
What the schools characterized and punished under insubordination rules were, in fact, moments
of resistance. Rah, Warren, and Robert were not docile bodies being acted upon, instead each
youth responded to attempts to dehumanize them.
The institutional socialization of Black male youth, through excessive control and
criminalization, challenged how the young men in this study developed and came to see
themselves. Warren, Rah, and Robert had strong identities as “good,” respectful, and goal-
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oriented individuals, but in school, they confronted attempts to suppress those images. How
Robert, Warren, and Rah expressed their identities reminded me of a mantra that guided a study
conducted in a sixth grade English language arts class. Professor Michelle Zoss and teacher
Sherrelle Jones Patisaul instructed students to “draw what you see, not what you think you see”
(Zoss et al., 2010, p. 144). This chant made me think about Rah, Warren, and Robert and their
self-perceptions. School presented continuous battles to enact their identities in relation to how
others perceived them. Returning to a theory of experience, the participants’ interactions with
those in a position of authority pushed them to embrace or anticipate a narrative of incarceration.
The men’s stories of action and resistance say, “see me, not what you think you see.”
To illustrate how Warren, Robert, and Rah saw themselves I pulled out moments when
their self-perceptions reverberated in their stories (see Table 4):
Table 4. Participants’ Statements of Self-Perceptions
RAH
“I’m real protective [of] friends and people I do call family.”
“I was always smart when I was young, but due to my home situation I was
always in the hood and always around. And then for some reason I’m a natural
leader.”
“You gotta like me. You gotta be like a hater if you don’t like me. Cause I’m
really cool.”
ROBERT
“I was always a great student, I was always the person who could say
something like I’m a be a lawyer or doctor and its convincin’. People believe it
when I say it.”
“I [was] a much better student a lot of my young life, at least pre-the break up
between my step father and my mother, well-mannered, had small issues but
mostly well-mannered.”
“I had a promising future, starting out. And, certain situations drove me away
from my path. But, I realized who I was, and I came back. And now, I’m able to
realize that I’m a king, and I’m here to claim it.”
WARREN
“I speak to everybody, I say how you doing, greet ‘em with a smile.”
“Everybody know and love my dad. My dad just that type of person. It’s just
like me… one thing I can say about me and my dad, we just don’t like negative
stuff. We keep it away.”
“That’s one thing, I don’t quit. I’m not gonna quit. I never was gonna quit
school.”
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Their words illuminate positive self-perceptions, which is a key factor in their resistance and
agency. Furthermore, within their descriptions are a connection to their friends and family, hence
the communal nature of African American ways of knowing (Dei, 1994). Additionally, threads
of strength and resistance can be identified. Robert, Warren, and Rah’s sense of identity and
agency connect to African traditions characteristic of Blacks in the diaspora such as the maroon
villagers during enslavement (Asante, 1991; Hilliard, 2002). The attention to their individual
experiences and how the participants’ responded to socialization attempts that dehumanized
them advances a discussion that challenges the stronghold of systems.
Each participant knew his strengths and assets; unfortunately, school neglected to affirm
their strengths and who they are. Harsh discipline policies and disconnected teachers pushed
Warren, Rah, and Robert into the streets where they sought a sense of community. In the streets,
their survival became a group endeavor and they formed lasting bonds with their peers who
sought similar goals to gain power, respect, and freedom. The power and freedom they sought
was over their lives and the ability to be seen with respect. The risks of violence or incarceration
were offset with the agency they felt from taking control over how others perceived them. I
wonder, how could teachers have seen the protective leader that Rah was and encouraged him?
What could Robert’s teachers have done to use his natural intelligence and positive poise as a
tool in the classroom? How could teachers have tapped into Warren’s determination and
perseverance to keep him in school? The criminal justice system did not have to be a destination
along these men’s paths, but the fact that they experienced jail and prison illustrates missed
opportunities to nurture their potential. Nonetheless, regardless of their life course, their sense of
self remained as they forged their post-incarceration paths to college.
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Continuous Experience and Access to Freedom
The stories shared indicate that teachers were present at various times and across
locations in the participants’ experiences. Once Robert, Rah, and Warren entered the streets,
their interactions with educators were limited. The men’s K-12 teachers pushed and pulled them
into the folds of the nexus; however, as adults, alternative educators and informal relationships
with teachers pushed them in the direction of college. Rah, Warren, and Robert’s access to
freedom was an ability see themselves free of the throes of incarceration and access their
individual power and agency to resist the long-term effects of incarcerated pasts. My
participants’ new paths would sustain their economic, psychological, educational needs, and
align with who they always knew they were and goals they wanted to pursue.
Relationship with Educators. Regarding question 3, Rah and Warren attended a GED
program that helped them transition into college. When Rah began, he noted the daily
empowerment sessions impacted him and helped change his way of thinking. Also, Rah
developed a relationship with the founder of the program, Ms. C., who was instrumental in
giving him practical guidance towards pursuing his future. The founder gave Rah a job in the
program, one he continued to hold at the time of this study. Ms. C. pushed him to enroll in
college and join other community organizations and participant in local events. The founder
became a second mother to Rah, and she showed him how to be an asset to his community. A
year later, Warren entered the program and received the same nurturing and support from Ms. C.
After completing his GED testing, he joined Rah at the local college. The role of the founder was
instrumental to Rah and Warren, she taught the GED curriculum, led empowerment sessions, and
connected the students to the community; she serves as an advocate for youth. Ms. C’s belief in
Rah and active role in his and Warren’s lives helped affirm the promise and potential they
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always had. Ms. C. helped them redefine themselves from men in the streets and identify an
alternative path for their futures from school to the streets to college.
Robert obtained his GED while in prison and began his college coursework upon his
release. For him, his family member who was a teacher served a pivotal role in his access to
higher education. Robert’s cousin supported him throughout his involvement in the criminal
justice system as she attended court dates and visited him while in prison. When he returned
home, she helped him apply to college. Her support and mentorship were critical, even if she was
only an informal ear that listened and related to his experiences as he matriculated through his
undergraduate and graduate programs. The men’s early school experiences and relationships
with teachers were complicated, and the negative interactions redirected their paths to the streets
and ultimately altered their life course. Yet, educators in alternative education programs and
close mentoring helped Rah, Warren, and Robert transition to college on the path they originally
intended to pursue after high school. While the educators in their post-incarceration experiences
are located outside the boundaries of the K-12 system, their actions are indicative of the agency
in all teachers who can help their students resist and overcome the de-centering of racism and
carceral conditions.
Seeking College and Redeeming Lost Time. The men in this study transitioned to
college while in their early 20s, but their time in the streets and involvement with the criminal
justice system accounted for about four years of their lives. Robert, Rah, and Warren carried into
the college space a sense of lost time. Robert who at the time of the study was 29 years old and a
third year doctoral student continued to feel he was racing against the clock. He shared that while
he worked on his first degree he felt rushed. He completed the program in three years and then
he began to feel a sense of redemption. After he received his masters’ degree, Robert became
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comfortable about his path to college. As a doctoral student and sociology professor, he has
begun to talk openly about his background experiences in prison. Robert said that attending
college post-incarceration informs how he interprets the world. Interestingly, when Robert
assessed his current position and all that he accomplished in the last nine years, he came back to
the fact that he lost two years of his life to the prison system.
Rah talked about his time in the streets as informative to how he negotiated college.
Initially, he believed that the time he spent out of school put him off track, but completing the
GED program in three months and immediately taking college courses gave him a sense of relief.
Rah did not approach time loss with a sense of urgency, but from his perspective, the time he
spent outside of school contributed to a loss of skills. One story Rah shared was about how his
way of speaking is received in the college classroom. As I mentioned in his narrative, Rah has a
thick Southern drawl with a strong command of African American Vernacular English that is
seasoned with the language of the streets. While affirming that his way of speaking was correct,
he also stated that maybe if he spent more time in school instead of being suspended, he could
have learned the “proper way” to speak. For Rah, the instructional time lost in the past
influenced the experiences he had in the future (Dewey, 1938/1997).
Time was a constant factor in the narratives of each participant. Warren saw the time in
between prison and college as an opportunity to find out who he would become in life, but he
also knew that the time he spent in jail and prison placed him behind his peers. During our
conversations, he noted where some of his peers are now, and believed the years he spent
involved in the judicial system limited his progress in life. As I looked across the narratives, I
saw that the loss of time affected the participants’ image of themselves. College was always a
life goal for Robert, Rah, and Warren as K-12 students, and during those times, they worked hard
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to be good students both academically and through extracurricular activities. Over time, the
participants experienced less success as a student and began to reinvest their efforts towards
being victorious in the streets. Unfortunately, with the streets came interactions with law
enforcement and incarceration. Now as college students, the participants’ reflected on their
experiences and saw the time lost and it hurt them. Robert, Rah, and Warren talked about what
their peers have accomplished during this time period, or what they themselves could have done,
and where they could be in life had they remained in school. Conversely, they admit the streets
taught them a new sense of awareness and understanding of the world that added to the richness
of their college experiences. Experiences from K-12 school shaped their life course, but their
action and resistance re-directed their paths. Strong support systems and positive relationships as
boys and adolescence could have reshaped their journeys. Nonetheless, college is a place for
Rah, Robert, and Warren to be victorious and have agency over how they will experience their
future.
College as a Place of Freedom. Although Robert, Rah, and Warren exited high school
before graduating, their negative experiences with the K-12 system did not deter them from
seeking higher education. Once the men reached college, they regained a sense of pride that I
would say helped them thrive in that space. Warren explained that for him and Rah, being
college students empowered them and made him personally feel equal to his peers. As he said in
his narrative, “I worked hard to get here. We felt a little bit, we definitely didn’t feel like nobody
was above us. If anything, we felt equal.” This confidence Warren described was also present in
Rah’s story as he talked about the freedom of college. Rah briefly explained one difference
between his high school and college experiences, he said:
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Back when I was in high school I always was doin’ what I wanted to do sometimes I get
in trouble for it. Now in college I do what I wanna do, and I thank my experience in life
help me better off in college than da otha students in college… In college I feel like dey
let me think da way I wanna think. I can think outside da box and it be cool.
For the first time, Rah could see himself in the classroom, and he had a sense of belonging.
Furthermore, the element of choice Rah now experienced indicated where a spirit of freedom
was absent in his K-12 experiences. I mentioned earlier the work of scholar Kenneth FaschingVarner and his colleagues (2014) and their description of the school-to-prison system as a “death
by education.” One way I saw this concept illuminated in my participants’ stories was through
their retelling of stories about learning in the college environment. When I examined their
college narratives, I noted how they first had to re-center themselves in relation to their peers,
and as discussed in the previous section, this was often emphasized by their sense of time lost.
To overcome this loss, Rah, Robert, and Warren had to regain their earlier perceptions of
themselves as strong leaders and good students. The structure of college classes facilitated this
re-centering and helped create for them a feeling that they belonged in college, and could
contribute to the production of knowledge in this context. From their reaffirmed positions as
intelligent and equal, Warren, Rah, and Robert talked about the humanity of being respected as a
free and autonomous thinker in college. Reflecting on the contrast between education sites,
Robert now a doctoral student and sociology professor explained the complexity of being a
Black male student in the K-12 setting. He said, “Structurally, I think the education system in the
ghetto gears Black children, Black boys especially to a certain disposition to where [they think]
they’re worthless.” In college, Robert, Rah, and Warren were valued. Their experiences
informed their ways of thinking and knowing, and added to the richness of the college space.
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Unfortunately, as suggested in Robert’s analysis, for K-12 teachers, creating this depth of
experience is limited by the structures of schooling. The pressures of high stakes testing,
classroom management, and discipline protocols restrict teachers’ ability to access their students’
cultural capital and use their socially constructed knowledge to inform the classroom
environment (Emdin, 2016; Yosso, 2005). However, drawing on a theory of experience as a
pedagogical tool is one way in which teachers can begin to model some of the affordances and
freedoms seen in the college environment.
Teaching the Teachers
Regarding Question 4, the participants reflected on their experiences to imagine different
realities and suggest to teachers pedagogical changes to improve education for other students.
African scholar WaThiong’o (1986) said, “How we see a thing – even with our eyes – is very
much dependent on where we stand in relationship to it” (p. 88). Having experienced the STPN,
the participants’ have a different insight about potential ways to interrupt the system. At the end
of Rah’s narrative, he cautioned teachers not to allow socioeconomic factors to determine the
amount of care and support a student receives. He also pushed teachers to act on adverse
situations with more concern, such as when they notice a student living in extreme poverty, Rah
wanted all students to be treated with the same level of respect. Rah recognizes that some
students may act out, but he advised teachers and administrators to consider a different response,
he said: “Stop makin’ us feel like we in jail already, or we goin’ to be in jail. Be genuine and
really do more, just really try to do more.” Additionally, Warren believed that teachers could
have done more to recognize him. He said, “It definitely would a helped if teachers would have
notice me.” Warren longed to be seen and heard in school, and eventually disengaged and turned
to the streets where he received more recognition. Like Rah and Warren, Robert sensed neglect
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and mistreatment from his teachers in his K-12 experiences. In his reflection he explained: “I
think there’s a lack of effort to help these young Black men reach the level they should.” Talking
about how the reliance on strict discipline creates an aggressive school environment, Robert then
addressed the disconnect between teachers and students; he continued,
I had teachers who knew I sold drugs when I was in twelfth grade, no one actually
reached out to me to talk to me about that or see what I was going through or why I was
doing these things.
These teachers lacked a connection to Rah, Warren, and Robert that allowed them to identify and
positively respond to their needs in the classroom. The men in this study cannot definitively say
teachers neglected their perceived needs, but Ladson-Billings (2009) suggests, “[teachers]
perceptions of African American students interfere with their ability to be effective teachers for
them” (p. 23). Based on the participants’ analyses of their schooling experiences, I believe their
stories can help teachers develop more culturally inclusive practices. In fact, learning directly
from the participants as they speak about their experiences in university settings, and from their
stories in course activities can inform positive perceptions and understandings about African
Americans and other minoritized students.
Summary
The stories in this inquiry are complex, and the constellation theoretical framework
offered lens to unpack the embedded racism and carcerality in my participants’ experiences.
Furthermore, the multi-layered theoretical analysis allowed me to speak specifically about the
historical and social factors that shaped the lives of Rah, Robert, and Warren. Additionally, I was
able to place their stories in a context that identified the punitive matrix that characterized their
neighborhoods and schools. This lens allowed me to push back against and question the
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normalized understanding of the role of the criminal justice system in society. Therefore, an
advanced theory of experience helped me identify the gaps in my theoretical understanding of
being an African American male in the United States.
The three narrative accounts demonstrate the variance in experiences of those who are
caught in the school-to-prison nexus. Rah had a complicated family life, but he showed promise
in school as a talented and gifted student. Warren lived in a suburban area but was drawn into the
streets when he no longer felt a sense of belonging in school. Robert was raised in a two-parent
home, in which his stepfather was a police officer; yet, household changes and teacher conflicts
pushed him to find security in the streets. Looking across the narratives the strong familial ties
and academic abilities of Robert, Warren, and Rah were not indicative of their position in the
nexus. Unfortunately, to aid the push and pull effect of school was the strength of the carceral
state that controlled the school discipline policy and policing tactics in their neighborhoods. The
long history of anti-Black racism and punitive structures of society placed all three men at risk of
incarceration. In the United States, one out of three men are imprisoned (Alexander, 2010), and
are six times more likely to be imprisoned than other groups (Western & Wildeman, 2009).
Despite the bleak statistics, threaded across the participants’ experiences was the agency of
teachers outside of the K-12 setting, and their own individual action to resist the permanent
effects of incarceration. Starting from a victorious position re-centers the school-to-prison nexus
as the beginning point of change and not the final outcome.
Implications
The narrative accounts of African American males with incarcerated pasts in college and
graduate school illustrates the historical role of race and racism, the carceral state, individual
agency and resistance, and why students turn away from school and into the streets. Moreover,
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the narratives highlight the role of teachers in pushing and pulling students in the nexus. The
findings from this study show possibilities for interrupting the system through teacher education
and educational research. This narrative inquiry created a space for the participants to share and
heal from past experiences, and indicates a need for more research with minoritized groups to
start from an affirming position in order to re-consider systemic change. The inclusion of more
victorious narratives will further the work of social justice education and research to dismantle
the school-to-prison nexus.
For Teachers
Rah, Warren, and Robert shared stories that were complicated, and at times, difficult to
understand. Their experiences as Black males in school were nuanced and multi-dimensional.
Their narratives illustrate the complexity of Black male experiences and how elements of race
and carcerality shape how they negotiated educational and community spaces. The literature
details the nature of African Americans experiences in education and the pervasive nature of the
carceral state. The implementation of policies such as zero tolerance (Skiba, 2000) increased the
criminalization of student behavior and disproportionately targeted African American males, and
mirrored how Black males were socially constructed within the prison industrial complex and
mass incarceration trends (Wacquant, 2001). The narrative inquiry was a space to share stories
that illuminated the stops and turns with/in the carceral state and show how Black males
navigated school in this system.
The findings suggest that teachers were compliant in the school-to-prison nexus. The
school climate and preconceived ideologies shaped how the participants experienced their K-12
environments including interactions with their teachers. Teacher complicity was a push factor in
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the STPN, but teachers also possessed individual agency to protect students. To be change
agents, teachers can:
•

Learn more about the communities they serve including the students and families
in those areas (Ladson-Billings, 2009; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992).

•

Develop meaningful relationships with students that extend beyond the confines
of the classroom space (Ladson-Billings, 2009).

•

Create opportunities for authentic dialogue with families and organizations in the
community (Zeichner, 2010).

•

Enact socially just approaches to discipline (Weinstein, Tomlinson-Clarke, &
Curran, 2004).

•

Engage in regular critical reflection about individual beliefs and how they inform
teaching practices (Howard, 2003).

•

Form committees to suggest alternatives to harsh discipline policies and tactics in
the school (Osher, Coggshall, Colombi, Woodruff, Francois, & Osher, T, 2012).

Learning more about the students and how they are positioned in society requires teachers to take
an active stance. Identifying ways to engage in transformative teaching should begin in teacher
preparation programs.
For Teacher Educators
Historically, African Americans’ resistance to systemic oppression is omitted from the
dominant discourse (Asante, 1991). Literature on the school-to-prison pipeline/nexus has
centered on students in the K-12 space or correctional facilities (Kennedy-Lewis, 2015; Jeffers,
2017). Assuming a nexus conceptualization means that the students’ stories are continuous and
accounts of their experiences after incarceration are needed. Currently, there is a gap in the
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literature on African American males in the STPN who seek college post-incarceration. To
include their stories means starting from a victorious position in which they reflect back on their
K-12 experiences and involvement with the criminal justice system to inform practices that could
have helped them better negotiate their paths. Implementing these stories in teacher education
has begun to illustrate the transformative power of Black male accounts as tools to help develop
social justice educators.
The narrative accounts in this study have been used in a teacher education program and
indicates the potential for these stories to be transformative in teacher education curriculums.
Over the course of this study, Raheem has visited two university-based teacher preparation
courses offered to students in their student teaching placements. In his presentations, Rah
engaged the students in a re-telling of his story as a K-12 student. The pre-service teachers
reflected on the presentation and considered their school placements as they thought about the
complexity of the STPN and the role of teachers in the system. Both groups of preservice
teachers were diverse in race and gender. Preliminary findings from the narrative-based learning
experiences has indicated the preservice teachers: (1) began to develop an awareness of deficit
views, (2) identified how schools normalize punitive structures and exclusionary practices in the
classroom, and (3) showed a need for more critical reflection about pedagogical beliefs and
practices. Using the stories as teaching tools will require teacher educators to facilitate
meaningful discussions and activities that support the work of preparing socially just teachers.
More specifically, teacher educators can:
•

Assign community-based and experiential learning opportunities (Townsend
Walker, 2012; Williamson & Hodder, 2015),
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•

Involve teachers in meaning making tasks that help them unpack their student
teaching experiences and identify equitable approaches to instruction and
classroom management (Behizadeh, Thomas, & Cross, 2017; Hollar & Hollar,
2017), and

•

Create opportunities for students to learn from/with diverse student populations
(Brown & Rodriguez, 2017; Conner, 2010).

Narrative accounts, similar to teaching cases (Gunn & King, 2015), can help teacher educators
make salient their role in interrupting the STPN through preparation coursework, communitybased learning, and experiential learning opportunities. However, before adding narrative
accounts to the teacher education curriculum, more work is needed to create a space for the
mutuality of experiences. Teacher educators and pre-service teachers could benefit from a
critical Black action approach that is an epistemological shift to honor and value the knowledge
informed by African American experiences and stories. And, within this space, teacher educators
have to develop reciprocity of knowledge that is experience-based. Thus, working with the
stories from individuals who experienced the STPN should initiate a dialogue that incorporates
the voices of those who have learned from the victorious narratives. In sum, the work of teacher
educators can inform critical praxis for pre-service teachers and highlight next steps for
educational researchers.
For Educational Research and Policy
Educational researchers have to push the boundaries of traditional theories and
methodological approaches to research. In this study, I pushed theory towards agency and drew
from multiple theoretical frameworks to inform the narrative inquiry that created a space to look
at how time, place, and social interactions shaped my participants’ experiences (Clandinin,
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2013). In this project, I focused specifically on the experiences of African American males, and
there is more theoretically work needed to understand the intersections of race and gender within
their stories. Furthermore, to understand how minoritized groups experience the world and
produce knowledge within it, researchers need to open their gaze to explore all ways of knowing.
Thus, methods that honor participants’ voices and experiences are a source of knowledge
production. In this research, to grasp an in-depth understanding of the school-to-prison
phenomenon, I had to reconceptualize the traditional pipeline view and use the language of a
nexus in which race and carcerality are omnipresent in African American males’ experiences in
public institutions and spaces.
Secondly, narrative accounts can move the research toward action. Future empirical studies
from teacher educators are needed to document the use of these stories in other settings. This
research would ask students to reflect on their experiences with the narratives and researchers
would analyze the impact of the stories as pedagogical tools. Furthermore, from the
implementation of narratives in teacher preparation coursework, researchers can employ
participatory action research methods and push systematic changes in the STPN. Such research
studies would look to engage with the community and preservice teachers to identify ways to
suggest policies level changes.
Conclusion
Reading and hearing my participants’ stories can only provide a “fish tank” view of the
school-to-prison nexus. We will continue to wonder what it feels like to breathe under the water
of the STPN, even though the narratives allow readers to look at and swim in the participants’
truths. Raheem, Warren, and Robert were not limited to their environment or the societal norms
and discourses that shaped their experiences. In fact, each man had potential and a promising
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future. Through the supports of outside educators and individual agency, the men in this study
demonstrated their ability to breathe and live in an environment that is healthy and allows them
to thrive. We, as teachers, scholars, community members, and readers of this dissertation can
contribute to that environment our action and commitment to interrupt the social injustice of the
nexus.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Recruitment Flyer

•
•
•
•

Ever been suspended or expelled from school during the K-12 years?
Have you been involved with the criminal justice system?
Are you currently enrolled in college courses or a college graduate?
Would you like to share your story?

If you have had all three of the listed or similar experiences, and are interested in sharing your
story, please contact Clarice Thomas at cthomas97@student.gsu.edu or (616) 292-5969. The
interviews will be conducted at a location of your choice and all information gathered will be
used to inform teacher education and practice. There are no immediate benefits for participating
in this study, and no compensation will be offered. A total of 3-4 participants will be asked to
join this research study, for a total of up to four, 90-minute interviews. I am looking forward to
hearing from you!
Clarice Thomas
Teaching and Teacher Education Doctoral Candidate
at
Georgia State University
cthomas97@student.gsu.edu
(616) 29X-XXXX
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Appendix B: Research Conversation Topics
First Interview-Life History Conversation
1. Tell me about your family and friends.
2. Tell me a story about growing up in your neighborhood.
Second Interview-K-12 Schooling and Incarceration Conversation: Note: additional
wonderings will be developed in response to preliminary data from the first research
conversation.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tell me a story about your schooling experience.
Can you tell me a story about your life outside of school?
Tell me about an incident that caused you to be suspended or expelled from school.
To the extent that you feel comfortable, can you tell me about the situation surrounding
your incarceration?
5. Tell me a story about college life.
6. Can you describe how you transited into college?
Third Interview-College Life/Memory Box Conversation: Note: additional questions will be
developed in response to preliminary data from third interview.
1. Tell me a story related to an object in the memory box.
2. Is there anything that I haven’t asked about that you would like to tell me about your
experiences, or a particular story you would like to share?

Fourth Interview-Narrative Timeline: This conversation will be an opportunity to share the
narrative timeline with the participant, and co-construct the outline of the narrative account.
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Appendix C: Informed Consent
Georgia State University
Department of Middle and Secondary Education
Informed Consent
Title: Striving for Success:
Principal Investigator:
Student Principal Investigator:

A Narrative Inquiry into the School-to-Prison Nexus
through a Critical Black Action Lens
Dr. Nadia Behizadeh
Clarice Thomas (Doctoral Candidate)

I. Purpose:
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of the study is to investigate the
life history of individuals who have experienced the school-to-prison nexus. This includes
experiences of school removal, former incarceration, and college courses. You are invited to
participate because your life includes this set of experiences. A total of 15 participants will be
recruited for this study. Participation will require up to 6 hours of your time.
II. Procedures:
If you decide to participate, we will schedule times to meet. We will meet for up to four 90minute interviews. The interviews will be in a location you and Clarice agree upon. The
interviews will be audio recorded. One of the interviews may involve sharing photos, objects, or
writing about your experiences.
III. Risks:
It is anticipated that this study will not cause any direct risks to you. However, due to the nature
of the subject, you may experience some indirect risks such as emotional strain. During
interviews, you may feel uncomfortable discussing some of the questions. Clarice will not
continue with probing questions if you are visibly upset.
IV. Benefits:
You may not benefit from participating in this research study. However, in some qualitative
studies, adults may find it useful to talk about their experiences. For society, the results will
inform teacher education including. The results may be relevant for educators interested in the
school-to-prison nexus and social justice. Teachers and school administrators focused on school
environment and just practices for young people may be interested in this work.
V. Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:
Participation in research is voluntary. You do not have to be in this study. You have the right to
drop out of the study at any time. You may skip questions or stop participating at any time.
Whatever you decide, you will not lose any benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
VI. Confidentiality:
We will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. Dr. Behizadeh and Clarice will
have access to the information you provide. Information may also be shared with those who
make sure the study is done correctly (GSU Institutional Review Board, the Office for Human
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Research Protection (OHRP). The research team will remove your name from all documents at
the beginning of the study. We will use a pseudonym rather than your name on study records.
The information you provide will be stored in a password- and firewall-protected computers.
Your name or other facts that might point to you will not appear when we present this study or
publish its results.
VII. Contact Persons:
Contact Dr. Nadia Behizadeh at (404) 413-8397 or nbehizadeh@gsu.edu, and Clarice Thomas at
(616) 292-5969 or cthomas97@student.gsu.edu if you have questions, concerns, or complaints
about this study. You can also call if you think you have been harmed by the study. Call Susan
Vogtner in the Georgia State University Office of Research Integrity at 404-413-3513 or
svogtner1@gsu.edu if you want to talk to someone who is not part of the study team. You can
talk about questions, concerns, offer input, obtain information, or suggestions about the study.
You can also call Susan Vogtner if you have questions or concerns about your rights in this
study.
VIII. Copy of Consent Form to Participant:
We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep. If you are willing to volunteer for this
research and be audio recorded please sign below.

____________________________________________
Participant

__________
Date

_____________________________________________
Student Principal Investigator

____________
Date
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Appendix D: Narrative Analysis Tools
Narrative coding
Characters

Places where
action/events

Storylines

Gaps/Silence
Tension/(Dis)Cont.

Events
Event

Broadening
Description of surrounding,
general knowledge of social,
cultural, historical, political
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Burrowing
Feelings, understandings or
dilemmas, ask why and how event
influenced lived experience

3-Dimensional Space
Temporality
(continuity: past, present, future)

Sociality
(interaction: personal and social)

Place
(situation: notion of place)

Theoretical Coding
1. Critical Race Theory

2. Carceral State

3. Experience
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Appendix E: Resonant Threads
Family: Parents, Siblings, Aunts, Grandmother (and their stories RS mom
and dad, RW biological dad, WS mom teen mother)
Parental imprisonment
Parent drug use
Neighborhood
Poor upkeep (bad clothes)
In the streets (Not the original plan but redefined goals)
Multiple suspensions
Good student (TAG, good writer, wrote comic book with friend)
Multiple (conflicting) identities
Interactions with the police in the streets (Fear of the police; locked up for
“false charges” RS, RW took case for friend, WS pulled over went to jail)
Interactions with the police at school
Internal feelings (angry-RS, image-RW, low self-esteem-WS): Wanted to
be loved, accepted, noticed, hurt and suffering
Violence (self) and family and friends (RS shot, brother; RW brother)
Negative interactions with school personnel (teachers, admin, guards)
Types of experiences are commonplace
Positive GED program experience
Navigating college (Life experiences help in college, free thinking)
Struggling student (and failing in school)
Lack of support, guidance, mentoring, plan for the future (early)
Other people’s (negative) perceptions of him
Self advocates in the school
Unfairness (life is racially divided, poverty is a factor; RS never fair)
Idle time = trouble (suspensions, pending cases)
Treatment in jail or prison (animal v. human)
Plans for the future
Teachers beliefs and lack of beliefs (Some did believe and pushed others
thought he was lazy, others thought he was disruptive)
The research conversations and context (value of the work; therapy)
Home life (custody, parents divorce, sick mom and stepdad; supports,
living conditions and access to necessities)
Selling drugs
Influence of friends and peers
Being on probation (RS on probation the whole time as well)
Legislation
Prison
Vulnerability (criminal label in college and adult life)
Vulnerability (being susceptible to and targeted by)
The next generation (Youth advocate, parent, neighborhood kids)
Learning the cultural norms (Black = strike) *RS only interacted with
Black teachers and officers so did not experience; did not see race as
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All
RS, WS
RS, RW
RS, RW
RS, RW
All
RS, RW
RS, RW
All
All
RS, RW
All
RS, RW
All
All
RS, WS
All
RW, WS
All
All
RS, RW
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
RW, WS
RW, WS
All
RW, WS
RW, WS
All
All
RW, WS

overtly, yet noticed race and spoke nonchalant about (norm); yet RW talks
about not seeing enemy of same race can relate to RS
Seeing race (negatives attached to Blacks)
How teachers could have helped
Researchers stories (shared)
Fear (Getting locked up, police violence)[how does this relate to abovepolice interactions]
School curriculum (RS Desmond Tutu, RW African centered helped; WS
disengaging and topics fake)
Teacher struggles (competing with lack of resources, home, streets) *RW
speaks specifically, RS talks about teachers helping him, WS talks about
what teachers did and did not know about his situation
Self image (None of them saw themselves as a “bad kid”) as adults what
symbolizes their journeys: books, lion, turtle
Lost time (the impact of incarceration on their life plans and timeline)
How you do your time (RS different perspectives, RW had familiar faces,
WS stayed out the way)
Parental support (RS none, RW mom always there, WS mom stopped)
Class placement (RS in gifted, RW regular, WS support and regular)
*they still had the same outcomes so other factors were more profound on
their school experiences
Never thought he would be in jail (RS never went to prison but lost 18
months to jail, RW people never thought he would go, WS was always
told not to go)
Interrupted graduations
Parent in the streets
Determination (not give up attitude)
Misunderstood
Negative impact of criminal record (in college RS, RW, WS-IT program)
Relationship with parents (Parental wisdom, life lessons, RW
grandmother)
Only direction is up
Accountability (Individual role in decisions made)
Respect
View of self along this journey (RS in college story but he never had was
conscientious, RW nervous about college process, WS how view of
himself)
What they were exposed to and saw (RS mom drug use, WS cousins)
Voiceless (RS, RW he and his mother, WS ignored)
Likable guy
Age (Speak about their actions and outcomes in relation to their age and
being “just a kid”)
Imagined possibilities (Where they could have been-Harvard, sports)
Types of punishment in school (in-school, out-of school, work detail,
lunch detention, informal removal, hit)
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RW, WS
All
CT
All
All
All

All
All
All
All
All

All

All
RS, WS
All
All
All
All
RS, WS
All
All
All

RS, WS
All
RS, WS
All
RS, WS (all)
All

Frustration in school (response to=throw desks, talk back-all )
Care for others specifically friends (camaraderie, etc.)
The idea of being articulate (RW told it was not the bar, WS taught to
value it early on, RS in college with southern street drawl)
Participated in extracurricular school functions (plays, sports)
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All
All
RW, WS
(all)
All

